
fig. 1

Ground plan of an

early postal van of the

type shown.

In wintertime
there was no heating
and it was only in
1862 that the first
iron stoves were put
into the vans.

Illumination
also was very poor.
Up to 1868 candles
were it ,use,. later- -
petrol lamps and gas
lamps in 1875.
Sixteen years later, in
1891 the first
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THE TRAVELLING POST OFFICE IN SWITZERLAND 

By ADRIAN() GERVASI — of the Philatelic Office of the PTT

Up to 1848 the management of the post was a matter for the twenty—two
sovereign Cantons. With the passing of the Swiss Federal Constitution of 1848
the Federation, i.e. the Central Government, took over the management of the post
in 1849, this duty being expressed in the present Federal Constitution under
Article 36.

In 1848 the operation of the post was undertaken by (horse—drawn) post
coaches, but with the invention of the railway and due to the positive experiences
abroad, the Swiss Federal Government decided that the railways should carry the
mail and it had special postal vans built, in which the mail could be checked and
sorted during the journey from one area to another.

The first postal vans were introduced on the 12th of October 1857 on the
route Zarich—Brugg. The vans were very simple compared with those in use nowadays.
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Fig. 2 Ground plan and view of a modern postal van
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electrical illumination was installed. During the period of use of candles and
petrol lamps the vans were constantly in danger of fire and small fires often
occurred.

The first postal vans were equipped with inkpots (which were often
frozen in winter-time), containe.s of dry sans, seal pots, letter balances and
other devices used for the then very heavy tariffs. The railway law of 1852
obliged the railways to transport the complete letter post, and parcels up to
5 kilos, for which the Post Office had a monopoly, and the travelling staff,
free of charge. For non-monopoly deliveries of parcels weighing more than
5 kilos, the postal authorities defrayed compensation to the railways.  The
compensation covered costs for the maintenance of the postal vans.

Pig. 3

3a. Frame for letter sorting 3h. Desk & frame for registered mail

The purpose of the T.P.O. and the use of postmarks (cancellations) 

The travelling post office accepts deliveries of mail until shortly
before departure of the train. During the journey the mail is sorted which
significantly accelerates the time of delivery. For this purpose each postal
van is equipped with its own letter-box and its own postmarks which signify the
stretch of line being served.

(To be continued)
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FIRST NEW STAMPS OF 1984 TO BE ISSUED ON 21 FEBRUARY

A. DEFBITIVES. The series of 'Signs of the Zodiac', which began in 1982 wjal be
continued with the release of two further values: Fra4.-

(Sagittarius) and Fr.4.50 (Capricorn)0  The Lion and Scorpio signs will be held in

abeyance and will probably appear with lower face values in the following year in

accordance with the seasonal sequence of the signs as a whole.
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Fr.4.- SAGITTARIUS looks ready to defend the cantonal landscape of
Canton Glarus, represented here by a scene near

Niederurnen, with VorderglArnisch, Wiggis and Rautispitz, at the

same time reminding us that the hunting season has starteda

Fr.4050.- CAPRICORN shows a view of Scuol/Schuls in Lower Engadine
with its unmistakeable Engadine type houses,

has been chosen to represent Capricorn - whose relative, the ibex,

is the heraldic animal of Canton Graubtinden - and the backdrop of

mountains rounds off the picture, forming a harmonious whole.

Values: Fr.40- Sagittarius - the Archer & Glarus landscape
Fr.4.50 Capricorn - the Goat & view of Scuol/Schuls

Designers: Eugen & Max Lenz, ZUrich

Engraver , : Karl Bickel, Walenstadt

Printing: Rotary line engraving by PTT Printing Works, Bern

Pater: White with luminous substance, without coloured fibres

Size: 24 x 29 mm. in 4 sheets (1-4) of 50 stamps each.

B. PUBLICITY STAMPS - Series I.
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25 c. NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION in ZURICH. After a six year break, the
Federation of Swiss Philatelic

Societies is again organising a nationsl stamp exhibition, the 'NABA ZDRI 84', to

be held from 22 June to 1 July.  The special stamp shows a pre-stamp cover sent

from ZUrich to Paris, which received the Zürich large double circle and black 'P.P.'

cancellations on 3 January 1839 as required by the Postal Agreement of 21 November

1828, effective as from 1 April 1829.  The cover also carries the French frontier

transit stamp, 'Suisse par Belfort' and '7/AED' (7 Huningue / affranchi

l'Etranger jusqu' destination', signifying that postage had also been paid for

the section from the Huningue frontier office to destination.

50 c. 1100TH ANNIVERSARY OF SAINT-IMIER. The town of Saint-Imier in the watch

and clockmaking Jura country was named after Imier, who had an oratory in honour of

St. Martin erected there in the 7th century. This gave way to a chapel in the year

992 and to a church in 1146. In the archives of the Diocese of Lausanne, to which

Snint-Imier then belonged, two churches are first mentioned in 1228: the parish

church and the imposing collegiate church. The latter, whose nave was destroyed

in 1828, was a place of pilgrimage until the Reformation. The bell tower - also

known as 'Tour Saint Martin' (St. Martin's Tower), 'Tour de la Reine Berthe' (Queen

Bertha's Tower) or simply 'Vieille Tour' (Old Tower) survived and was last restored

between 1969 and 1971; its clock face, decorated with a 17th cent. fresco, is

visible from afar. Inscribed beneath it, in French, is the quotation from the

Bible: 'Watch therefore for ye know not at what hour your Lord doth come'. Using

the clock face as the main feature and prominent buildings of the town as a back-

ground, the stamp design pays tribute not only to the 1100 years of the old town

of Saint-Imier, but also to the entire watch and clockmaking region.

80 c. INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (I00)-. In July 1981 the Swiss Government
officially granted the status of

an international non-governmental sports organisation to the international Olympic

Committee (IOC), which was formed in 1894 and has been based in Lausanne for more

than 60 years. Thanks to the joint efforts of the ICC the city of Lausanne, Canton

Vaud and the Swiss Government, the 85th Congress in 1982 took the historic decision

to keep the headquarters permanently in Lausanne - where they have been located
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since 1915 - and to erect an Olympic Study Centre there.  The new building, which
is to be constructed during the present decade, will be at once the administrative
headquarters of the IOC, an Olympic Museum and an Olympic Research Centre.  The
stamp features the emblem created in 1913/14, with its five coloured rings
symbolising the five continents, above a view of Lausanne.

Values & 25c. Pre-stamp cover - Hans Jörg Bolzhauser, Basle
Designers: 50c. Clock-face and old town - Michel Dayer, Ravoire

80c. Olympic rings and view of Lausanne - Laurent Pizzotti,
Lausanne

Printing:

Paper:

Size:

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux -de -Fonds

White with luminous substance

36 x 26 mm. in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

Commemorative covers will be available for each issue, one for each
stamp and one for the set. Folders and collection sheets also available. The
same simple First Day cancel will be used for both issues.

On the same day, 21st February, a new offset-printed 50c. inland
postcard, designed by Heinz Börgin of Basle, will also be issued, featuring a
fragment from the graffiti adorning the celebrated 16th century 'Pedrun House' in
Andeer (at. GraubUnden).

LONDON GROUP MEETINGS - DECEMBER & JANUARY

In December a larger attendance than expected just prior to Christmas,
witnessed a display by the Secretary, Mr. G.W. Hubbard, of 'POSTAGE DUES'. He was
quick to point out that it was a working collection and there could be some dupli-
cation. It was intended to show the exhibit in two sections, but due to the sheer
volume it became necessary to make three sections - and part of the Chairman's
table as well!

Part 1 of the display covered the issues from 1878 to 1938. All shades
were represented, as well as normal and inverted frames. There were even a few
Type 1 frames from the green iSsues in singles, blocks, mint and used. The entire
section was enhanced, by covers and postcards which enabled the postal historian to
sort out the rates of postage and postal rates at the time.

In Part 2 the subject of IT' dues was shown, both the large open type and
the 'T' in circle. The earliest 'T' strike was on a cover of 1876 to London.
It was pointed out that early 'T' strikes were really intended for Telegraph use.
From the 30 or so 'T' strikes (large type) known to exist, a good two-thirds were
seen. The 'T' in circle, which began life in 1911, was also well represented,
with many different types. Finally the non-PTT cancellations were shown, including
the famous 'Flying T'. Mr. Hubbard ended his display with a machine 

IT' Cancel -
no doubt the shape of things to come. A most informative display.

The subject for the January meeting was 'POSTAL HISTORY'.

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley opened the displays with a little of her extensive
collection. Route marks and French transit marks were shown, also an early
registration mark and finally a rare 'En Numeraire' strike.

Mr. I. Tillen followed with covers, mainly from the Italian speaking part
of the country. The earliest, dated 1791, was most interesting. Ticino 'Ovals'
were also shown.

Mr. L.E. Stiles produced a miscellany of covers.  Early Swiss spellings
held a lot of interest. Value marks, Straight-line strikes with and without date,
Route marks, Late postage and Ticino ovals all made an exciting exhibit.

Finally Mrs. M.O. Bidmead showed some of her favourite Route markings,
followed by mail both to and from Switzerland. A cover dated 1807 to Paris
showing French markings clarified a lot of queries. The interesting strikes from
the Thum & Taxis post were most revealing. It was stressed that confusion could
arise between the Swiss Kreutzer and the German Kreutzer. A really comprehensive
collection of excellent material.

Mr. J. Keller of the Swiss Embassy proposed the vote of thanks and
congratulated the exhibitors on their research and patience in translating the

hieroglyphics of 18th and 19th century markings. He suggested that their ability,
was due to the fact that they came from the "land of Sherlock Holmes".

G.W.H.
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SWISS FEDERAL RAILWAYS POSTCARDS 

1954-1972
Advising the arrival of goods transported within Switzerland

By B. L. Hoddinott Part II

In 1967 the postage rate was raised from 10c to 20c and the cards were
up-rated by the addition of a frsnking machine cancel of 10c in red on the August
1963 series (Fig. 3). This franking was carried out by the _PTT„ _

Hubtraktoren zu 5 and 10 Tosses Tragkraft mit SBB-Chauffeur fur
den rationellen Auf- und Ablad schwerer und sparriger Outer

Tracteurs-élévateurs de 5 et 10 tonnes, avec chauffeur CFF, pour
le chargement at le déchargement rationnel des merchandises
lourdes et encombrantes

Trattori elevatori, dells portata di 5 e 10 tonnellate, guidati da
personale dells FFS, per il carico e lo scarico razionale di
merci pesanti ad ingombranti

• _Fig. 3

On 1st January 1968 a new value card of 20c in green was issued but this
series consisted of only 10 different pictorial cards instead of the usual 12 cards.
They were of the same type as Fig. 1, with the text printed in green, and in
addition they were also issued from April 1968 until December 1969 with details of
the counter hours and the name of the issuing Station.

On 1st January 1970 an agreement was reached between the Railway and the
PTT whereby the cards should be treated as 'bulk flat postage rate'. Also from
this date the stamp ceased to have a prepaid value. However, the 20c cards still
in stock continued to be used without any obliteration of the stamp.  As an
interim measure a label signifying bulk postage rate was affixed to these cards
although I have only those issued from Luzern Station. Whether they were also
used by the other main stations I do not know.

At this time a further 20c card was issued with the imprint 'V 70'.
Although the front remained the same as for the previous issue the printing on the
reverse side was now in black instead of green, and the advice text in the three
languages was now headed 'Advice of Parcel Goods'. Imprints of these cards go up
to August 1972 and despite the fact that they had ceased to have a prepaid value
I have in my possession cards which have passed through the post individually as
late as November 1972.

The cards that were issued in August 1972 still had the 20c imprinted
stamp, even though the bulk postage rate was officially in force._ These cards..
now had the 20c stamp obliterated in black and a boxed 'flat postage rate' also
in black, applied between the illustration and the stamp (see Fig. 4). I do not
think that these cards remained in circulation for very long as the print order
was for 15,000 only, and I have not seen any cards with an imprint later than
'VIII 72'.

In addition, these cards were overprinted in red with 'Dienstavis' (see
Fig. 5). They were used for internal purposes within the Station and also to
departments outside the Station area in order to advise the arrival of railway
material etc. For example, the Goods Administration Office at Luzern Station
would inform their office in Gftterstrasse Luzern of the arrival of material,
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machines, uniforms etc. Although these cards had been overprinted for the bulk
postage rate some were individually posted as I possess cards that bear the Luzern
Head Post Office cancellation with machine slogan (see Fig. 3).

Fir den Bahn-60terverkehr normierte Faltkisten stereo Arbeitszeit,
Verpackungs- uad Transportkosten

Les caissas pliables normalities pour le trails ferroviaire des
merchandises ipargnot du temps, des embellages et des frets
de transport

Net traffic° mord ferroviario le cease pieghavoli unit icate
pa/mottoes, di risparmiare tempo, come pure 

g
eese d'imballaggio

a di trasporto

(0000   LA WAA...................

Fig. 5

Nubtraktoren zu 5 end 10 Tonnen Tragkraft mit S80-Chauffeur
den rationellen Auf- und Abled schwerer end sperriger Safer
Tracteurs-ilivateurs de 5 et 10 tonnes, avec chauffeur CFF, pour
I. chargement et le dichargament rationnel des merchandises
lourdes et encombrantes

Traitor' elevatori, dells portals di 5 e 10 tonnellate, guidati di
personals delle FfS, per il canto e In scarfs° razionale di
mere pesanti ed ingombranti

The latest dated card in my possession was issued by Luzern Station on
22nd Sept. 1976 and has the imprintt iV111 72', I have not seen any card with a
later imprint than this so presumably the cards continued to be used until stocks
were depleted. Possibly after this time a different type of 'Form' was used to
advise recipients of the arrival of their goods.  I use the word 'Form' as
officially after 1st January 1970 the 'cards' were no longer classified as Postal
items but as 'Forms'.

The 1975 edition of the Postal Stationery Catalogue does not give much
information concerning these cards, and it is to be hoped that when the new edition
is published more details will be available.

When I first started planning this article I did not think that there
would be a lot to write about but this has not proved to be so. Although I have
written in mainly general terms, I have at times gone into greater detail for
clarification. Even so there are many details which I have not touched upon, such
as the counter hours being altered in ink by Luzern or the fact that Biel/Bienne
had two offices which issued these cards.

Although those described in this article were issued by the Swiss Federal
Railways, the pre'nationalised' railways such as the Swiss Central Railway and the
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AN URGENT MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY 1 D i 0 N6011 h< Now ?
Once again I wish to remind members

that NO REFERENCE TO THE SOCIETY should
be made on any correspondence to Officers
of the Society. The name and address are
all that is necessary. Please note this

for the future. L. E. STILES

"INTRODUCING THEMATIC COLLECTING" 

You may already have seen this most
excellent booklet, written by our
President, Mrs. A. Lee. You may not,
however, be aware that this may be
obtained free from Mr. E. Halliday, The

National Philatelic Society, 27'King
Street, London WC2E 8JD, on receipt of a
stamped (23p) addressed envelope at
least 240 mm. x 164 mm.

RAILWAY POSTCARDS (Cont.)

and the Swiss North-East Railway also
issued cards of a similar format. In
addition these advice cards were also
issued by the private railways. I know

that the Rhatische Balm issued them and
I have in my possession cards from the
Gotthard Rahn, B.L.S. Group, Chemin-de-
fer Jura-Simplon, Mittelthurgaubahn and

the Kriens-Luzern Balm.

I would be interested to hear from
any member who possesses these types of
cards from any of the other private

railways.
--- FIN ---

A VERY BIG 'THANK "YOU' 

The Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer

and Editor wish to thank everyone who

sent letters, cards and good wishes at
Christmas - too many for individual
reply, but much appreciated and
guaranteed to keep us all on our toes.

R. F..BULSTRODE G.W. HUBBARD

L. E. STILES E.J. RANUSLEY

FEBRUARY MEETINGS 

N. GROUP - Sat. 4 Feb. MEMBERS'
COMPETITION

LONDON - Wed. 8 Feb. 'CUSTOMS' -
All Members

DID YOU KNOW? (Continued) 

.... that the answer to Question No. 135
is that this 25c. stamp first appeared
in 1907.
.... that Question No. 136 is the result

. of my suddenly noticing that generally
the PP stamps have a horizontal shape,
but that the PJ stamps are almost all of
vertical shape. The Question is: how
many PJ stamps are wider than high?
Try a guess before checking in the
catalogue.

M. RUTHERFOORD

that the PTT have just announced that
in view of the new postage rates on 1st
March a new Fr.5.- booklet will be issued
on 1st Feb., with a yellow cover contain-
ing (Folklore) 4x5c, 4x10c, 4x35c and
6x50. These 5 panes will be glued, not
stapled, and will not have interleaves,
because of the thickness limit. The panes
will be cut frcm sheets (which as before
will not be sold) and the gum is now matt.

...  that with about a year's delay I can
announce that the PTT have changed their
logo, as shown (with slogan example of
old type), which is now appearing on all
printed matter. The horizontal lines
suggest, heraldically, blue, but coloured
examples show the old red.

 PTT n i l 
MR PARTNER

PTT TAG FOR TAG
g

Old type New type
.... that in the PTT Museum they are show-
ing some of their new acquisitions, until

29 Jan. Two important gifts will interest
specialists, from W. Liniger his postmarks
of Geneva, from 1458 to 1851, and from
E. Bosshard, the posts of Appenzell. In
addition one of the largest existing
collections of Hotel Post items.

,.... that this year in Zürich there will
be, on Sunday 24th June (opening of the
'NAHA', a 2 km long postal-philatelic
procession through the city. A unique
event, and well worth seeing.

.... that 400 collections have been accept-
ed for the 'NABA', all getting the number
of frames requested.

.... that in 1983 there were 10 more
special cancels than in 1982, i.e. 75,
made up as follows: 21 special PO, 23
special PO in an MPO, 20 PO with cachet,
2 temp. PO (Geneva) with cachet and 9 FD
cancels.

.... that the number of pictorial 'K'
cancels has, thank heaven, dropped from
59 in 1982 to 41 in 1983. According to a
PTT 'leak' this should drop further in '84.

.... that an Austrian stamp shows a Nobel
prize holder, physicist W. Paulim who
became Swiss in 1948, following a long
stay in the USA. So 3 countries can
claim him.

.... that the UPU in Bern will not dis-
tribute 'Frame' labels to all member
countries, as they do not call them
stamps. Considering the daily output of
t jlink' stamps which are, apparently,
acceptable, one wonders how they judge
these bits of paper. The whole idea of
sending everyone's stamps to all members
is rather out of date. (Cont.

( in Col. 1)
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N. Group: Hon.See. MR. R. A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd, HALIFAX, You may have missed your chance

Yorks HX3 OPB.

At the December meeting of the
Northern Group in Leeds the display was
given by Mrs. V. Davis from Hull who
chose the title of 'Cinderellas'.

She began by explaining that she
loosely described this term as meaning
an uncatalogued collection or a select-
ion of bits and pieces many of which
would not, at one time, have been
collected.

Her most informative talk and well
presented display covered such topics as
post paid handstamps and meter marks,
stamps from automatic machines, trial
prints, postage due covers, covers show-
ing hotel-post-centenary labels, privat
ly printed air letter sheets, money orde
and various other postal forms, customs
cancels, labels, postal stationery items
and cards depicting Swiss lake steamers.

to enter for 'Stampex', but never mind,

you have time to try for the Autumn

Exhibition.

Sp look through your collection

to see what is missing, or how some

sections could be improved ... and

let me know.

I will be pleased to receive

your Wants Lists or requests for

material on Approval for ....

Stamps, mint or used; Covers - First

Day or commemorative; Airmail stamps

and covers; Tete-beche & se-tenant,

Postal History cards and covers;

Route marks; T.P.O.s etc.

At the N. Group meeting in January
Mr. Gilchrist displayed a superb collec
ion of the stamps of the Geneva Inter-
national Offices.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

The display began with postcards M ORECAMB E,

depicting the U.N. & I.L.O. building in Lanes LA4 6AP

Geneva and a selection of covers with
various office cancels, followed by the Education Bureau forerunner miniature sheets
with examples of stamps on cover.  Then came sets of the 'Official' stamps beginning
with the 'Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft' overprints of 1918 and the perforated
cross and overprinted cross issues in complete sets.

Finally Kr. Gilchrist showed the various International Office overprints in
complete sets and concluded with the new designs of 1956 onwards.

- - - - - -

Zumstein Catalogues 1984
NS=

zumsbein
4.

ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes: _
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE - Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain
Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE - Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France and Monaco
Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE - Iberia, Italy,- Adriatic and Aegean Countries
PRICES: £ 9.00 per volume or all threexolumes (Western Europe) ............................................ £ 24.30
Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE - All Socialist Countries ............................................................... £ 18.00
EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes ... £ 40.50

Zumstein-Schweiz-Liechtenstein Catalogue 1984 in Colour
German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued; Important varieties; Prices for «Day
of the Stamps cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at £ 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Propr. Herlsch + Cie, P.O. Boxzumsbein+cie 3001 BERN, Switzerland.

Zumstein Europa Catalogue 1984. 67 Edition New:
Europe in four volumes
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NEW DEVELOPMENT IN 'PP' HAND-STAMPS 

By M. Rutherfoord

I have heard from my usually well-informed source that the PTT is

dropping the old octagonal 'PP' mark, after 72 years of use (see Fig. 1), as used

by the smallest Swiss post offices for bulk payments, i.e. 50 or more items paid

in cash at the counter.
When this scheme

started in 1911 it was for a

3782 LAUENEN 4. \ "7j> minimum of 200 items, 'PP'
e
V cP denoting 'Port paye' (postage

26,-5.83-7 0 ' ' d)pal .

19. IV. 83 en. Perhaps this change of
, Wpaii <Z,) policy was triggered off by

PZEVC•14 the totally strange encircled
'PP' used in Vittis on the

PB

occasion of the First Day of

Pp
their new publicity cds (see
Fig. 2), also a rarity
combination. The '7' of the

_ PLZ denotes Chur and
GraubOnden, but this valley

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 is actually in Canton

St.Gallen. but postally served from Chur since 1849. Next to the village arms

is shown a reminder that nearby was found a large cave, used by bears and bear-

hunting stone-age man.

These separately applied
octagons will be superceded by an
existing device which screws into the

(;)
' 1

c3)
. 31-'

ordinary date stamp to give a combined 1,4) 17-53-1r171
la-5.83-17

impression (see Fig. 3), which was
actually the last day of use of this * >// P P
type - used quite extensively - at
that ..postoffice. The next day they

P pstarted to use their new universal
type handstamp (see Fig. 4).

Still larger offices have a Type 3 Type 4

cancelling machine with 'PP' die, making the above superfluous, except for

occasional small orders. Large firms have the 'PP' printed onto their own covers

and don't need the date.

All these impressions are in black, even though, strictly speaking,

they should, according to the UPU rules, be in red denoting pre-payment. Only

the U.K. I think, does its machine bulk payment cancellations, correctly, in red.



Convenient Bus Routes:

Underground Stations:

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

Stand 42

Dear Client,

As always you will find
superb Swiss material on

our Stand. Please come
to see us at the show,
discuss Swiss Stamps with
us - my staff and I will

gladly help you with any

queries and show you items
of interest. Incidentally,
should you wish to make
purchases the cost of the

entrance ticket WILL BE
REFUNDED as follows:
first day of the Exhibi-
tion on minimum purchases
of £25 and all other days

on minimum purchases of £12.
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sT.Aum,...rEx

1984
MARCH 6- 11

BRITAINS NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION

BOTH HALLS
Royal Horticultural Society
GREYCOAT STREET Et VINCENT SQUARE

LONDON S.W.1
10, 11, 24, 29, 70, 76*, 149, 500, 507

(76, 149 Not Sat.), (500 Not Sun.)
St. James's Pa* (Circle & District Lines)
Victoria (Circle, District & Victoria Lines)

1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
10.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
10.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

FIRST DAY ALL E2.00. Including catalogue.
OTHER DAYS £1.00 (after 4 pm 50p)
CHILDREN & 0.A.P.'s 50p (after 4 pm 25p)
SEASON TICKETS Including catalogue £4.00
THURS.—YOUTH DAY—school parties & accompanied children FREE
Parties of 10 or more 25p per person except on the first day
FREE TICKET FOR SUNRAY V4TP1 EVERY TICKET RPM_ AMR

IF YOU COLLECT 1900 U.P.U.

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT OUR
STAND - YOU WILL NEVER
SEE THE LIKE AGAIN! OF
COURSE, AS USUAL, WE SHALL
ALSO HAVE OTHER SUPERB
MATERIAL FOR YOU TO DROOL
OVER!

V

(‘  \ 
n r----...

LSI'. JAMES'S PARK STN. ifyfr

\ VBus stop 

VICTORIA. STREE'tC-7* N c77- --- e, c:::An CI

4cAMEMEE:

11 V4,  6"s° <

(.14 t
CAynateux (Alecto). oZ,tcl P. O. B 0 X 2 42

HIGHGATE
LONDON • N 6



3c. Parcels compartment 3d. Mail-bag compartment
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THE TRAVELLING POST OFFICE IN SWITZERLAND 

By ADRIANO GERVASI - of the Philatelic Office of the PTT

The purpose of the T.P.O. and the use of postmarks (cancellations) - Cont.

Part II

A work for collectors of T.P.O. postmarks has been published in Bern und
er

the title: "The Swiss Travelling Post Office Cancellations according 
to

district, from the beginning to date" - Author: Dr. A. Miler 1977 (in
 German).

The Swiss post has its own maxim: Mailing of the post to-day, delivery

tomorrow. Deliveries which are particularly urgent, such as press reports,

livestock etc., can be collected immediately on arrival of the specifi
c train, a

system which guarantees the greatest rapidity of delivery.

Practical work on the T.P.O. 

Shortly before the departure of a train having a post van, the post

office at the railway station delivers the bags filled with mail, as we
ll as large

and small parcels. Many of the bags can be transported without b
eing opened,

they are labelled according to destination and only need to be conve
yed. One spare

bag contains unsorted mail which arrived last. First of all the 
staff of the

travelling post office separates this particular mail which could conta
in items

destined for the next station. The staff has to work at consider
able speed,

particularly on short stretches. Often the mail is dischar
ged without calling at

the station, the bag being thrown out and collected by a post official 
awaiting

the 'airmail'.

In order to sort letters, parcels and other items the postal sorter has

to distribute the mail into a frame according to villages.
(See Fig. 4 overleaf)

In order to do so the sorter has to know the names of all the villages 
by heart,

and is aided by the distribution schedule which he has to memorise.
 Most T.P.O.

travel early in the morning or at night.

Qualities of the T.P.O. staff 

The travelling postal sorter is acquainted with a thorough knaYledge of

the geography of the country; he knows every post office and a good nu
mber of the

villages of Switzerland and of the surrounding country by heart, which 
in turn

enables him to avoid faulty deliveries.

The post of Switzerland delivers mail in all directions. Airmai
l and

urgent deliveries have to be distributed correctly and without delay.
 The T.P.O.

is equipped with dictionaries, which are hardly ever used, due to the i
ntensive

training by the Post Office.
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Fig. 4 - Frame for sorting letters
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The travelling post officer has to be healthy in order
to undertake the heavy work in the postal vans; his balance and
his digestion have to withstand the unsteadiness and jolting of
the vehicle. At the same time the officer has to be co-operative
with his fellow officers, a condition which requires teamwork and
the ability to make quick decisions.

The trainee TPO officer has to acquire his skills in a
central despatch office. Before being accepted for T.P.O. work such staff
undergo demanding examinations in which their skills and knowledge in geography
are tested. Only a limited number of people are able to fulfil the requirements
of the T.P.O. service, but the work is well paid, with additional compensation
for night work.etc.

The markings of the T.P.O. 

If you happen to visit a Swiss railway station look out for the postal van.
Usually it is attached directly behind the locomotive.  It is marked 'Post' and
qualified as 'Z'. Different types of these vans are marked with special
abbreviations, such as 'ZO ZI Z1".

As well as the T.P.O. system the Swiss runs a ship-mailing system on the Lake
of Lucerne (the Vierwaldstattersee) in central Switzerland.

The course in travelling-mail-science can only be completed after having
gained some work experience, which in the T.P.O. service is adventurous, since
the staff has the opportunity to travel throughout the whole country and allows
a good deal of independence. Once the author experienced the following little
story. After long exposure to the sun, the roof of a mail van developed some
gaps and cracks. During a long journey and after a heavy rainstorm the water
seeped through the cracks and threatened the mail. Immediately the author
grabbed all the letters and stored them in a waterproof bag.  By doing so the
mail was saved but suffered late delivery.

 - -  o0o  - - - - - - -

To complete this article there will follow in next month's issue a list
of the TPOs on the private railways network, where the date-stamps indicate the
route, together with examples of the various cancellations used.

 - -  o0o  - - - - - - -
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29 th ANNUAL COMPETITION
TO BE HELD AT

. THE VICTORY SERVICES CLUB, W.1. ON WEDNESDAY, 11TH APRIL 1984
AT 6.45 p.m.

(R U L E S)

1, The Competition, op n to all members in the U.K., is in two sections:

A. ' HELVETIA SILVER CUP'. Entries of not less than EIGHT and not more than

TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps,

charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official items, miniature

sheets, flown covers, etc.

B. POSTAL HISTORY Competition for the 'MOORE TROPHY'. Entries of NINE

sheets on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.

Members may submit ONE ENTRY IN EACH SECTION.

2. Entries sent by post (preferably covered by postage including Compensatory

Fee) should be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,

and sent to 3, Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive, Bognor Regis, W.Sx P021 ZEL,

to arrive not later than Monday, 9th April. Members attending the meeting

should, of course, bring their entries on the night, soon after 6 p.m.

By agreement judging will be by POPULAR VOTE - thus enabling all those present
to take part and to gain some experience of judging.

Entries will be judged on a system of points based on the general headings:

HELVETIA SILVER CUP MOORE TROPHY 
40

a) Phil, knowledge and study 30 a) Knowledge & study 25
b) Importance & spec. features 20 b) Originality & importance 15
c) Condition (including rarity) 30 c) Condition (incl. rarity) 20
d) Presentation & arrangement 20 d) Presentation & arrangement

100 100

The 'Helvetia Silver Cup', awarded annually, shall remain in the possession

of the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser

named by the Committee and awarded to the next winner.  If the same person

wins three successive Annual Competitions the Cup shall become his or her

property, and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next year.

The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be held for 11 months and then be returned to

be competed for again.

7. Thematic entries - if received - will be judged as being part of the Cup

Competition.

It is hoped that at least some of our newer members will take part.

"NEWS LETTER" INDEX FOR 1983 

Accountancy Marks of the Bureaux .d'Echange
Annual Competition Results
Annual General Meeting
A Short-lived Issue
Cross & Figure Issues 1882-1906
Data & Statistics on Bundesfeier /National Fete Cards
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87
61
57,
51
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83,

67,
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93
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85

31, 39
47,55,65,79,89,97

Errors on Swiss Stamps 38

Gotthard Mail Coach - semi-official postcard 92
Identification Nos. & Letters on Swiss Date Stamps - 5, 13
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New Issues 1, 25, 49, 81, 89
Puzzle Corner 45

Rauch Literature Award 52

Stampex 1983 37
Swiss Federal Railway Postcards 95
Swiss Ice-Hockey Postal Items 41, 53
Swiss Lake and River Boats 71

Swiss Trial Prints 9, 17, 29, 35, 43
Travel in the Good Old Days 65
Was French Office in Geneva incorporated into Dept.

du Mont Blanc in 1798? 78



A. EUROPA - CEPT - Special subject: Bridges

Values: 50 & 80 Hp. Mark 25th Ann.
Designers: Ewald Frick, Balzers and

J. Larriviere, Monaco
Printing. : roto-heliogravure

Courvoisier S.A.
Size: 29 x 29 mm. in sheets of 20

B. PORTRAITS OF FAMOUS GUESTS IN 
LIECHTENSTEIN 

Values: 40 Hp. Aleksandr Wassiljewitsch
Suworow (1730-1800)

70 Hp. Karl Rudolf von Buol-
Schauenstein (1760-1833)

80 Rp. Carl Zuckmayer (1896-1977)
1 Fr. Curt Goetz (1888-1960)

Designer: Auguste Böcsk8r, Vienna
Photography: 70 Hp. Walter Wachter, Schaan

1 Fr. Peter Heman, Basel
Engravers: 40c & 1Fr. Maria Laurent, Vienna

70c & 80c. Wolfgang Seidel, "
Printing: Combined heliogravure and rotary

line-engraving by the State
Printing Works, Vienna

Size: 32.5 x 32.5 mm. in sheets of 16

CEPT

by

NEW 50 c. .POSTCARD 19 Dec. K.929

3 Jan. K. 62c

16 Jan. K.930

23 Jan. K.931
1 Mar. K.932

1 Mar. K236c
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A 40.000 FRANC FINE I' 

The following news item (duly
translated) and sent to us by our Member
Mr. J.J.E. EUSEBIO, appeared in "IL
DOVERE", a Bellinzona daily newspaper
on Wednesday, December 14, 1983;

=ICH 13 - The i ticinese artist Chris
Carpi has exhibited at the

1 Galarie Arrigo' in Zdrich, a set of
postage stamps 'made at home', featuring
Ronald Reagan, Mrs. Thatcher, Italian
President Pertini and the painter's own
self-portrait, all under the inscription
'HELVETIA', and all cancelled by the
Post Office, and is now threatened with
a 40,000 Franc fine and up to three
months' prison term.

Last Monday a summons was taken out
at Bellinzona against Carpi by the Post
Office Headquarters. The postal
authorities fear injury to their
employees' image for having, unknowingly
obliterated the non-stamps. The
exhibition in Zlirich may be subject to
confiscation.

The artist statede "The post
people lack a sense of humour and
imagination", adding that he had
executed these twenty stamps as a protesi
against the 'robotization' of the postal
service, and to show that the Canton of
Ticino is too often disregarded by the
people "whose task it is to devise the
official postage stamps". He further
stated that, were he to be condemned to
a heavy fine, he would have to be given
the option to serve it out in a post
office sticking stamps on to customers'
letters.

As far as the Ticinese artistic
quarters are concerned it is pointed out
that the artist took the precaution of
sticking stamps for the required postage
on the reverse of the covers and has on].,
'made' twenty items. Therefore, the
Post Office action appears to be out of
proportion and out of place.

LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES 

The following will be issued on
1st March 1984:

Special covers and maximum cards will
be available.

C. ILLUSTRATED POSTAL CARDS 

es: 50c. Schellenberg
70c. Alpe Matta
1F. Ruggeller Ried

aner: Bruno Kaufmann, Balzers
tiag: Offset by the State Printing

Works, Vienna
14.8 x 10.5 cm.

Available only in complete sets.

NEW 'K' CANCELS 

A set of 3 cards, with pictures on the
address side and imprinted stamps depicting
a crown and a dove. The top value also
has an imprinted airmail label.

6652 TEGNA - Terre di
Pedemonte

2900 PORRENTRUT - Tourisme
- Etudes

4222 ZWINGEN
5262 PRICK - Marktrecht

seit 1701
5300 TURGI
7554 SENT - Giodai nos

sulai

MARCH MEETINGS 
Shown above is the design used for

the 50c. imprinted 'stamp' on the new
postcard. The design is printed in
white on a deep red background.

N. GROUP - Sat. 3rd Mar. 4DUT & ABOUT
IN SWITZERLAND" -

Disc. Leader: Mr. D. Arthur

LONDON - Wed. 14 Mar. AEROPRILATELY -
Mr. A. S. Newall
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 

• If there is a cross in
the box it means that your

 dues for 1984 are unpaid -
£4.00 U.K. 8: Europe; £5.00

overseas by airmail. Please remit
quickly to keep our records straight.
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* DID YOU KNOW
.... that the new SFr..5.- booklet
(1.2.84) has a new front picture, other-
wise the make-up is identical to the -
rare - blue covered booklets of 1983.

Zumstein have the same 5 illustrations
inside the front cover, in German text

FEBRUARY MEETING IN LONDON 

At the meeting held on 8th February
the subject was "CUIS.7OMS" to be covered

as widely as possible.

Needless to say Labels and Cancels
predominated. Mr. I. Tillen commenced

with a well thought out display starting
with various types of labels used up to

the present time, followed by a selection

of 'Customs Postmarks and Cancellations'.

A most informative display.

Mr. C.E. Redmill showed further
items with the emphasis on the research
carried out by Mr. D.R. Beak.

Mr. R.S. Johnson showed markings
mainly from the Ticino region, and posed

the questions as to whether a list of
Customs Houses exists ???

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley also showed
Customs cancellations, followed by cards

and some stamps displaying Folk Customs
and the like.

SEE YOU AT 'STAMPEX" - March 6th-llth

NO 06

Postmarken
Timbres-poste
Francobolli

only. The matt gum is invisible but
sticks well. The thinner make-up allows

40 more booklets to be stacked in each
vending machine.

.... that on 1.3.84 when the new rates
apply there will be a type of 2-tier post
introduced into Switzerland for the first

time. Printed matter can be sent for 25c
(instead of 35c., i.e. 75% increase above
old rate) if 50 items at least are handed

in and slower delivery is acceptable.
This service has to be indicated by a

rA, 1 star tor all types of

PA 4v-1 i franking. W
hen I have

some examples I will do

8021 Turich a separate article. The
. chance of such stars

being found on foreign post is rare.

DID YOU KNOW? - cont. from Col. 2

ribbons would be introduced for the first

19 Frama ATM machines. They are to be
congratulated on this change of heart,
there was ridiculous secrecy before, but
I cannot see any difference in the
impressions. The other 480 machines will

be changed later.

.... that the SBZ has written about a new
method of faking cancellations to up-rate
cheap mint stamps (the old favourite).
Three elements are used, a number of
dater dies without date reels, date blocks
without time, then various times. These
are then impressed onto the stamps one
after the other, but luckily usually not
positioned correctly, so that a careful
check reveals the forgery.

.... that the answer to Question No. 136

is that there are only 18 horizontal PJ
stamps during the last 70 years in which

285 stamps were printed.

.... that Question No. 137 is that with
the new booklets there have been 6 stamps
*aken from the current series of Folklore

definitives. Is this a record?

M. RUTHERFOORD

.... that the new exhibition in the Post

Museum in Bern from now until 8.4.84 is
from the collection of H.U. Wahlen on the
pre-history and history of W.W.II, with

many interesting covers etc., from all
over Europe. Effect on Switzerland also

shown.

.... that the unusual, but valuable
article on SBB and other similar postcards

; covers ground not easily available to
most collectors, but the persistence
;shown by B. Hoddinott is to be commended.
The reason why this system has fallen away
is two-fold: why pay 40c. for a postcard
(now 50c.) when a local telephone call
costs only 10c. In addition this type of

smallish load is fast disappearing from
railway traffic, so that practically all
small stations do not have the facilities
any more. Up with petrol consumption,
down with the trees.

.... that someone has listed in the NZZ
the 12 places in Switzerland whose PLZ
can be matched by a date this year, from
1.2.84 for 1284 Chancy to 6.9.84 for
6984 Pura. All post should be free that
day from these places!

.... that the PTT announced well in

advance that on 16.1.84 new style ink

Cont. in Col. 1)



Zumstein Catalogues 1984
Zumstein Europa Catalogue 1984. 67 Edition New:
Europe in four volumes
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N. GROUP: Hon. Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Avenue, Stafford Road,

HALIFAX, Yorks. HX3 OPB.

The Northern Group's Annual
Competition was held in Leeds on
February 4th, judged by Popular Vote
and the winners were:

AEROPHILATELY and Winner of the
Highsted Cup: MR. D. CAIRNS with a
superbly presented entry entitled
'SWISSAIR, the First 10 Years'.

THEMATIC and Winner of the MOORE BOWL
Mrs. V. Davis, with a most attractive
entry on 'THE GOTTHARD ROUTE'.

POSTAL STATICNERY- Mr. D. Hope with
1 10c. POSTCARDS 1875-1906'.

PHILATELIC - Mr. L. Moore with
'STRUBELS 1854-64'.

POSTAL HISTORY- Mr. D. Cairns -
'THE SWISS TRAVELLING POST OFFICES'.

R.A.H.

THE NEWS LETTER

While some articles are still in

hand, replacement is necessary to

maintain a good selection of subjects.

If you have any ideas on subjects

of interest, please put pen to paper

and send them along.

E. J. RAWNSLEY

J. LA RMSTRONG
Are you looking for a new side-line

in Swiss Philately?

There are many to choose from:

Flowers, Animals and Birds

Mountain Scenery

Castles and Churches

National Costumes

Heraldry

Famous Men and Women

T.P.O. Cancellations

and others, all in addition to the

normal stamp issues, commemorative

and First Day covers, Airmail stamps

and covers etci

Let me know your interests and

I will be pleased to supply material

on approval.

485, Marine Road,

M ORECAMB E,

Lancs. LA4 6AP

tr-c.ine

EN=
zumsbein

_ „

ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE - Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain
Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE - Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France and Monaco
Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE - Iberia, Italy,- Adriatic and Aegean Countries
PRICES: £ 9.00 per volume or all three.volumes (Western Europe) .................................................  £ 24.30Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE - All Socialist Countries .....................................................................  £ 18.00EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes ... £ 40.50

Zumstein-Schweiz-Liechtenitein Catalogue 1984 in Colour

German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued; Important varieties; Prices for g Dayof the Stamps cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at £ 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Propr. Hemsch + Cie, P.O. BoxZUMSbein+Cie 3001 BERN, Switzerland.



In 1938 a slogan to advertise

Fig. 1
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THE NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 193q 

By C. M. Scholey

A National Exhibition - Landesausstellung - is held in Switzerland every

twenty-five years, and there was much of philatelic interest in connexion with the

exhibition held in Zürich from 6th May to 29th October, 1939.

this event was used in three languages -

German, French and Italian. The French
version is shown in Fig. 1. It incorpor-

ates the logo of the Exhibition, linked

'''''' 00 14 1 chain on a stylised wing.

'
10E-20

11
164 &V2'-'

,
7_,." "0,4. 1939 This was followed on 1st February 1939

,-/...1f
.-e% -

1
. , --,----, E...

' •T‘ 1 ';-. T I 0 PI by the issue of three stamps for each of

NíVTIO t'-'3"t7.E;Sf. the three languages. The two lower
,
1 values were designed by Karl Bickel and the

' 30c. by Victor Surbek. Sales followed the

language pattern, the German language

three times as many as the Italian.

The Exhibition opened on 6th May 1939 and a new series of stamps was

issued, designed by V. Surbek, which incorporated the cross-bow emblem of Swiss

quality which had been introduced in 1931. This issue was also in the three

languages, not only in sheets but the three lower values, 5, 10 and 20c., were

issued in coils. Se-tenant pairs and strips of three in the different languages

come from coils. Singles can be distinguished by the paper, ordinary or grilled,

or by small differences in the design. At first these were only available at the

Exhibition but later also at other Swiss post offices.

In addition to the stamps postal stationery was issued in the form of

postmarks, at the inland rate of 10c., and the foreign rate of 20c., as well as

letter cards at the 20c. rate. The new designs for the Exhibition stamps were used

on these cards to show the value. All these items showed scenes from the

Exhibition on the front. The letter cards also showed, on the back, scenes of the

post-bus services in the mountains. These had regional associations; for example,

a 20c. Italian letter card has a view of the San Bernardino Pass.  Letter cards

were also available unstamped, but the pictures were different and the colour a

dark greenish-blue-instead of a dark grey-green. •

The three post offices at the Exhibition had their own circular date

stamps (Figs. 2, 3 & 4): 'Pavillon' and 'D8rfli' opened on 20th April and 'Eingang

Enge' on the 6th May. There was also an automobile post office which had the
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first special cancel (Fig. 5). The number included on standard types was

omitted but the vehicle was No. 3.

All postal services were available including 'Nachnahme' (C.O.D.) and

Fig. 2
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Fig. 5

Registration. There was a field post office for the four days, 30th July, 1st,

5th and 6th August. This had a cancellation in red used with 'Feld Post - Poste

de Campagne 27'. (Fig. 6).
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Outside the Exhibition three associated cancellations were used.  One
of these, showing the incorrect date of 31st October for the end of the event had
a short life of six days and is elusive.

(Toile continued)

JUBILEE CANCELS NEW 'K' CANCELS 

800 Years of Fislisbach - 31 Dec. 1984 1 3613 STEFFISBURG 2 -
5442 FISLISBACH - Dorf am Blechberg 'Hochhuser' 12 Mar. K.580b

1184-1984
5417 UNTERSIGGENTHAL -

700 Years of Froideville - 31 Dec. 1984 Am Wassertor der Schweiz
1055 FROIDEVILLE - 700 ans 1284-1984 12 Mar. K.933

800 Years of Romoos 9214 KRADOLF - 12 Mar. K.934
6113 ROMOOS - 800 Jahre 6518 GORDUNO - Chiesa

750 Years of St. Prez parrochiale 12 Mar. K,935
1162 ST. PREX - 750 ans 1234 -1984 6978 GANDRIA - Perla

The above do not have 'K' numbers. del Ceresio 22 Mar. K.936

12th INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF RAILWAY PHILATELISTS - 'FERPHILEX 84' - held in

Montreux 6 - 8 April 1984. The special cancel depicts a modern railway engine.
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NEW-STYLE SWISS BOOKLETS 

By M. Rutnerfoord

On the first of February 1984 a new style of SFr.5.- booklet was issued,
having the usual cut panes as first used in 1979, but with a new picture on a yellow

cover, and with a new synthetic colourless gum (PVA 1') which a
llows the removal of

the previous interleaves, and a gummed binding edge instead of
 the 2 staples.
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The above illustrations show opened out booklets.

Uncancelled 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th panes. Width

of crosses at the left-hand selvedge same for all

booklets - for first time. .
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THE TRAVELLING POST OFFICE IN SWITZERLAND 

By ADRIANO GERVASI - of the Philatelic Office of the PTT

Part III (Concl.)

List of the T.P.Os of the Private Railways whose cancellations indicate the route

Route section Post Offices accepting items to be 
cancelled 

1. Martigny - Le Chable Office postal 1920 Maxtigny 1

2. Romont (FR) - Bulle Office postal 1630 Bulle

3. Palezieux - Bulle - Montbovon Office postal 1630 Bulle

4. Montreux - Zweisimmen Office postal 1820 Montreux 1

5. Vallorbe - Brassucs Office postal 1337 Vallorbe
6. Brig - Zermatt Postamt 3900 Brig

7. Brig - Gletsch Postamt 3900 Brig

8. Yverdon - Ste-Croix Office postal 14L0 Yverdon 1

9. Thun - Beatenbucht (Trolleybus) Postamt 3600 Thun 1

10. Spiez - Zweisimmen Postamt 3700 Spiez

11. Zweisimmen - Lei* Postamt 3770 Zweisimmen

12. Solothurn - Bern Postamt 4500 Solothurn 2

13. Thun - Burgdorf Postamt 3600 Thun 1

14. Solothurn - Burgdorf Postamt 3400 Burgdorf 1

15. Burgdorf - Langnau Postamt 3400 Burgdorf 1

16. Lengenthal - Wolhusen Postamt 4900 Langenthal

17. Famsei - Huttwil Postamt 4950 Huttwil

18. Lies tal - Waldenburg Postamt 4410 Liestal

19. Luzern - Engelberg Bahnpostamt 6000 Luzern

20. Aarau - Menziken Postamt 5000 Aarau 2

21. Biases. - Acquarossa Ufficio postale 6710 Biasca

22. Lugano - Ponte Tresa Ufficio postale 6900 Lugano 3
23. Rapperswil (SG) - Goldau Postamt 8640 Rapperswil (SG)

' Chum - St. Moritz
Ps ei
chChur - Davos I-4 a/
011 I".

24. St. Moritz - Schuls-Tarasp g Bahnpostamt 7000 Chur
CD SD

e+Chur - Disentis ta,ge 0
St. Moritz - Campocologno

25. Frauenfeld - Ii]. (SG) Postamt 8500 Frauenfeld 1
26. Wil (SG) - Kreuzlingen Postamt 9500 Wil (SG)
27, St. Gallen - Appenzell Bahnpost 9000 St. Gallen
28. Gossau (SG) - Appenzell Postamt 9100 Herisau 1

Continued on page 21.

UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA
Two stamps were issued on 15th March for 'World Nourishment Day',

Values: 50 c. Fishers - & 80 c. African peasants
Designer: Adth Vanooijen - Holland
Printin: Offser by Walsall Security Printers Ltd., Great Britain
Stamp Size: 41 x 26 mm. Issue: 1,400,000 of each
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THE TRAVELLING POST OFFICES IN SWITZERLAND 

T.P.O. DATE STAMPS USED BY THE PRIVATE RAILWAYS - As at 28.5,1972
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APRIL MEETINGS 

N. GROUP - Saturday, April 7th ... Annual General Meeting

11101131E 10210Da - Wednesday, April 11th ... Annual Competition
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THE WING CDR. R0F/ 0 BULSTRODE, 0.8.E „

IITEL POSTS
of

SWITZERLAND

We are proud to announce that we have
acquired this famous award-winning'
Collection, believed to be the largest
of its kind outside the Swiss Postal
Museum.

The Collection is rich in covers,

complete sheets and multiples,

not to speak of mint and used single

rarities and varieties.

We shall gradually break-up the Collection
for individual sale and invite enquiries
from collectors seriously inteested in this
fine material.

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

PO BOX 242
HIGHGATE

LONDON N6 4LW

Telephone:
01-3480296

Our Great $trength Lies,
In Being Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.
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STAMPEX 1984

Another very successful 'Stampex'

Exhibition has just finished and it is

with great pleasure we can announce that

all five Swiss entries were by members

and all were successful to some degree.

W.Cdr. R. F. Bulstrode received the

H. L. Katcher Trophy and a Silver medal

for his superb 'Proofs, Essays & Forger-

ies of the 19th Century'.

Mr. V. J. Mitchell has won a Bronze-

Silver medal for a much augmented entry

of 'Postage Dues 1910-1936',

Major J. B. Keenan - a Bronze for
'Swiss Soldier Stamps used by Frontier

Troops - 1939-45'.

Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley - a Bronze for

'Tell Boy 64 Tell Issues', covering

regular & provisional stamps etc.

Kr. G. W. Hubbard gained a Diploma

for a first time entry on 'Postage Due

Marks'.

We hope a few more members will be

encouraged to enter next time.

Looking at the many entries one is

amazed at the diversity of subjects

followed by collectors.

With the dealers' stands distributed

between the two halls, those wishing to'

hunt for bargains or 'wanted' items
could do so in reasonable comfort, and

there was the added pleasure of meeting

old and new friends.

FORTHCOMING NATIONAL PHILATELIC 
EXHIBITION IN ZURICH 

To be known as I NABA ZURI 84' the

event starts on 22 June at 9.30 a.m. with

the official opening in the presence of

the President of the Confederation.

Opening to the public is at 11.00 a.m.

The Price of admission is SFr.6.00
including a catalogue. On Sunday, 24th,

there will be a 2 km. long procession

through the city centre, with some 2,000

people who will be showing "Posts thru

the Ages" - Postal Messengers, Runners,

Post Buses etc.
There will be 76 trade stands and

9 Foreign Postal Authorities have prom-
ised to attend. Finally some 4,000
frames will be on show, nearly 1,500 of

which will be Swiss exhibits.
G. W. HUBBARD

DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 2)

is "No". The 2nd Historical Buildings

set had 7, the Landscapes of 1936 had 9,

and of course the Tell father and son

had at least 20.

.... that Question No. 138 is: which

Swiss stamps show a letter?

D) D Y OU K N OW ?

....that the NABA Bulletin No. 3 has come
out with a lot more detailed information

about the great show to be held from 22

June to 1 July in the =spa Exhibition
Centre in Oerlikon.

.... that there will be too many (I think)

cards and covers available, but the PTT

will be glad for every stamp they can
cancel.

.... that at last the PTT are dropping
the horrible word 

qiertzeichen", official-

ese for stamps, and changing their

Philatelic Counter cancellers in the 5
1.c
erman-speaking offices to "Philatelie",
but not in Bern, yet.
.... that the private railway Aigle-Le
3epey-Les Diablerets has been reprieved,

and will not close as had been expected.

ate villages en route will put up the
noney to save it.

.... that collectors of covers with
correctly used single stamps have had a
heyday between 21 Feb. and 1 Mar., that is

between the new stamps and the change in
rates, as well as the new booklet stamps
on the 1 Feb. All this makes one realise

what stamps are actually for, to meet the

rate for as many services as possible,
with the fewest stamps. As only the
registered and express services changed

for foreign letters this time, genuine

uses were restricted. For 4.50 a double
weight letter could be sent to the USA, or

an express postcard for 4.00. An express

registered seamail printed-matter postcard

to the USA seemed a bit too much for me,

with only 5 words of conventional greet-
ings on it.

.... that the 1.80 zodiac stamp has now

even less use than before, so there is

speculation about it being withdrawn, to

make way for another value. I have never

seen one used on ordinary mail.
.... that the new postcard, with impressed

50c. stamp showing part of the typical

design work on the Haus Pedrun in Andeer

(16th cent.) on the St. Bernardino route,

also has a phosphor bar 7 mm wide to the

left of the stamp to the full height of

the stamp. Also exactly as with the
previous postcard, the watermark is "L".

.... that the vending machine booklets now
have only 4 cards for the standard SFr.2.-,

but the covers are now yellow, but of

Icourse thinner than that of the new book-

lets. There are the same 5 Zumstein
adverts as in the booklets.

.... that a new book has come out on the

Centenary of the "Seetalbahn", which

started off in 1883 as the "Lake Valley
Railway" by a British firm. In spite of

being taken over by the SBB years ago, it

still has many unique features.

.... that the answer to Question No. 157 .

M. RUTHERFOORD (continued in Col. 1)



Exhibitions cannot fail to be
impressed by the wide scope to be
found in collecting stamps, both
from the viewpoint of philatelic
interest or by subject. -

Switzerland is rich in both
aspects, so let me help you to find
material to pursue zour interests.

STAMPS - Mint and used

COVERS - Commemorative, FD etc.

AIRMAILS - Stamps and covers

POSTAGE DUES

POSTAL HISTORY OR STATIONERY

TRAVELLING POST OFFICES

TETE-BECBE & SE-TENANT

Etc., etc.

Write now for material on
Approval or send Wants Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE,

Lancs. LA4 6AP.

Lake Geneva, the Rhone Valley and Valais,
ras greatly enjoyed by all members,

R.A.H.

Zumstein Catalogues 1984
Zumstein Europa Catalogue 1984. 67 Edition New:
Europe in four volumes
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N. GROUP - Hon. Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Road, HALIFAX. 1 Anyone who visits Philatelic

Helvetia members are fortunate to coll-
ect stamps from, and take an interest in,
one of the most beautiful countries in the
world, only about ij hours away by modern
jet. A country which crams into a small
area more interest and variety in scenery,
architecture and every aspect of life than
most other larger countries of the world
With such a background Switzerland offers

unlimited scope to the thematic collector,
and just such a display - 'OUT & ABOUT IN
SWITZERLAND' - packed with stamps, covers
and above all postcards, old and new,
delighted N. Group members at their March
meeting in Leeds.

In his display Mr. David Arthur from
Harrogate gave a splendid account of his
recent two-centre holiday in Zermatt and
St. Moritz. He began by describing the
journey from Zürich Airport to Zermatt and
the various railway companies involved,
the many delightful walks of the region
and journey by the Glacier. Express which
was the main reason for a 2 centre visit.

The complete journey, as well as his
' stay in Zermatt and St.Moritz was most

attractively illustrated and the display
was packed with information on the railways
and different regions of Switzerland.

The second half of the show was described
as being a general look at the country
through its railways, including sections on
the Jungfrau Railway, Brunig, Gotthard,
Simplon, MOB, Luzern and VierwaldstAttersee,

A superb afternoon's entertainment which 1
and especially your reporter.

;mire-Linn
--• EMbdIqui
IMMO
zurnsbein

ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE — Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain
Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE — Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France and Monaco
Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE — Iberia, Italy, Adriatic and Aegean Countries
PRICES: E 9.00 per volume or all three.volumes (Western Europe) ........................................  E 24.30Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE — Ali Socialist Countries .............................................................. E 18.00EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes ... E 40.50

Zumstein-Schweiz-Liechtenstein Catalogue 1984 in Colour
German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued; Important varieties; Prices for oDayof the Stamp» cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at E 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

6r14-6E)
Propr. Hertsch + Cie, P.O. Box

21111711,4b 3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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THREE NEW ISSUES in MAY
There will be three new issues in May: 'Pro Patrie, the miniature sheet

for 'RABA Ma', both on 24th May and 'EUROPA' (CEPT) on 2nd May.  Details have
now been issued and are as follows:

1. 'PRO PATRIA 1984 - TILED STOVES - the first of a four year cycle of
Treasures from Swiss Museums.

35 + 15c. Swiss National Museum, ZUrich. This tower-like hexagonal stove from
the Rosenburg manon in Stnn, Ct.

Nidwalden, is one of the oldest fully preserved tiled stoves to be found anywhere
in Switzerland. Inscribed on it are the date 1566 and the initials of its unknown
maker - MK. In the cornice can be seen the coat of arms of the ambitious owner,
Johannes Waser, who bought the Rosenburg in about 1550 and had it magnificently
furnished, The richly embellished stove was used to heat a new, panelled room on
the first floor. With its throne-like seat it stood on the inner wall of the room.
Its distinct achitectural structure reveals the influence of the Italian Renaissance.
Ots ornamentation also shows a relationship with Italian art of the period.
Johannes Waser maintained diplomatic and business relations with Northern Italy and
it is possible that he passed on his knowledge of Italian design to a local workshop.

50 4- 20c. Freuler Palace, Weis. This splendid tower-shaped Winterthur stove
stands in the Freuler Palace, which was built

by Kaspar Freuler, a colonel in the service of France, installed in a richly
furnished panelled room on the first floor, it bears the Freuler coat-of-arms and
the date 1648, easily visible on a cornice tile, with the stove-maker's signature,
Hans Heinrich Pfau. The wealth of its decoration is almost inexhaustible; in
addition to heroic classical and biblical figures, the nine Muses are depicted as
well as the planets and seasons and hunting scenes.  The stove is coloured blue,
yellow, green and violet-brown on a white background - a colour combination
identifying it as a product of Winterthur. Its size, stylishness and rich
pictorial and plastic decoration make it an outstanding embellishment of the Palace,
which today houses the Glarus Cantonal Museum.
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70 + 3Cc. Muse gruerien, Buile. This attractive box-type stove is from
Plaisance, a country seat near Riaz, Ct. Fribourg,

which in the 18th century belon ged to the Dudeng family. It was made for Claude

Joseph Dudeng, a clergyman. His initials and the date of 1768 can be seen on a front
tile, while the signature of the maker, Rudolf Stern of Fribourg, is hidden away

on the base. Of simple construction, the stove with-its side seat is reminiscent
of farmhouse stoves. The same can be said of the charmingly naive decoration,
though the pictures relate to the spiritual world of the owner.  Featuring the life
of Christ, the evangelists and saints, they were almost certainly done at his request.
The stove now stands in the new building of the Muse gruerien in the charming
market town of Bulle.

80 + 40c. Muse Ariana, Geneva, This stove, with its sweeping lines and pear-
shaped broadening body and firebox, i s not

made in the usual way, with individual tiles, but is built of large, irregular
pieces. The maker, Leonard Racie (1736-1791) from Grand-Saconnex, near Geneva,
modelled it like sculpture over a framework. Such stoves are known as frame-
modelled pieces, after his process. Today it is the art and confident mastery of
the craftsman that is admired on this outstanding example. Unfortunately no other
stoves from Racie's workshop have survived. He is believed to have received the
commission from the French diplomat, Pierre Michel Hennin, who served in Geneva
from 1765 to 1778. This magnificent showpiece must, therefore, have been made
during that period, but unfortunately there is no record of where it was originally
located. Today it belongs to the MusSe Ariana, which incidentally, houses the
largest and most important collection of ceramics in Switzerland.

Values:

Designer:

Printing:

Paper:

Size:

35+15, 50•20, 70+30, and 80 .40 c.

Ernest Witzig, Fully

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

White with luminous substance

28 x 33,4 mm., in sheets each of 50 stamps

A special cover for the set will be available and also folders and
collection sheets. The First Day cancel shows the stove on the 70 + 30c. stamp

2. 'NAHA MI' - 22.6 - 1.7.1984. After a six year interval the Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies is again

organising a national stamp exhibition, thr 'NAHA MI 84'.  This large
traditional event will take place at the ZOspa Halls in ZUrich-Oerlikon.
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The MINIATURE SHEET, designed for this occasion by the Bernese graphic
artist Klaus Oberli, is Switzerland's first to show a continuous panorama, the
city of Zürich seen from the lake. The sheet consists of four 50c. stamps which
can be detached and used, but are not sold individually. Each stamp features at
least one prominent building. From left to right can be seen the BauschAnzli,
Stadthaus, Fraumtinster, St. Peter's, Rathaus, Helmhaus, Wasserkirche and the
Grossmünster (Cathedral). The price of SFr.3.- includes an extra charge which
will be used both to meet exhibition costs and to promote philately.

(Cont. on p.27)
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'NABA MR' 84' MINIATURE SHEET (Cont.) 

Values: 4 x 50c. The stamps of the sheet are perforated

Designer: Klaus Oberli, Bern

Printing: Multicolour photogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

Sheet size: 145 x 70 mm., Stamp size: 26 x 36 mm.

Paper: , White with luminous substance

Printing cylinder: 12 unnumbered sheets, not available uncut or as a set

A special cover will be available, to be franked with a simple First Day
cancellation. Folders and collection sheets will also be available.

The three well-known engravers, Karl Bickel, Max Miller and Pierre
Schopfer, will take turns at demonstrating their art to visitors. Each 'NAHA mit
ticket has a stub which can be exchanged at the PTT Information Stand in Hall 1,
for a set of three prints by the above engravers. These are obtainable only at
the Exhibition and cannot be obtained at philatelic counters or philatelic offices.

30 EUROPA - CEPT, 1959 - 1984

The European Conference of Posts & 1959 "V W ' IWO

Telecommunications Administrations
(CEPT) this year celebrates its 25th
anniversary. To mark the occasion the
member countries are using a common H E LVETIA 50
subject, a bridge, as a symbol that
particularly stresses solidarity. The
stamp design, by M. J. Larriviere of Monaco and adapted for the Swiss
Courvoisier S.A., comprises two values, 50 and 80 c.

issue by

Values:

Designer:

Printing:

Paper:
Size:

50 and 80 0.

M. J. Larriviere, Monaco

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

White, with luminous substance

33.4 x 28 mm. Form cylinder: 2 sheets each of 50 stamps

As for the other issues a special cover will be available and a First Day
cancellation used, featuring the ICEPT' emblem. Folders and collection sheets
will also be available.

COMPETITION RESULTS
There was a good attendance for this event and a reasonable number of

entries - although a few more would be welcome - with those for the Silver Cup
predominating, and covering a wide variety of subjects.

Judging was again by popular vote, following the usual rules and after
amalgamating the scores, the final results were announced:

'HELVETIA SILVER CUP': MR. F. R. BULSTRODE - with a most ingenious entry entitled
"How Mixed-up Can You Get".

Runner-up: MR. V. J. MITCHELL - for an excellent display of the "1900 U.P.U."

Highly Commended: MR. D. HOUTRIS - for "Sitting Helvetia Perf."

"MOORE BOWL" for Postal History: MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY for "18-19TH CENTURY COVERS"

Runner-up: MR. L. E. STILES - for "Early Covers".

Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Stiles received stock books.

Other entries for the CUP included "Tell Boy Issues on Wrappers"; "The
Founding of the Confederation"; "Reply Paid Postcards" and "Postage Dues".

In the Postal History Section: "The International Bureau of Education"

and "Correspondence with Fa Isler of Wohlen".

Following this it was announced that, with the exception of the winner
and the N. Group, who had both made another nomination, the Officers & Committee had
decided to present the "RAUCH LITERATURE AWARD" for 1983 to MRS. E. J. RAtiNSLEY in

recognition of over 25 years service as Editor of the "News Letter".

The remainder of the time available was devoted to a discussion on ideas
for the 1984/5 Programme, which will be published later.
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SWISS MILITARY (Soldier) STAMPS

1914/18

ARE NOT
STOCK!
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1939/45

USUALLY AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR

HOWEVER, PURELY BY CHANCE WE WERE OFFERED
AND HAVE PURCHASED THREE EXTENSIVE 2-VOLUME
COLLECTIONS WHICH WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF
BREAKING UP.

IDEAL OPPORTUNITY TO FILL SOME OF THE MORE
DIFFICULT GAPS IN YOUR COLLECTION AND TO
ADD ONE OR TWO SETS OF PRINTING STAGES, A
PROOF OR TWO, SOME COVERS AND MINIATURE
SHEETS.

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR APPROVALS.

PO BOX 242-
HIGHGATE

LONDON N6 4LW

Telephone:
•

01-348 0296 H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

Our Great 5:trength Lies
In Being Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.
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THE NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1939

By C. M. Scholey (Concl.)

The opening of the Exhibition on 6th May 1939 was celebrated by special
flights. In co-operation with the 'Pro Aero Foundation' there were flights to
the capitals of each Canton and half-Canton, twenty-five in all. Later, on 14th
May, there was a piloted balloon flight. Letters and cards of not more than ten
grams in weight were accepted and the charge was 60c. The balloon landed at
Baretswil in Ct. Zürich. (Fig. 7).

Schweiz. Ballon-Flugpost
anlaillich des Internationalen Freiballon-Wettfliegens
um den grofien Preis der Schweiz.Landesausstellun

g in Zurich
(Ehrenprasident Herr Bundesprasident Ph. Etter)

14. Mai 1939

- 

Fig. 7
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------- Postcards
were also
carried onLLUNG

this flight,
as shown in
Pig. 8 (by

42-
1 courtesy of

A20
Mr. F.Pickard).

There were
 also 3 suecial

1 flights in
Europe made!
b- Swissair.. --- •

The first,
to the south,
left Zürich
on 29th April
going via
Rome and
Athens to
Cairo, back to
Athens, then
to Sofia, Bu
Bucharest,

___ Budapest and
Zurich.

The flight
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north also did a circuit of the capitals of the countries around the
this time, returning to Zürich via Berlin. The journey started on 15th

took six days (Fig. 9).

,‘,../ r) F2 r) / I

(--- 

/:ag
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Schweiz. LandeeansetelhnigR 

Zürich (PTT-Pavillon) cy7f.e. dazzez ra. '6 7 3 ,
Fig. 9

The third flight, to the west, left on 22nd May and returned to Zürich
on the 28th May.

In addition to the Exhibition and Swissair cancellations, covers to
London had an extra one reading 'Zürich - London, 22-24 Mai, 1939'.

References,: Zumstein Spezial Katalog Schweiz-Liechtenstein.
Zumstein: 'Ganzsachen Schweiz'
Pen ...- 'Special cancellations'.

The End

VISIT TO NORTH HERTS P.S. 

The visit of the Society's
representatives to the N. Herts Stamp
Club on 22nd March was most successful,
and was rewarded more by enthusiasm from
the members present, rather than the
numbers.

Mr. D.M. Slate started the show
with a very impressive display of
'Hotel Posts', followed by 'Bundesfei
Cards' and a few 'Pro Patria' stamps.

Mr. F. Pickard then showed s
selection of 'Postal Stationery' and
also showed 'Proofs & Essays' on behal
of the Chairman W.Cdr. R.F. Bulstrode,

Mr. A.S. Newall had the audience
enthralled with part of his brilliant
collection of 'Airmails'.

MAY MEETINGS 

N. GROUP - Saturday, May 26th -
Y.P.A. Convention at Hull
---

LONDON GROUP - Wednesday, May 9th -
ODDS & ENDS - All Members

Always a popular night, so bring
along any curious items, or your queries
and join in the fun.

'PHILABU 84' 

A Philatelic Exhibition, Grade III,
will be held from 4th to 6th May 1984
at Buchs (SG).

A special pictorial cancellation
featuring a castle and inscribee9470
BUCES (SG) - 4-6 Mai 84 - PHILABU 84'
will be used.

Finally Mr. G.W. Hubbard Showed a POSTCODE AMENDMENTS 
representative range of 'Postage Dues".

A long list of some 107 names giving
All received cards of thanks for changes in designation or in postcodes has

the time, effort and exhibits displayed.been issued by the PTT. Since these may
be of interest to collectors of postmarks,G.W.H. 'K' cancels, these will be given in
:instalments as space permits.
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DID - YOU KNOW? •
that a lot of PTT customers seem to be using the "Non-fast" 25c. rate for

printed matter, i.e. for what the Americans call "junk mail", instead of the new

35c, that means one sees a lot of stars on mail now. I will send in pictures of

the varieties I have found as soon as I have a few more.

.... that the new 'Autotron' marks are being used in the PTT printing works.
They are much thicker and in all
the colours used. This new equip-
ment can now control the sideways
accuracy of the perforations, and
probably the successive colours
too. Previously PTT printed stamps
had very poor perforation centering,
when compared to Courvoisier.
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' /1 .... that at the special AGM of the. .____ ----
.

' • SVP in Bern on 31st March, to

Old style Autotron
. celebrate their 25th anniversary, an

interesting auction was held of

handbook of Machine
Cancellations just
issued by them. All
members present were

New style Autotron given a pair of the

commemorative slogans, in German and in French, on covers with parts of the slogan

in gold, from a very limited printing. SVP has just on 500 worldwide members now
.

•• • • that I have discovered that the "landing" cancellation given to posta
l items

carried by balloon (almost exclusively for charities to-day) is not that of the

nearest post office, but that of a PO designated by the PTT, taking into account

availability of staff and volume of mail carried. So the more letters o
r cards,

the further from the actual spot of landing, unless one lands on the roof of the

Main P.O., and I am sure there is a regulation against that.

.... that the new PTT Museum will open in 1987, near the old site, in Bern.

that the UN in Geneva has sent free to all standing customers a brochure in

four languages, containing details of all the special cachets they have used at

various exhibitions etc, from 1972 till Dec. 1983.  They do not ment
ion that

because these are not published in the Swiss PTA they cannot be considered official
.

Still a useful booklet.

.... that the twin brothers, Auguste and Jean Piccard, are shown on a number of

stamps, the latest, for Auguste, have appeared in Monaco, on his 100th birthday

anniversary, he died in 1962. These stamps belong in a collecti
on of Swiss on

foreign stamps. His son, Jacques, has also been down to 10,00
0 m. below sea level.

that the answer to Question No. 138 is more than I thought, but you must look

them up yourself: Z.No. 355, 356, 588, 645, Air 14, 15, PP 42, block 50, and

UPU 10. Quite a collection in itself, but the 1984 one is the best.

....that Question No. 139 is: which Swiss stamp shows the gentleman mentioned

above?
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Illustrations for paragraph 3.

material discarded
by the PTT many years
ago, nothing extra-
special, but prices
obtained were well
above that in the
new catalogue-cum-
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Zumstein Catalogues 1984
Zumstein Europa Catalogue 1984. 67 Edition New:
Europe in four volumes

NORTHERN GROUP: Ron.Sec. MR. R.A. HOYLE,

The Annual General Meeting of the
Northern Group was held in Leeds on
Saturday, 7th April.

The Officers & Committee for 1984/5
were elected and are as follows:

Chairman: MR. J. A. EASTWOOD

Vice-Chriaman: MR. D. WILSON

Chairman Elect: MR. I. GILCHRIST

Treasurer: MR. J. A. EASTWOOD,
2, Wellhead Drive,
Oxford Road,
Halifax HX1 29./
Tel. Halifax 62126

Secretary: MR. R. A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Avenue,
Stafford Road,
Halifax HX3 OPB
Tel. Halifax 53078

Librarian: MR. R. A. HOYLE

TPA Delegate: MR. D. ARTHUR

Press Secretary: MR. R. A. Hoyle

The Programme for 1984/5 has also
been agreed and will be published in
due course, nearer the season's opening.

R.A.H.

Summer is beckoning and philately

is apt to take a back seat in favour of

gardening and other outdoor activities.

It is, however, a good opportunity

to take a look at your collection - to

check for any missing stamps, or note

where extra items or covers would

improve your sheets.

Let me know your requirements and

I will send material On Approval or

against Wants Lists for

STAMPS ... all issues

COVERS FDC, Commemorative,
Airmail, etc.

- plus many other aspects of Swiss

philately, so that you will be ready

when the autumn season commences.

Write to

J.S.ARIVISTRONG
485, Marine Road,

'NAHA -21RI 84' will welcome any MORECAMBE,

members of 'Helvetia' . who are able Lancs. LA4 60.
to visit the forthcoming Exhibition.

trOPI
MN=

zumsbein
• •

.. .I.! : •
ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE — Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain
Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE — Switzerland, Uechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France and Monaco
Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE — Iberia, Italy, Adriatic and Aegean Countries
PRICES: £ 9.00 per volume or all three volumes (Western Europe) .......................................................... £ 24.30Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE — All Socialist Countries ........................................................................... £ 18.00EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes ... £ 40.50

Zumstein-Schweiz-Liechtenstein Catalogue 1984 in Colour

German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FOC; Numbers issued; Important varieties; Prices for g Oayof the Stamp* cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover.  Despite increases price maintained at £ 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lam Strand, London WID2E 7LVV

Propr. Hensch + Ole, P.O. Boxzumsbein+cie 3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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With these over-
prints exist sixty-
six basic stamps for
the SdN, plus twenty
on grilled-gum paper,
plus one redrawn issue
or eighty-seven total.,
During the same period
the ILO received fifty-
eight different basic
stamps, plus one re-
drawn type, plus
seventeen of these
also on grilled-gum
paper, or a total of
seventy-six.

By contractual
obligation these two
international agencies
were not allowed to
sell or give away mint
stamps with these over-
prints and collectors
could avail themselves
only of cancelled-to-
order stamps until
February 1, 1944, at
which date remainder
stocks were made avail-
able to collectors in
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FALSE OVERPRINTS OF LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 

LABOUR OFFICE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 

By Felix Gans

Reprinted, with permission, from 'The American Philatelist, August 1983

Between 1922 and 1943 the Swiss postal administration overprinted, for

exclusive use on official mail of the League of Nations headquarters in Geneva,

and for the general offices of the International Labour Office (also in Geneva,

Switzerland), regular Swiss postage stamps with black three- or four-line texts

reading either 'SOCI-
2TE/DES/NATIONS' or

rir."7.1. 1141"1"1"11'S.d.N./Bureau/inter-
national/du Travail'. AtLVET/

Figure 1. Each of these four stamps has an authentic quarter-cancel of a CTO GENEVE 10

(or 1) SdN postmark.
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Surprisingly, most collectors prefer CTO stamps, because those
genuinely used generally feature smeary or heavy postmarks.  Swiss catalogues
(and dealers) give generous discounts for genuinely used copies!

Mint copies - at very hefty prices - nevertheless exist, some having
originated from the unmarked specimens sent to all members of the UPU (later
issues received a "SPECIMEN" overprint to try to control the 'leakage' from
archival copies into the philatelic market) and some simply having been filched by
employees of these organisations - a practice referred to as 'inventory shrinkage'.

Interestingly, however, false overprints for both organisations' stamps
are found practically always on used stamps, and for very good reasons.
Regularly used, common Swiss stamps are a penny a dozen, and since, according to
many philatelic experts, it is supposedly impossible
to tell whether a stamp had the cancellation or the
overprint applied first (if both are in black colour)
the life of a falsifier was made that much easier.

Fortunately for the collector, however,
the fakers - even those producing reasonably decent
copies of the original overprint legends - neglect-
ed to observe one important detail: that of the
names of the towns on their cancelled stamps ready
to receive the fake overprints.

SdN and ILO stamps were to be used only in
Geneva (exceptions for short duration SdN Congresses
in Lugano and Locarno do not change much in this
basic rule of caution, nor do possible other except- Figure 2. Authentic canceled-to-order ILO
ions of occasional use of one of these stamps from stamp.
the post office closest to the living quarters of a
high SdN official). Therefore, any town postmark other than 'GENEVE' on these
overprinted stamps already makes the respective stamp ninety-nine percent suspect.

Figure 3. Three regularly canceled (normally used) stamps, with all cancels reading, in Part, "GENE YE" or "SOCIETE DES NATIONS."

Postmarks used for cancelling SdN and ILO stamps read as follows:

CIRCULAR DATE STRIKES - (Hand strikes) :

GENtVE 1 EXP. LETTR. (or LETTRES)
GE4VE 1 CONS. (or CONSIG.) LETT(RES)
GENEVE 1 IAPÔT LETT. (or LETTRES)
GENEVE (1) DiPdT COLIS
GENEVE 1 CONS. MESS. (or MESS. CONS.)
GEN1VE 2 GARE CORNAVIN
GENEVE 2 TRANSIT
GENEVE OFFICE DES AMBULANTS
GENtVE 1 SOCIETE DES NATIONS (mostly

CTO),
GENtVE 10 SOCIETE DES NATIONS
GENEVE SPiCIAL (or 'special')
GENEVE 10 NATIONS UNIES (very late dates)
GENEVE CO4FERENCE INTERNAT. DU TRAVAIL
AMBULANT (or BABNPOST/AMBULANT)(Tery

, rare)
GENEVE ASSEMRTAPI DE LA SOCITE DES

NATIONS

GENEVE Conference generale du Desarmement
LUGANO 1 or LUGANO 1 LETTERE (only

December 10-15, 1928; (rare)
LOCARNO (only October 5-18, 1925; (rare)

(Roller cancel: with this marking the
value of a stamp is reduced by about
seventy-five per cent)

GENEVE 1 EXP. LETT.

RECTANGULAR, so-called "emergency"
cancels:

SOC. DES NATIONS
GENEVE S.D.N. (or S-D-N; or S..D.N.)

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS:

GENEVE 1 EXP. LETT. (or EXP. LETTR) in
a variety of date crowns and with a
variety of slogans, all of which must
be in French.

(Cont. on p.35)



For about ten years
(1965-1975) a steady
stream of these fakes
seemed to originate
from Canada, but no
one was able to detect
the source.
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FALSE OVERPRINTS OF SdN & ILO STAMPS (Cont.)

A collector who comes across wax. other town name, or (in the lower half

of the postmark used) u
pon any text in German or Italian, must assume, even before

checking the overprint for genuineness, that the stamp is fraudulent in some

respect.

Most of the false 'SdN' and 'BIT' over-

prints are pretty easy to detect, once one owns a

few genuine ones. They either are too glossy or

too dull black in conparison with the genuine ones,

or their size is wrong. The spacing between the
three or four lines also is wrong, as a number of
seen examples will quickly prove to the initiated
collector.

Figure 4. Authentic (correct &210
GANO" usage.

Starting in 1944 service stamps for both
organizations received a new overprint including

the words "COURRIER DE LA (SdN)" or "COURRIER DU (BIT)."  These, to date, are not

know with false overprints, but just give the fakers time, especially since some-

thing like one sheet each of grilled-gum paper "Courrier SDN" stamps (genuine)

were discovered in 1966, in part mint and in part cancelled to order.  As these

items command prices of about X 1,500 per copy, someone just might have unwhole-

some thoughts on creating a new batch of falsies.

Probably all of the values overprinted for

these two world organizations exist with false
overprints, from the lowly 2i centime to the
expensive 10 Fr. stamp, and from the first issue

to the very last one.

."

• ,
4

f 4

.141yrbrlit Iffy 1 They are very
frequently found in=mem world albums offered
as job lots at auctions

Figure 5. SdN fakes of various types: wrong town cancels; spindly, squashed, too narrow,
but, sad to say, they

too wide overprints . . . even a double.
can be encountered
anywhere. And dealers,
when advised of the

non-authenticity of their offerings, very rarely rip these pieces out of their

stockbooks and burn them (or mark them 'FALSE' in indelible ink on their front

or back), which is extremely unfortunate because newer or beginner collectors

will continue to fall for such falsifications and that should be stopped.

(To be concluded next month)

JUBILEE CANCEL 

6247 SCH8TZ - 800 Jahre - Das Dorf der Museen - 1 Jun. No ' K' No.
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NABA••
ZURI 84

22. Juni 1984 bis 1. Juli 1984
Zurich-Oerlikon/Zaspa-Hallen

PROMISES TO BE THE MOST IMFATANT EXHIBITION THIS
YEAR WORLD-WIDE.

YOU WILL FIND ME AND MY STAFF ON STAND NO.60
AT THE SHOW.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING OLD FRIENDS (AND
MAKING NEW ONES).

ALL "HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY" MEMBERS ARE
WELCOME TO MAKE OUR STAND A MEETING POINT FOR'
FRIENDS.

Switzerland's rarest stamp, the unique 5c. "Rayed
Star" will be exhibited in the Court of Honour -
it has been'allocated a complete frame!

Our Great Strength Lies
rn Being Able To Supply •

items Other Dealers Cannot.
•

H.'L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists
PO BOX 242
HIGHGATE Telephone:

LONDON N6 4LW • 01-3 48 0296

15)59-1984 
For the 25th Anniver

sary of 'EUROPA' this
717171717g cancel based on design

of this year's stamp,
will be used on 23 & 24
May.

EXCHANGE PACKET 

It is now time to prepare booklets
for the 1984/5 season. These booklets
should be sent to the Packet Secretary
Mr. D. Slate, in JUNE and JULY. The
first Packets will start their circul-
ation early in August.

' VARA 741DTI w.rov

NABA ZORI84

Ausgabetag Sonderblock

NEW ' K' CANCELS 

5722 GRANICHEN, Dorf zum 30 Apr. K.937
Daheimsein

5262 OESCHGEN 1 May K.938
2072 ENGES 1 " K.939
2603 PERT, Congres et Sport 1 Jun. K.940

SPECIAL CANCELS 
1, V" BERNSpecial cancel to be ‘>

used in Bern on 18-20 May c:3
c14.on occasion of the 25th cr, / 5.2

Swiss Two-Day March. / cS

On 24th May the above cancel and
supplementary cachet will mark the issue
of the miniature sheet.

00000



Beggingen
Schaffhausen-Bahnhof
Wasterkingen
Wil-Grenze
Rafz-Grenze
Rafz-Schlauchenberg
Rildlingen.
Rafz-Bahnhof
Neuhausen SBB
Rafz-Solgen
Rheinau
Neuhausen am Rheinfall
Noh1
Bargen
Merishausen
Schaffhausen-Rheinzoll
Diessenhofen
Neuddrflingen
Dorflingen-Laag
Buch-Dorf
Buch-Grenze
Ramsen
Ramsen-Dorf
Stein-am-Rhein-Grenze
Stein-am-Rhein-Rheinzoll
Thayngen-Bahnhof
Thayngen
Thayngen-Schlatt
Hofen
Altdorf SH
Singen
Kreuzlingen-Seestrasse
Konstanz
Kreuzlingen
Steckborn
Mannenbach
Ermatingen
Gottlieben
Tggerwilen
Romanshorn
Embrach-Freilager
Arbon
Winterthur
ZUrich-Frachtgut
ZUrich-Eilgut
Zurich-Flughafen
Zürich-Freilager
Zurich-Post
Gdttingen
Thayngen-Ebringerstrasse

St. Gallen
Rorschach
Staad
Altenrhein
St.Margrethen
Rheineck
Au SG
Widnau
Schmitter
Kriessern
Montlingen
Buchs-Bahnhof
Oberriet
Rachel 316

(To be continued)

101
103
105
106
108
109
111
112
116
117
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
132
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
152
153
155
156

157
158
160
163
165
166
169
170
171
174
176

201
203
204
205
207
209
211
213
215

216
217
218
219
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
229
230
231
232
233
235
236
238
239
240
241
242
244
245
246
247
249
251
252
255
256
257
258
261
263
264
265
266
267
271
272
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281

301
302
303
304
305
306
308
310
311
312
313
314
315
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SWISS CUSTOMS POSTS 

In response to requests from members interested in Customs cancellations
MR. D. R. BEAK has supplied a list of names and numbers, the first part

of which is given below.

Delle-gare
Goumois
La Motte
Montvoie
R4c1ere
Damvant
Fahy
Bure
BeurneveSin I
Beurnevesin II
MieCourt
Charmoille
Luce lie
Rheinhafen St.Johann
Basel-SBB-Frachtgut
Basel Zollfreilager-Dreispitz
Basel SBB-Eilgut
Basel-Post
Basel-St.Johann-Bahnhof
Roggenburg-Neumühle
Kleinldtzel
Benken II
Rodersdorf
Fltih
Benken I
Basel-Lisbdchel
Sch8nenbuch
Allschwil I
Allschwil II
Basel-Hegenheimerstrasse
Basel-Burgfelderstrasse
Basel-Htningerstrasse
Basel-Badisch Bahn-Frachtgut
Basel-Badisch Bahn-Eilgut
Rheinfelden KleinhUningen
Basel-Hiltalingerstrasse
Basel-Freiburgerstrasse
Riehen
Riehen-Weilstrasse
Riehen-Inzlingerstrasse
Riehen-Grenzacherstrasse
Sackingerbrücke
Basel-Badisch Bahn-Rangier-

Bahnhof
Rheinfelden
Laufenburg
Aarau
Luzern
Bern
Biel
Muttenz SBB
Flughafen Basel-Mtilhausen
Rheinfelden Birsfelden-Au
Muttenz-Lastwagen Terminal

Waldshut
Full
Koblenz
Zurzach
Kaiserstuhl
Trasadingen
Osterfingen
Wunderklingen
Schleitheim



1.

2.
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, ' ODDS AND ENDS' FOR END OF SEASON MEETING 

First of all a news item. I hear that Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley was,
invited to speak at a meeting of the 'Nouvelle Societe Hellietique l on 3rd May,
which took place at the Swiss Embassy. The subject requested was a historical
background to the development of the Swiss Posts.  This was successfully carried
out with the help of some 30 sheets of covers illustrating the growth of postmarks
and ancillary markings, with an audience of about 30 - mostly ladies. After the
talk a party of 14 went to the Swiss centre for a meal and an overnight stay in
London with the retiring President of the Society made the evening a truly
enjoyable and memorable one*

The last meeting of the season on ' ODDS & ENDS' brought a fascinating
array of material, making this type of gathering one of the most interesting
of our year.

Mrs. Rawnsley started the ball rolling with an early letter of 1806
with a paper seal of Republic of Zug which had an office in arich. Among further
items were Parcel Labels, also of ZOrich and railway labels.

Mrs. Bidmead showed early covers bearing 'SS' in circle marks, about
which research is still being conducted.

Mr. Bulstrode showed Sperati forgeries, some unknown Tell's Chapel and
possible Trade Union stamps, together with some sheets of interesting covers on
the St.Gotthard route.

Mr. Paschoud put up four sheets of queries of which three were answered
but the fourth defeated us ... what is the significance of a 'T2' mark?

Mr. Tillen showed a Sulzer calendar with large pictures and on the reverse
detailed drawings of their engineering projects on same, and a fine selection of
Shooting and other festival cards. The latest stamp booklet, a Swiss rent book
and his recently awarded cup for Postal History were all on display.

Mr. Redmill put up a set of 10 Postal Stationery cards, many with
obviously philatelic franking.

Mr. Hoddinott continued with a further display of his Railway Advice
Postcards, a very fine selection of this somewhat elusive material.

And finally Mr. D.M. Slate must take pride of place with his brilliant
display of Printing Trials - probably the finest collection in this country,
possibly even in Switzerland. Almost every kind of print, paper, design and
colour were shown, many of which were complete panes.  A really first class
display deserving top honours. Mr. Slate had even discovered errors, plate
faults and constant varieties.

Due to Mr. Bulstrode's early departure, in order to make his train
connection, Mr. G.W. Hubbard closed the meeting at 8.30 p.m., with everyone
leaving very contented with the material they had seen.

Apologies for absence were received from two members, one being
Mr. C. Mistely who would like the Society or some of its members to show at the
Sutton & Cheam P.S. in 1215. - either on 17th October or 5th December.

G.W.H.
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Lausanne to Montjoie bei Aachen dated 22.VI.1915.
Was this Committee part of the Red Cross?

Gat
'Bureau Internationk de la Faix' in mauve on cover
from Bern to Alsace dated 12.VI.1919. What was
this Bureau?

Bureau Iptirnationa I

.."- ----1

....„

-- de la Paix —

. _

3. 13 bar (ungultig)
in mauve. Cds &

indecipherable. Has
this?

canceller
town name

anyone seen v
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' FRAMA' LABELS FOR G. B. DID YOU KNOW?
.... that the very nice NABA block breaks

I wonder what the public will new ground in a number of ways. Swiss-

make of the new 'FRAMA' labels which German "adri ft instead of "Zürich", the

have just been issued and are to be jr picture spread over 4 stamps, each showin
use in four selected areas: London E.C, one of the 4 famous churches, and a vapoua

Cambridge, Edinburgh, Southampton and trail of a high-flying aircraft for the

Windsor. Aero-philatelists. All for only SFr.3.-,
The design, and one goes to suonort a great show0

• shown here a
little over-size

• _ 7;) it should be

'IL . 41:11A1,11, can hardly be•

'• - 4 x 3.2 cm -

, W1 called inspiring,

•
1 and yet I have

recently seen an. ,
• article on the

subject which
states that they are not franking meter
impressions, but quite simply postage
stamps.

If so then I much prefer the
Swiss format which does,
at least, give some
indication that it + HELVETIA cg3
is intended to fulfil .

a postal service, with - p 0015 17
the use of the 'P P'
and posthorn emblems.

Anyway it will
be interesting to find out, as time
develops, what reaction they will have.

E.J.R.

DUD YOU KNOW? - Cont. from Col. 2

N
cef 6 - 8. 4. 1984

V.
430 Na,

ULL111111 UfliUflUUflLU
4
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41,
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-7016-3-

0
1,70

-71f71177
'4111a111, 14

f43

pir-c=mtv=1.1,4%
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MAC
Fig. 3

.... that postal bidders of auctions
should avoid bidding if the term 'Verkauf
an den Meistbietenden' is used anywhere,
because this means that your high and
successful bid will not be reduced to one
step above the next highest, i.e. you
will always have to pay the amount you
stated, and will never know that you have
been tricked.

.... that at least 2 new catalogues/hand-
books will appear for the NABA, the
Zumstein Ganzsachen Schweiz (Stationery
etc) and the Luftpost-Katalog, for all the
'air' collectors. The former is the 7th
edition and will cost SFr.25.- brochure,
32.50 bound.

.... that Belgium has given its Grande
Prix for the best 'Europa' stamp to the
Swiss PTT for the 40c 1983 J. Bürgi
astronomical globe, well-deserved.

.... that the next PTT Museum show is on
"Ship Post on Rivers & Lakes", from 10th
'April till 17th June, from the collection
of Emile Antonini of Geneva, covering
the world, including some rare Swiss
cancels.
.... that the SVP run a special New Issue
Service for all new handcancels and new
PP cancels, run by Hr R. Baumann,
Kreuzlingerstrasse 39, CH-8570 Hard bei
Weinfelden. If interested in this
service, open to non-members, write to
him direct, he can speak and write Englisl
well. He has just completed an extra-
special coverage of all machine cancell-
ing machines in Switzerland and Liechten-
stein for the new PP and star 'flags',
about 250 of then, and sold 50 complete

sets.
These will be

Fig. 2 specially produced
as a set if there are enough buyers. I
expect the price will be about a. Let me
know if you are interested.

.... that the answer to Question No. 139
is that Auguste Piccard is shown on the
80c. of 1978 (Z.No. 620).

.... that Question No. 140 is about the
NABA block. For one set of all singles,
pairs, threes and the strip of 4, six

blocks will have to be bought, with some
odds left over to be used on ordinary
letters. Which 2 stamps will be least
often used on such mail?

Hurddckerstr. 40, M. RUTHERFOORD
CH-8049 Zürich.

that I missed the exhibition in
Montreux, mainly railway collections, but
THE ILLUSTRATIONS SHOW new SBB loco No.
10103 very well. Fig. 1 is the slogan_ used from

FERPHILEX 84 . cil o 3rd Jan.

' 8 Fig. 2 is
co z the specie.]

"•• 41% 0.3 cancel usk•
at the

wear

 Fig. 3 is
clop

EXPOSITION

show, and

MULATEUQUE AMC
the UN

-Fig. 1 cachet.

.... that recently there have been five
articles in the SBZ on Registered covers
of the Cross & Value of 1882-1905 period.

(Cont. in Col. 1)



Quite apart from forming a
straightforward collection of Swiss
stamps, there are very many subjects
which can be built up into smaller
specialised displays, so useful when
visiting other Societies.

Among these are:

Lake & Rivers - which can include
the lake posts

Castles - very many have been
featured on stamps

Famous Personalities.

Railways - together with TPOs
and station cancels

Archaeology

Sports & Pastimes

Heraldry - fiscal stamps can
fit well here

Airmail stamps and covers

These are but a few.

If you wish to pursue this
idea and need help, let me know.

Material supplied on approval.

J.S.ARMSTRONG

Zumstein Catalogues 1984
Zumstein Europa Catalogue 1984. 67 Edition New:
Europe in four volumes

rage Li.0 4 L gLt.L

It is with deep regret that we
have to announce the death on 7th
April of

MR. F.G.F. SMITH

of Hassocks, West Sussex.

A member since 1962 he was
also an enthusiastic supporter of
the Sussex Group from its foundation
and will be greatly missed.

UNITED NATIONS GENEVA 

Two stamps were issued on 18 April
on the theme of Human Heritage.

Values & 50 Rp. Town of La Valletta,
Designs: Malta

70 Rp. National Park 'Los
Glaciares' Argentine

Designers: Rocco J. Callari, USA and
Thomas Lee, China

Printing: Offset by Harrison & Sons Ltd.
Great Britain

Size: 36 x 26 mm. Issue: 1,300,000
of each

Two stamps will also be issued on
29 May on the theme of 'A Future for
Refugees'.

Values & 35 Rp. Man and child
Designs: F.1.50 Head of a woman
Designer: Hans Erni, Switzerland
Printing: Heliogravure by Courvoisier SA ,
Size: 28 x 33.4 ram. 485, Marine Road,
Issue: 1,400,000 of each M ORECAMB E,

Lancs. LA4 GAP.

Pacir.

111154123zumsbein
• • -

ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE — Scandinavia, Benelux, Greet Britain
Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE — Switzerland, Uechtenstain, Austria, Germany, France and Monaco
Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE — Iberia, Italy, Adriatic and Aegean Countries
PRICES: £ 9.00 per volume or all three.volumes (Western Europe) ............................................. £ 24.30Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE — All Socialist Countries .............................................................................. £ 18.00EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes £ 40.50

Zum
stein-Schweiz-Liechtenstein Catalogue 1984 in Colour

German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued; Important varieties; Prices for Day
of the Stamps cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at £ 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 71W

Propr. Hemsch + Cie, P.O. BoxZumsbein-I-de 3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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SWISS FEDERAL RAILWAYS POSTCARDS 

1953 - 1972

By B . L. Hoddinott Part III

Advising the arrival of goads in Switzerland from countries outside Switzerland 

In my earlier article I dealt with postcards concerning goods which were

transported within the confines of Switzerland. I will now' deal with those cards

for goods which have arrived from destinations outside Switzerland and which, there-

for, require Customs clearance.

The
now bear the
ing, together
is the same a,
issued overpr

The first
series of
these cards
which again
had the
picture and
all letter- !
ing printed
in dark
green on
watermarked
buff card
with a 10c
imprinted
stamp, bear
the imprint
IX 53 and .
there were
three
further
series with
imprints
V 54, V 57
and VII 59.

According

to the

le cards which, unlike the previous ones, had the imprint SBB 9200

bnprint SBB 9208, and as before this is followed by the date of print-

with the quantity printed. The layout of the front of these cards

3 those described in my previous article, except that no cards were

bated tDienstavist.
_ 1

,
"
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Fast alle Bahnhofe belies sines Vele-Ausielh-Dienst zu liver
Verfügung. Auskunft am Bahnschalter

Presque toutes lea gores ant I votre disposition us service

de iouage de bicyciettes. Se renseigner as guichet de la gore

Quasi tutte le stazioni hanno a vostra disposizione us a mide
di noleggie di bicidetta Chiedete informazioni alio sporteAlO

Fig. 1
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POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE CARTOL1NA POSTALE

Albert Heim

Fig. 3
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current 1975 Postal Stationery Catalogue each of these four series consists of 18
pictures, but this cannot be confirmed as the subjects of the illustrations for the
series IX 53 and V 54 are not known, and therefore, the number of cards issued in
each set is subject to speculation. However, I have been informed that the series
with the imprint V 57 contains 12 cards only, each with a different picture and that
they were repeated with the issue of VII 59 (Figs. 1 & 2).

The reverse
side of these
cards is head-
ed "Anzeige
fUr Zollguter.
and also "Avis
des marchand-
ises en douane"
and had the
text printed
in green in
German and
French only.

However,
in 1961 a
change took
place when a
set of 12
unwatermarked
cards, but
again with the
imprinted 10c
stamp, was
issued with
aiiierent

2illustrations Fig.

to those of the 1953-59 issues. These pictures were the same as those used for the
internal advice cards as per Figs. 1 & • which were illustrated in my first article
in the December 1983 'News Letter". The reverse of these cards informs the custom-
er that his goods had arrived at the Railway Station and required Customs clearance.
(Fig. 3). A free translation of the text is as follows:

"The goods
designated below
have arrived
here without
Customs clearance.
In your capacity
as addressee you
can undertake
the Customs
clearance form-
alities yourself.
In that case
you should obtain
the Consignment
Note from the
Goods Office. A
period of 24 hour
is allowed in
order to obtain
the consignment
without incurring
charges. It
commences to run
4 hours after the
posting of the
postal advice.
Beyond this per-
iod warehouse
charges for

•

Anzelge 
j
ar Zang War r

Die nadistehend.bezeichneten unverzollteh Outer sind
hier für Lie angekommen. Als EmPfänger ;carmen So die
Zollbehandlung selbst besorgen. Zutreffendenfalls haben
Sic vorerst den Frachtbrief bei der Güterexpedition ein-
zuläsen. lvden Bezug der Sendung it eine gebühren-
freie Frist von 24 Stunden vorgesehen; diese beginnt 4
Stunden nach Uebergabe der Aviskarte an die Post. Nadi
dieser Frist werden die tarifgemässen Lagergebühren er-
hoben. •

Wird die Zollbehandlung nicht innnerhalb von 6 Tagen
nach Ankunft der Ware besorgt, so wird des Out auf Kosten
des Zollpflichtigen dem nächsten Zollager übergeben.

Den Ueberbringer dieser Katie erachten wir als Ihren
Bevollmtichtigten. Hochachtungsvoll

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen

Avie
.
de merchandises en douane

MM. Les marchandises designees ci-dessous sont arrivitel
votre adresse non déclouanees. En qualité de destinatnire

vous pouvez proceder vous-méme aux formalités douanii,res
Le cas écheant, vous devez au préalable retirer la lettre cint
voiture au bureau des merchandises. Un délai de 24 heure:
est prévu pour retirer Venvoi sans frais; il commence 6 cou.
rir 4 heures apres la remise de l'avis 6 la poste. Passe CI

délai, les frais de magasinage sont percus scion twit.
Si lea formalités douaniéres no sont pas accomplies dan.

l'intervalle de 6 jours apres l'arrivée, les merchandises seron
transferees a l'entrepot de douane le plus proche, aux frai
de rassujetti.

Nous considérons le porteur du present avis comma vain
mandataire. Avec consideration distingtree

Chemins de for teciéraux suisse

storing are collected accordin g to tariff.

"If the Customs formalities are not accomplished within 6 days after
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arrived, the goods will be transferred to the nearest Customs
Bonded Warehouse and all charges will be the responsibility of
the consignee".

Below this text there is the usual space for details of the goods and in
the bottom right hand corner a boxed space for the rubber stamp of the issuing
Station office. There were three issues of these cards with imprints VI 61,
XII 61 and XII 65. The pictures on the two issues in 1961 were similar, but
strange to say copies of the 1965 issue have yet to be seen and it is, therefore,
not possible to identify the pictures used. I would think there is little doubt

that there was no change.

In 1967 the postage for these cards was raised from 10c to 20c by the
addition of a franking machine imprint of 10c in red. A year later a new card was

issued . with a 20c stamp imprinted in green, but the number of cards was reduced from
12 to 10.

The 1961-67 issues also exist with the name of the issuing Station printed
in black in the bottom right hand corner instead of a boxed space for a rubber
stamp.

The Postal Stationery Catalogue states that the issues of 1961, 1967 and
1968 also exist with the name of the recommended Forwarding Agent printed at the
bottom left hand corner and the name of the issuing Station in the bottom right hand
corner, but this time all printing is in green. I have not yet seen any of these
particular cards but I do possess a card with the imprint VI 67 which in the bottom
left hand corneruetalls of the time at which the Goods Office counter is open.
Another variant is on a card with the imprint VI 68 which was issued by Zürich
Station and had a space at the bottom for acknowledging "Receipt of the above
mentioned goods". (Fig. 4).

Anzeige fUr ZollgEtter
Die nachstehend bezeichneten unversollton Outer sind

hier fur Se angekommen. Als Empfenger können Sie die
Zollbehandlung selbst besorgen. Zutreffendenfells haben
Si. vorerst den Frachtbrief bei der Gaterexpedition ein-
zuldsen. Fur den Bezug der Sendung ist eine gebühren-
freie Frist von 24 Stunden vorgesehen; diese beginnt 4
Stunden nach Uebergabe der Aviskarte an die Post. Nach
dieser Frist werden die tarifgemessen Lagergebühren er-
hoben.

Wird die Zollbehandlung nicht innnerhalb von 6 Tagen
nach Ankunft der Ware besorgt, so wird des Gut auf Kosten
des Zollpflichfigen dem nachsten Zollager ithergeben.

Den Ueberbringer dieser Karte erachten wir al: Ihren
Bevollmechtigten. Hochachtungsvoll

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen

Avis do marchanclises on douants
MM. Les merchandises ditiignées cl-dessous sonf arrivées
votre adresse non dedouanoes. En qualité de destinataire,

vous pouvez procéder vous-mérne aux formalités douanières.
Le cas échéant, vous devez au préalable retirer la lettre de
voiture au bureau des marchandises. Un &dal de 24 heures
est prévu pour retire, l'envoi sans frals; il commence 6 cou-
rir 4 heures awes la remise de l'avis 6 la poste. Passe cc
délai, les frais de magasinage sont pelvis scion tarif.

Si les formalités douanidires ne sont pas accomplies dens
l'intervalle de 6 jours aprés l'arrivée, les merchandises seront
transferees C l'entrepôt de douane le plus proche, aux frais
de l'assujefil.

Nous considérons le porteur du present avis comm. votre
mandataire. Avec consideration distinguee

Chemins do ter féderaux suisses

Quittung Den Empfang oben bezeichneter Güter bescheinigt:

.......	 den ....................................................

Unterschrift des Empfängers

SW 9200 19 66 6000

L

Fig. 4

Eilgutexpeclition Zürich HB '
Zollstrasse it

Schalter Bahnzollbureau
Telephon 42 6000

Samstag nur 8-12 Uhr geattnet

S 34t-

(To be continued).

RECENT 'K' CANCELS 

The following were issued on 4th June:

8902 URDORF ... K.941

7453 TINIZONG - Val d'Err -
Fauna - Excursiungs

Flora .

JUBILEE CANCEL 

The commune of WETTSWIL is
celebrating its 800th Anniversary
this year and a special pictorial
cancel will be in use from 29 June
to 31st December 1984. This will

not receive a 'K' number.K.942
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SORRY H

IF YOUR ENQUIRIES ARE NOT DEALT

WITH PROMPTLY FOR A FEW WEEKS AFTER

MTn-.11INP nn NnT RP clIpPi? TCPD,. NJ 40 S./ Im o 11.1 %I I NO O' I4.0 1...* 	V' S, 1 I 'lb .1.1. L •

WE ARE GOING TO NABA AND TO SAMPLE

SOME MOUNTAIN AIR:

._n.nnnmMft.nM(0()q*M...lg

eTe n pho en.
01-3480296 - H. L. KATCHER

PO BOX 242
HIGHGATE

LONDON N6 4LW

The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists

_

HELVETIA VISITS HARPENDEN 
An enthusiastic audience of about 30 members showed great interest in

all the material on display on 23rd May. Grateful thanks must go to Mr. G. O'Hara
who had the unenviable job of wearing three hats for the occasion. Re showed
from his own collection Postage Due Covers into Switzerland, Postal Stationery,
Money Orders and Experimental Air Covers.  He then showed, on behalf of
Mr. R.F. Bulstrode, two excellent sheets of Sperati Forgeries, followed by Proofs
and Trials of Helvetia Bust, Tell Boy and Helvetia with Sword.  Finally, on loan
from Mr. G.W. Hubbard, Mr. O'Hara showed a full representative collection of
Postage Dues from 1878 to 1938. Type I frames in green were also on display,
followed by a selection of the modern 'T' Dues and concluded with a 'T' strike of
1876 used as a Due - previously thought to be a Telegraph mark.

Mr. D.M. Slate then took over from a worn out speaker to show 'Bundesfeier'
cards from 1910 to 1960, all mint and two of each - showing the picture as well as
the reverse. A fine selection of 'Ghost Flaws' aroused a lot of interest, as did
a nice mint selection of the early 'Pro Patria' issues, concluding with his
brilliant accumulation of 'Hotel Posts'. All exhibicors received a card of
appreciation, bringing to an end a most enjoyable evening.

 - - o0o-----
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FALSE OVERPRINTS OF LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 

LABOUR OFFICE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 

By Felix Ganz

Reprinted, with permission, from 'The American Philatelist; August 1983

Recognition Factors for False SDN or BIT Overprints 

1. Town cancellation not reading 'GENEVE' (or perhaps 'LUGANO' or 'LOCARN0').

2. Machine slogans in Italian or German language (impossible).

3. Illegible strikes.

Circular date stamps with lower segment text in German or Italian language.

3. Type font used too large or too small; too spindly or too fat.

6. (BIT items only): No dot after 'N' of 'SDN'; the most frequent fake.

70 Diacritical slashes
(acute accent marks)

connected with letter 'e'
(originals are clean and do
not touch since they were
produced from wiped steel
plates).

8. Broken letters in
various locations

(broken letters on originals
might occur, but they look
totally different).

9. Wrong black colour (not

Figure 6. BIT/1LO fake overprints of various types. visible in illustrations
in this article).

10. Missing serifs.

110 Double overprints - the most fanciful of all fakes!,

12. Wrong spacing between lines.

Literature:

Misteli, Charles. "Etude sur les Timbres-poste de la Societe des Nations, du

Bureau International du Travail, et des Conferences Internationales"
. Geneve:

Club Philatelique et Aeropostal de Geneve, 1943.

* Zeigler, Robert. ', League of Nations and Labor Bureau Overprint Forgeries".

'Tell' (Journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society), Vol. 3, No. 5, May

1977, pages 101-108.

* Available from the American Philatelic Research Library, P.O. Box 8338,
State College, PA 16803, USA.

FROM THE EXCHANGE PACKET SECRETARY

Booklets for the 1984/5 season should now be prepared and sent to the Exchange

Packet Secretary during July. The first packets will start their circulation in

early August.
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S 'vo ISS CUSTOMS POSTS

512
515
518

Listed by D. R. Beak

Ruggell FL 317 St. Gingolph

Schellenberg FL 318 Gr. St. Bernard-Hospice

Binsen FL 319 Le Chatelard

Schaanwald FL 320 Champery 519
Klosters 325 Morgins 520
Martina 326 Vevey-EntrepOt 521
MilStair 330 Vevey-Lac 522
Umbrail/Sta. Maria 331 Villeneuva 523
La Drossa 333 Crassier 531
S-chanf 334 Rolle 532
Samedan 335 Nyon 533
Campocologno 336 Chavannes-de-Bogis 535
Viano 337 La Cure 537
La Notta 339 Vallorbe-Gare 538
Castasegna 340 Vallorbe-Reposoir 539
Maloja 341 Le Brassus 540
Splügen 342 Les Charbonnieres 5 543
Innerferrera 343 Vallorbe-Route 544

L'Auberson 546
Lugano 401 Les Verrieres 549
Bogno 402 L'Ecrenaz 551
Gandria 403 Pontarlier 554
Arogno 404 Le Lode 555
Brusino 405 Le Col-des-Roches 556
Morcote 406 Le Prevoux 557
Fignino 407 Le Cerneux-Pequignot 558
Brusata 409 Les Brenets-Route 560
Ponte Tress. 410 Le Saut du Doubs 562
Ponte Cremenaga 411 La Chaux-de-Fonds 563
Fornasette 412 Biaufond 566
Scudellate 413 Yverdon-Entrepipt 567
Chiasso Stazione PV e Neuchatel 568

Punto Franco 416 Marti gny 569
Chiasso Stazione GV e Posta 417 Grand-St.Bernard-Tminel 570
Chiasso-Strada 418
Novazzano 419 Geneve-gare routiere

Pizzamiglio 422 marchandises 601
Roggiana 423 Port Franc de Geneve 602
Pedrinate 424 Gerieve-Gare La Praille 603
Ponte Faloppia 425 Geneve-Douane-Poste 604
Cassinone 426 Geneve-Gare des Eaux-Vives 605
Stabio-Confine 428 Hermance 608
Ligornetto 431 Moillesulaz 610
San Pietro 432 Pierre-1 Bochet 611
Arzo 434 Mon Idee 612
Locarno 435 Anieres 613
Cadenazzo Punto Franco 436 Veigy 614
Carena 437 Monniaz 617
Brissago 441 Le Renfile 618
Madonna di Ponte 442 Carra 619
Bedretto 444 Cornieres 620
Indemini 446 Tho'nex-Vallard 622
Dirinella 447 Fossard 623
Camedo 448 Veyrier I 624
Luino 449 Perly 626
Ranzo S.Abbondio 453 Certous 627

Pierre-Grand 628
Lausanne Port Franco 501 Troinex 629
Ouchy 502 Croix-de-Rozon 630
Domodossola 504 Soral I 632
Brig 505 Sorel II 633
Ulrichen 506. La Plaine-Gare 635
Gondo 508 Dardagny 636
Zermatt
Le Bouveret

510
511

(Continued on p. 48)
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Ratische Spiele w
Giochi Retici

Gieus Retics
LENZERHEIDE-VALBELLA

(cc,' <0,
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Fig. 3

Phis slogan also appeared on 1st May.

f: Z UR/0 Youth Day on 1st July,

& 
NA

TIONALE II
and also one for the

BRIEFMARICEN•
ISSTELLUNG DEP Day of issue of the
',MEM:left

4 NABA block, 24.5.84,
JP "-ipb, y in which the existing

N Zurich special cancel-1111„ ft. -...
110 <> lation is used with an

---
event cachet.

(Figs. 4 - 7).
Fig. 6

.... that the
PTT stamp dept.,
is now flying a
kite, in that
they are suggest-
ing the re-intro-
duction of limit-
ed validity for
all new issues
of specialstamns.

24. 5.84 1

erpcsks

.... that the
NABA ZORI84t

answer to Quest-
ion No. 140 is
the 2 inner
stamps, those Fig. 7
showing the Frau-
mlinster and the Wasserkirche, as there

are 2 spares of each end value per set.

.... that Question No. 141 is: Which

was the last Swiss stamp to be issued

with limited validity? Exclude blocks.

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

that the PTT artist understood more

; heraldry than the NABA artist.
Fig. 1 shows the NABA

signet, as used in
all their monocolour

publications, but the

angled lining
indicates green, in-

stead of the correct

ZUrich blue (which
should be horizontal.)
This was put right in

- the 5 slogans which

Fig. 1 appeared in May shows

in Fig. 2 where, for

first tie, the new written languagethe

about

NABA ZORI 84 
..A, EXPOSIZIUN
i
--

.
'
7  ! NAZIUNALA DA

FILATELIA

-
22. 6.-1. 7.1984

_

Fig. 2

called 'Romansch Grischun', which is

intended to give a common written base

to the 5 different spoken dialects in

the Grisons.
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DID YOU KNOW?
.... that the PTT issued another new
SFr.5.- booklet at the end of March, with,

the end covers in a paler yellow, like

the old cream, but otherwise identical.

For specialists however, the 5 different

Zumstein advert panes are not at the

back, and not in the previous difficult-

to-read inside front cover position. The

change of cOlour apparently indicates the
quantity printed for the advertisers and

no longer the internal make up, so this

new rule, therefore, applies to all the

"cut" booklets, i.e. since 1979,

.... that the newly introduced Standing

Order for definitive stamp booklets did

not consider the above to be a new

booklet!

.... that Ohe sees more and more 50c

stamp vending machines about, as sub-

stitute for the 20c in many cases, but

combined with a 10c device. This means

that one's chances of finding a 20c with

"upside No." is very small. That I have

found such a 50c stamp coil with very

nicely cut edges, not torn as before.

The PTT must have introduced a new

cutting machine which does not tear the

stamps as before.

.... that there will be 3 special hand-
stamps used during the NABA, one for the

whole period, one for the Procession

(Umzug) on the 24th June, and one for the

.... that another Romansch first is sho

in Fig. 3, as the title of the games is

given in 3 languages: German, Italian
and in the new 'Romansch Grischun'.

M. RUTHERFOORD

Will you please note that despatch

of the July issue may be slightly delayed.
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SWISS CUSTOMS POSTS - Continued from
page 45

Bourdigny
Mategnin
Chancy I
Chancy II
La Plaine Route
Meyrin
Ferney-Voltaire
Vireloup
Sauverny
Geneve-aeropor.

Finis

ANOTHER MYSTERY COVER 

Our member, Mr. P. Hobbs, poses
yet another query. He has in his
possession a cover showing a stamp
bisected by a slogan cancel.

How could this occur?

-

_
_ (la

aad „
7--:71 7

-
77.77 !

ttl

J.S.ARMSTRONG
sends Greetings and Best Wishes

for the success of

NAHA -ZURI 1984

With the number of special cards,
covers and cancellations which will
be available on this occasion the
thought occurs that such items from
Exhibitions past and present could
form an interesting side-line.

However, if your taste lies to
more conventional forms of collect-
ing, I am at your service for the
supply of STAMPS - definitive,
commemorative, tete-beche and
se-tenant etc., and for COVERS of
all periods from PRE-STAMP to
MODERN times.

Let me know how I can help you.

485, Marine road,

639
640
641
642
643
644
645
647
649
652

2,4 „.„.. A e,
Pf.7

,
17..„t 2 S" 8' 5-

M ORECAMB E,

Lance LA4 GAP

WISHING EVERYONE • VERY
HIPPY HOLIDAYS AND GOOD

STAMP HUNTING.

Zumstein Catalogues 1984
11111131011=1

Zumstein Europa Catalogue 1984. 67 Edition New: zurnsbei
nEurope in four volumes • •

0.-golf •
ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE — Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain
Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE — Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France and Monaco
Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE — Iberia, Italy,- Adriatic and Aegean Countries
PRICES: £ 9.00 per volume or all three.volumes (Western Europe) ..................................................... £ 24.30
Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE — All Socialist Countries ........................................................................... £ 18.00
EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes ... £ 40.50

Zumstein-Schweiz-Liechtenstein Catalogue 1984 in Colour

German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FOC; Numbers issued; Important varieties; Prices for «Day
of the Stamp* cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at £ 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Propr. Hertsch + Cie, P.O. Boxzumsebein+cie 3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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NABA ZMI 84
By E. J. RAWNSLEY

As you may have guessed I have been to Switzerl
and

to visit friends and to go to the National Phil
atelic

Exhibition in Oerlikon - hence the lateness of 
this month's

'News Letter'.

22nd June - 1st July

I arrived in alrich at 1 p.m. on 22nd June and 
paid my first visit that

afternoon. Initial impressions were of superb orga
nisation, the spacious layout

of the 3,500 frames of exhibits, adequate rest 
areas and excellent catering

facilities. Six halls, 2 large and 4 smaller ones, were use
d and in Hall 1 the

PTT stand was a lesson for all exhibitions, wit
h 14 manned positions in use

throughout the 10 days, plus 3 or 4 hand-operated cancelling machines
 where mail,

souvenir covers and cards and even individual s
tamps could be cancelledcn request.

Here too, was the Court of Honour, with pride o
f place going to the 5 c.

Rayed Star Postage Due, now acknowledged as Swi
tzerland's Rarest Stamp, to the

delight of its finder, Mr. H. L. Katcher. Exhibits here were of exceptional

standard, among them a very fine display of "St
anding Helvetia" by our American

member, Dr. R. Soderberg.

In the course of my 6 visits, 4 of them all day, not unnaturall
y my main

attention was given to the Swiss exhibits, and 
I was tremendously impressed by

the wealth of material to be seen, covering eve
ry aspect of collecting, from pre-

stamp to Customs and Framas. The Postal History was magnificent, with many 1
0

frame displays of the Helvetic Republic period,
 one of them by Mr. H. F. Stone

who was awarded a Vermeil, and another on the P
osts of Geneva by Col. C. J.

LaBlonde which gain a Silver (both USA members)
.  Another which fascinated me

was of 10 frames devoted entirely to 'Route Mar
ks'. No wonder we can find so

little material here, it is all in Switzerland:
Cantonals, Rayons and Strubels

were there in profusion. Also many displays of the 'Sitting Helvetia Per
f.' and

'Standing Helvetia' issues, all full of interes
t. Our congratulations go to our

President, Mrs. Alma Lee, who was awarded a Gol
d for her entry on 'Standing

Helvetia' (a solid gold replica of the official
 emblem and a special prize of a

large pewter tankard), and also to Mr. E. C. Wa
lton of Canada who received a

Large Silver for the same subject.

While mentioning awards Mr. A. S. Newall receiv
ed a Large Vermeil for

'British Airmails to 1938' and Mr. R. Wightman 
a Large Silver for 'Aegean Islands

. .
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In the Literature section - on the last day and in the absence of an official of
the SVP (the Machine Cancellation Society - Mr. M. Rutherfoord very proudly took
charge of the Gold medal awarded for the 2-volume "Machine Cancellation Catalogue",
the only Gold in that section, while Mr. Katcher received a Silver for the "Amateur

Collector Catalogue". Well done.

One could enthuse for hours about exhibits which attracted one's attention.
In one of the smaller halls there was a special section devoted to the Postal History
of Zürich, while another hall contained Thematic entries, many of great interest,
and one for Junior exhibits, some extremely good. The dealers' stands were also
spaciously arranged and there was brisk business in stamps, covers and philatelic.,
literature. As far as I could discover 12 members of Helvetia G.B. were able to
visit 'NABA' and it is hoped to hear their views in due course.

If there is any criticism to be made it would be that the vast array of
official covers and cards was somewhat overwhelming, but so attractive it was
difficult to be strong-minded! There could be no doubt, however, of the popularity
of the delightful miniature sheet, which is a lovely souvenir to be added to one's
collection.

One thing that I noticed particularly was that the majority of the
visitors came to look at the exhibits, to study them and learn from them; there
were always many people circulating among the frames in every hall - something I
would like to see more in evidence in our country.

There were, however, other surprises which must be mentioned. On my first
visit I met Mr. H. A. Bauman from America, who with his wife once visited us when we
met at Gibbons. Mr. Bauman, with Dr. Soderberg, was organising a luncheon party for
membrrs of the American Helvetia P.S., to which Mr. Bulstrode, Mr. Rutherfoord and I
were invited. At the luncheon, held on the 31st floor of the Hilton Hotel, with
magnificent views over the city, among the party of 13 it was a great pleasure to
meet Dr. & Mrs. A. Soderberg, Mr. D. R. Eggen, President A* the A.H.P.S., Mr.G. Kelly
Mr. E. C. Walton (Canada) and a former member, Mr. Tobler, as well as our host)
Mr. Bauman. A delightful and memorable event.

Yet another treat was in store, for on Sunday, 23rd June, the 2- hour
procession through the city took place, starting near the main station, crossing the
river and down the Limmatstrasse, then back over the river and up the Bahnhofstrasse.
The theme covered everything to do with the post, from the Cantonal Messengers, mail
coaches(incluing one used in the Luzern area till 1945 (curing 1941-45 on the route
Sattel-UnterAgeri), postmen of the 19th & 20th centuries, not forgetting a small cart
drawn by a dog: Then followed groups in costume depicting aspects of Swiss life,
industries, Red Cross and similar organisations, armed forces, rescue services, some
with dogs, sorts and pastimes and so on, all represented on stamps. The various
sections were interspersed with bands playing lively music. Unfortunately the

weather on that day was unsettled. Early in the parade there was a slight shower,
but towards the end, while going up the Bahnhofstrasse there was a short but very heavy
downpour. I believe, however, that most of the performers were equipped with thin
transparent macs, since the final part consisted of groups of men and women from the
various Cantons in their beautiful national costumes. The whole even was beautifully

staged and full of interest.

After all the excitement the remainder of my holiday was spent exploring
some of the historic towns in northern Switzerland, with their ancient buildings,
painted walls and gables, and some of the Roman excavations, particularly those in
Augibt where we saw the amazing find of silver treasures discovered only in 1926-
Also a visit to Bern where, after many years, I was fortunate to meet again the
Curator, Herr A. Wyss, who is due to retire next year, and who was most helpful in
supplying information on several matters.

The last days went all too quickly and then it was back to England with so
many happy memories and a much heaver suitcase by reason of the books and other items
of literature gathered on the way. If things go to plan the next big exhibition will

be held in Geneva in 6 years time i.e. 1990, possibly the same year as the next
International in Britain. We shall see.

 - - o0o - -

NABA ZURI 84 by M. RUTHERFOORD

Once upon a time I was always most depressed after visiting a philatelic
exhibition, too many things I didn't have and would never have, but some years ago
I decided to restrict my interests. So now I go only to a few pre-selected exhibits
to learn from them. This leaves time to visit a couple of dealers with jumble boxes,
as well as to meet old and new friends.



1790-1873

* Two requests in hand Weights exclusive of packing
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NABA ZüRI 84 - Cont.

At 'NABA' all three were plentiful, so I was glad to be living nearby
and could go often, but still not often enough.

When I first heard of the i NABA' it was still secret, as the hodge-podge
of exhibition halls are due to be replaced by a more modern complex, and the
organisers were not sure until very late that it would be held at all in Zurich,
i.e. before the rebuilding.

The exhibits were well mounted, easy to find, with plenty of room,
enough seats to sit and have a rest, or study the truly wonderful catalogue (copy
in Library), 310 pages with its wealth of short articles (in German and French),
and fine illustrations. Sometimes the lighting gave too much reflection from the
glass, and in some corners it could get fairly hot.

There was an information stand in each of the 6 halls, which sold the
various blank and serviced covers, and the 'NABA' books as well.  Also in nearly
every hall there was a coffee bar and/or a restaurant with a wide range available
the whole day long.

To fill the occasional blank exhibit frame, old tourist posters were
borrowed from a local Art School Museum; these were most attractive. Also in
the main hall the old Swiss National Philatelic Exhibition posters were on show.

The PTT had an unexpected bonanza in that thousands of collectors wanted
not only the signatures of the three engravers - Karl Bickel Jr., Max Müller and
Pierre Schopfer, on the lovely cards one got with the entrance ticket, but also
a few stamps of the particular man cancelled with the 'NABA' special cancel
(although I did not join the rugby scrum to get the signatures). It was fascin-
ating to see on closed circuit TV how the engravers worked.

One can only hope that the astronomical number of possible combinations
of the 3 machine cancellations, 4 hand cancels, 5 postage stamps (with pairs and
triplets too) and the block, with 6 or 7 official covers in 2 sizes and 14 or so
maximum cards, may have dissuaded everyone from trying to be complete, but some
were very nice to have.

Mr. H. L. Katcher had a dealer's dream of publicity from the prominently
displayed "Rarest Swiss Stamp" exhibit No. 1 in the main hall.  All the important
guests, from the President of Switzerland downwards, were shown the 5c. rayed post-
age due stamp which he discovered. Also seen by most of the 33,000 visitors.

A well deserved success for a great find.

The PTT made a great effort to interest collectors in their Library,
which is open to all. Right in the front of the main showcase of current liter-
ature was a bound volume of 'Helvetia News Letters', 1949 to 1963.

The publicity was excellent, posters all over Zürich and surrounding
towns, in the trains going all over Switzerland, and in all the public transport
of Zürich itself. The entrance ticket included a free ride home in any Zürich

bus, trolley bus or tram. Using "ZUri l , i.e. Swiss-German, instead of German
"Zürich" is a popular movement at the moment, to counter the effects of TV coming
from the north, but increases the worries of the French Swiss, as they can under-
stand Swiss-German even less than German, and therefore, feel even more cut off
from their cousins in the east. But the next National Exhibition will be in
Geneva in 1990 it seems, so they will have their turn then.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Author Date IOLA* Weight 

"NABA ZURI 84" CATALOGUE (6x8") 310 pp 1984 G/Fr. 650 g.

* POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE (6x8") 232 pp Zumstein 1984 Ger. 350 g.

BY MAIL COACH ON ST.GOTTHARD (A5) 77 pp Ovaphil 1984 G/F/
I/E 350 g.

UNUSUAL REGISTERED CANCELLATIONS 14 pp Winterstein 1984 Ger. 50 g.

1863-1918 from SBZ) (A5). (Reprint
FLAWS & VARIETIES (3 booklets) (6x8") Spezi 1984 Ger. 350 g.

By courtesy of Hr H. H. Schwarzenbach:

FIRST DAY CANCELLATIONS CATALOGUE (6x8") 214 PPPostgesche Part
Verlag 1984 Eng. 350 g.

DOKUMENTE aus dem ALTEN ZURICH (6x8") 26 pp -do- 1984 Ger. 50 g.
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SWISS FEDERAL RAILWAYS POSTCARDS.
1953 - 1972

By B. L. Hoddinott

A further change book place in 1970 when the cards with the imprint
IX 70 and later on with the imprint VIII 72 had the text on the reverse not only
printed in black instead of green, but also printed in the three languages of
German, French and Italian. In this instance the wording of the text has changed

' slightly and
•

Anzelge far Zollgliter Avis d'arrIvee de merchandise sous Avvlso per mud (piccolo partite) ' the period
Far Si. sind die nachstehend auf- contreiie de douane da sdoganare ' of 'grace' ofgeführten unverzollten Gater bier an- Les marchandises ci-dessous sont arri- Sono giunte In questa stazione le
gekommen. Als Empfanger können vées a votre adresse non déciouanéos. sottoelencate merci non sdoganate, . 4 hours afterSie die Zollbehandlung selbst be- En quatité de destinataire, vous pouvez a Vol indirizzate. Come destinatario r

sorgen; bitte losen Sie vorerst den procéder vous-même aux formalités de potete provvedere Vol stesso alle posting hasFrachtbriet bei der Giiterexpedition dédouanement. Pour ce faire, veuillez formalita doganali. Per svincolare le
em. Far den Bezug der Sendung retirer la lettre de voiture au bureau merci in esenzione di tassa di depo- . been omitted,
steht Ihnen eine lagergeldfreie Frist der. marchandises. Vous disposes dun sito, occorre ritirarle entro il termine
von Ankunftstag und folgendem Tag délai franc de taxes de magasinage, prescritto (giorno d'arrivo e quello otherwise the
zur Verfügung. savoir le jour d'arrivee et le lendemain, successivo). Se le formalita doganali
Erfolgt die Zollbehandlung nicht in- pour le retrait de l'envoi. non vengono effettuate entro It ter- meaning is
nerhalb von 6 Tagen nach Ankunft Si votre envoi nest pas dedouane dans mine di 6 giorni a decorrere dal
der Sendung, so wird das Gut auf les six jours a compter de Son . arrivee, giorno d'arrivo, le merci in parole substantially
Ihre Kosten dem nachsten Zollager il sera transféré a vos frais a l'entre- saranno trasferite a Vostre spese at

unaltered.abergeben. pot de douane le plus proche. deposito doganale pie vicino.
Den Uberbringer dieser Kane erach- Le porteur du present avis sera consi- II latore della presenta verra con- ( r.
ten wir als Ihren Bevollmachtigten. dere comme votre mandataire. siderato come Vostro mandatario. rig. 5).

Mit freundlichen Griissen Vos dévoués . Con distinti saluti
Schweizerische Bundesbahnen Chemins de fer fédéraux suisses Ferrovie federali svizzere The only

Art der Ware . Gewicht Fracht usw, examples of
Nature de la marehandise Poids Port etc.
Nature del l a mares . Peso Porto ecc. these cards

, in the threeKg Fr

..... ,<tote.k„ .2........ PQA. C--- t‘ le-tix 
L
-i gq.'... languages in. my possession

or which I............................... ......, .

have seen
t '. have been

Schalterstunden: ,
R NMontag—Freltag 07.00-12.00, 14.00-17.30 -2! E . issued by

Samstag geschlossen ta wa4rvgrwan....410 , Luzern Rail-An Vorabenden vor eidgenössischen und kantonalen Feiertagen
Schalterschluss um 16.30 Uhr ca Llizarp JAI.. way Station.

•n• i
SBB 9268 1X70 3000 . (I) GaterV5.. rN ° 641 ' Presumably

 these three
, .

Fig.
- Language cards5
were issued
by the other

main Railway Stations and if members have any information concerning this, then
perhaps they could communicate it via the 'News Letter'.

Some further examples of these cards are illustrated below.

Ankunfistag Sendung Absender and Ve,sandstation Kolli Verpackg.
Arrive° Exp. Expéditeur at gars expeditrice Cots Emball.
Arrivals Sped. Mittente e stazione speditrice Colli [albeit.

No

131 i >,,,-'01.10..• : 0." 4.1

j , S•
 ifed

4, vtvEilit
i in der Schwei.z.

POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE CARTOLINA POSTALE

Firma
J.?„4

A, Suri A.G.

Eisenhandlung 44' ,4 2#117a --, 4, #
Kanalgasse 3

B i e 1 - Bienne

Wirtschaftliche Venvendung von Kleinbehältern im Stückgutverkehr
Pour des transports économiques, utiliser les petits containers!
Trasporti razionali con pinnate canoe mobili

Fig. 6



fre7/yeZr 476e//

POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE

*Li

ALE

Wierexpedition SE313
Brenchen Siid

Vötlig frei mit dem Generalabonnement
L'abonnement general noun donne joule liberte
Con l'abbonamento generate — piena liberta

2.?

Fig.7

And also to Mr.
R. Harlimann of
Biel, Switzer-
land, who so
kindly provided
the information
concerning the
1953-59 issues.

I I

trrN n °m GREN____......__., .., ,..
, , 1 • '

r - 1. ').17.P. 19b0 '0. I

1.... .. _ _
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SWISS FEDERAL RAILWAYS POSTCARDS (Continued) Finally I.1
would like to
thank Mrs.
Hobbs, wife of
London member
B.P. Hobbs,
who so ably
translated the
difficult tech-
nical parts of
the section
dealing with
these cards in
the Postal
Stationery
Catalogue.

4,6%;:7e(  tai/e..

• -

La 7a /zee- _se 
Wir teilen Ilinen mit;,elass.für Sie die . nach- Les merchandises designees ci-des-
stehend aufgeführten Geier hier-angekom-  sous sont arrivées a votre adresse.
men sind. Wir bitter'. Slé; - diese innerhalb Nous vous prions den prendre livrai-
der lagergeldfreien 1 Frist von 24 Stunden son dans un délai de 24 heures. En
abzuholen. Bet Einhaltung dieser Frist, die observant ce délai, qui commence a
4 Stunden nach Uebergabe der Aviskarte courir 4 heures apres la remise de
an die Post beginnf, erspardn:Sie sich un- l'avis a la poste, vous épargnerez lea
notige Lagerspesen%und?helfen mit, den train de magasinage et faciliterez le
Geterverkehr reibungslos abzuwickeln. Den service. Nous considérons le porteur
Ueberbringer dieser Kerte erachten wir als de la présente carte comme votre
Ihren Bevollmdchtigten. mandataire.

Mit freundlichen Gressen Avec consideration distinguée
Schweizerische Bundesbahnen Chernins de ler fédéraux suisses

Absender end Versandstation Kolli Verpackc
Expéditeur et gare expeditrice Celia Emball.
Mittente e stazione speditrice Colli Imball.

...........  (f—a;

pour .. FABRIQUES DE PIGNON
......  REUNIES ...... S.. .A ..........

InEneutt

°GEO G 41144°0
OBERt

LA,J USE
Sun 9200. - H. 60. 500000

Bandung
Exp.
Sped.
No

/2/f

(.1e

Vi comunichiamo che le merci
qui elencate sono giunte. Favorite
cortesemente ritirarle entro 24 ore.
Osservando questo 'ermine, che
inizia 4 ore dopo la consegna
delta cartolina alto poste, vi rispar-
mierete inutili spese di deposito
e contribuirete alto sveltimento
del traffico rnerci. II latore della
presente sera considerato vostro
mandatario.

Con i migliori saiuti
Ferrovie federali svizzere

Art der Ware 6ewicht heat taw.
Nature de la merchandise Folds Port etc.

Nature delta merce Peso Porto ecc.
Kg Fr.

--- --- _____,. et..

Anzelge /Or ZongOter
Avis de marohandIees en douane

Die nachstehend bezeichneten unverzollten Gater sind MM. Les merchandises designees ci-dessous sont arrivées

hier för Ste angekommen. Als Empfänger können Ste die  6 votre adresse non dildoutunies. En qualité de destinataire,

Zollbehandlung seibst besorgen. Zutreffendentalls haben vous pouvez procéder vous-même aux formalites douanières.

Ste vorerst den Frachtbrief bet der Güterexpedition em- Le can échéant, vous devez au préalable retirer la lettre de

zulösen. För den Bezug der Sendung ist eine geböhren- voiture au bureau des merchandises. Un déiai de 24 heures

freie Frist von 24 Stunden vorgesehen; diese beginnt 4 est prévu pour retirer !'envoi sans frets; il commence A cou-

t Stunden nach Uebergabe der Aviskarte an die Post. Nach rir 4 heures apres la remise de l'avis A la poste. Passe cc

dieser Print werden die tarifgemAssen Lagergebühren er- debt, es frets de magasinage soot pet-qt.'s selon tarif.

hoben.
Si fes formalités douanières ne soot pas accomplies dons

Wind die ZoBbehandlung nicht innnerhalb von 6 Tagen l'intervalle de 6 fours apres l'arrivée, tee merchandises seront

nach Ankunft der Ware besorgt, so wird dos Gut auf Kosten transferees A l'entrepôt de douane le plus proche, aux train

des Zollpflichtigen dem nAchsten Zollager übergeben. de l'assujetti.
Den Ueberbringer dieser Karte erachten win ams ihren Noun considérons le porteur du present avis comme votre

BevolimAchtigten. Hochachtungsvoll mandataire. Avec consideration distinguée
..

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen Chemins de ten fédéraux suisses,
Gewicht 1 Fracht usw.

- , Folds Port etc.
9Kg . .Fr../4

•
Bandung A ender end Versandstation Kohl terpackg. Art der Ware'

Exp. péditeur et gare expéditrice Colts Embell. Na re de I s merchandise

No
I Ac.,- 

. /°11. fon 

Schalteröffnungen:
Montag—Frettag 7-12 h und 13.30-18 h

Samstag geschlossen

SBB 9208 XI 68 10 000

g - 9

April 69 *iii

THE END

Frachtgut Biel
Petite vitesse Bienne

Schwanengasse 50
Telephon 261 37



Fig.l. The First 4 Printings 

Zumstein Printing Stamp

Booklet No. Colour Z.No KZ/WZ

1 FIRST Green 65B KZ II
4n:4-;-,v,

+.1,11904
!-LI *11_ 

2 Red 61B KZ II

ralJaiii0MI

3 SECOND Green 82 WZIII
rrz-x4A

1905 ''' +115
:VW
1lJs-:*4 

4

ral
IM

Red 83 WZIII

5 THIRD HELVETIA Green 103 WZIII

1907
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,

7 FOURTH 25 4 25 Blue 109 WZIII
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8 IA Yel-olive 1171 "
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9 CIIINULI Green 119 I "
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THE FIRST SWISS BOOKLETS 

How were they laid out and printed? Now, after 80 years, some light is

coming onto the subject of t'ète-beche and interspace or not.  Firstly let us review

the present state of catalogue knowledge, using the latest Zumstein Specialised

(1982) and the booklet collectors' bible "Die Markenheftchen, Kehrdruck- und

Zwischenstegaarken der Schweiz 1904-1954" by Ernst Milner (1954). (Fig. 1)

Panes of Complete
of 6 stamps sheets

1899 4 Unknown

1894 4 II

1905 4

1905 4
II

1907 4
1
2 ,PTT Museum

1907 4
1T,PTT Museum

1907 2 Sold to
collectors

1909 5 II

1909
It5

1909 5
II

I
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THE FIRST SWISS STAMP BOOKLETS (Cont.)

This whole subject has been brought

to light by a lucky find made by the wel

known dealer in Luzern, Hr Kurt Trussel,
(see Fig. 2 from his article in the SBZ

of 6/7 1984, and the 'NABA' exhibits by

Hr Heinz Bossert of Basel and, to a

lesser extent by Hr Rolf Rani of Luzern
(Nos. 132 & 133).
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Fig. 2

Note particularly that the margin is

perforated through, and this would not be

possible with the sheet margin itself.
Mr. Bossert exhibited mint panes with the

control mark (KZ II) in the perforated
margins of the booklet panes.

Next month the background to the

various theories regarding these book-
lets will be discussed in depth.

Will all readers with examples of

booklets 1 - 4 please check them if they
have perforated margins or not, and let

me know as soon as possible, or the

Editor.

M. Rutherfoord, Hurackerstr, 40,

CH-8049 Zurich.

EXCHANGE PACKET

To remind you that booklets will
be most welcome in September, but please

not during August.

DID YOU KNOW ?

.... that I felt quite sad when 'NAHA'
closed its doors for the last time on
Sunday, 1st July, not only for what I had

not seen, but for the general atmosphere

and the people I met there.

.... that the SVP got a Gold for their

Machine Cancellations Handbook, apparently

the first time gold has ever been given

in the Literature class in Switzerland.

.... that a number of books appeared at
the 'NAHA' which I hadn't mentioned before.

'100 Years Philatelia SC of Zürich', 72

pages in German, beautifully illustrated

articles. Also by J. Gnagi of the PTT

'The Zffrich 4 & 6', 114 pages in German,
also lovely illustrations. Further
details available on request.

.... that the 3rd of the Spezi booklets

has also appeared, on flaws, retouches etc.

This one covering printing errors etc.

Will be in a Library soon, i.e. all 3.

that the SVP, as part of its 25 Year
Jubilee, has been given the honour of

showing 20 frames of cancellations in the
PTT Postal Museum, until middle of Sept.

.... that the Fund for Furthering Phil-

ately has SFr.7.62m in hand, before the

'NABA' which, with about 33,000 visitors

and large sales of the block, will not

have a loss of any size.

.... that the first cancellation with a
text in the Romansch
'idiom', i.e. dialect,

,, of Surmiran, has
V. appeared at Tinizong

'.• -4.-6.84--8 c'' i (German Tinzen) on

\\47

dErr

I 4.6.84. Under the name
Tinnetio this was a14, val6 Q.3-

staging post on the way
•-tcuRsiusG"

of the Roman road from

F 1
Chur, over either the

ig. 
Julier or Septimer Pass

to Chiavenna in Italy. Note that 2 words

are pure Latin, and the middle one is very

near, proving the origin of Romansch.

Swiss banknotes also use Surmiran, as it

lies between the northern Surselva and the

southern Latin of the Engadine.

.... that the National special cancell-
ations for the 1st August have been
announced. Fig. 2 shows that for RUM,

taken from the Seal of
x Rrii. Appenzell before the

!CP ''-. 1 <," Canton split in 1597
A* , -rt (Fig. 2). Fig. 3 is the

or.-n
C. oc; cancel to be used in

\
-7- J10-D 	, Appenzell (Inner region),

es 
FEN<<,

showing the Rathaus, the
Cantonal seat of Govern-

Fig 2 ment. Fig. 4 is for the. 
other chosen capital,

, that of Sion in the Valais, showing the
chapel "Tous les Saints".

(Continued overleaf)

4040 10000 • •

\\47dErr
\\47dErr


TO BE PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER 1984

zumsbein
EUROPA CATALOGUE 1985 

in four volumes:

* 414 
4114:

zurneben
• • ,

7erff".
. _

COMPLETELY NEW

illIli •
2 FI III 

•• .

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in French/German.

Already published

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein-i-cie Proprietors Hertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 BERN
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DID YOU KNOW? (Cont.)

August 1st special cancellations:
The very successful 'NABA ZURI'

.... that the Swiss Ganzsachen Verein
(Postal Stationery Club) have announced
that in September 1984 they will run the
'GABRA II' Exhibition, again in Burgdorfi
The only stamps that will be allowed
will be Perfins.

that the answer to question No. 141;
is: the PJ set of 1963, _Nth November.

k4..A.0
.... that on p.47 of the War 'News
Letter', Fig. 5, there is a serious
heraldic error. What is it?

M. RUT HERFOORD

NEW 'K' CANCELS 

8264 ESCHENZ - Insel Werd am
Untersee und Rhein 18 Aug. K.945

7531 LII - Terassa da
Sulai 20 " K.946

exhibition recently held should be

proof of the tremendous interest to be

found in Swiss stamps and the wide scope

of subjects which can provide much

interest.

If you are starting a new project

or a side-line, let me help you find

the material you will require.

STAMPS, COVERS, SPECIAL

CANCELLATIONS, AIRMAILS, T.P.0s,

POSTAL HISTORY and/or STATIONERY and

many more.

Write to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
495, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE,

Lancs. KA4 6AF

AL•‘4<,' _17/0 NAkc

WANTED 

Member Brian
Renshaw is partic-
ularly interested
in Swiss postmarks
and is trying to
collect at least
one strike from each
of as many post
offices as possible.
In accumulating
these he has found
himself with many
duplicates which he
would be happy to
pass on to fellow

enthusiasts, hope-
fully, but not
necessarily in
exchange for others.
Any members with a
similar interest are
invited to contact
Brian at 317, Eskring
Road, Mansfield,
Notts NG18 3EH.
-

JUBILEE CANCEL

KILLWANGEN - Post
code 8958 - is this
year celebrating its
750th anniversary. A
special cancel (No 'K'

No) will be used from
17 August to 31 December
1984.
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No. 8 AUGUST 1984 39TH YEAR 

NEW ISSUES IN SEPTEMBER 

Three additional values in the current series of 'Folk Customs'

definitives will be issued on 11th September, together with a single speci
al stamp

for 'Fire Protection'. The details are as follows:

1. DEFINITIVES 

25 Rp. 'CHESSLETE', Solothurn. In Solothurn the annual Shrovetide celebrations

have developed into a large-scale popular .

festival embracing a wide range of activities. The curtain-raiser is always

Thursday's 
I Chesslete e which originally was almost certainly a ritual noise mani-

festation. At five o'clock in the morning a procession escorted by torchbearers

forms up; hundreds of early risers, all clad in white nightgowns and caps,
 make

an infernal din with their horns, bells, sirens and other noisy instruments
 - a

signal that-carnival time, with all its fun and festivities, has come round
 again.

45 Rip . 'KLAUSJAGEN', Kassnacht am Riai. The 'Klausjagen' at Küssnacht am Rigi

is to-day an impressive manifestation

of light. About 200 'Lichtkltiusen' in white robes reaching to their feet, and

headgear known as 'Iffeln' (from infula m mitre), prance about in procession,

twisting and turning, illuminated by several candles, the mitres withtheir

elaborate cut-out designs and coloured paper linings look like the stained-
glass

windows of a church or a fairy-tale castle. St. Nicholas, bringing up the rear,

hardly attracts any attention after the spectacular sight of his entourage.

60 Rp. 'SCHNABELGEISSEN', Ottenbach (Ct. Zürich).. . On the first and second

Friday in December, about

20 'Schnabelgeissen' get up to all kinds of pranks in Ottenbach, near Affol
tern

on the Albis. The 'Schnabelgeissen' are a kind of bogeyman, dressed in white

sheets, with long wooden beaks which they clack loudly, continuing to wreak
 their

mischief until placated with a few coins. Originally one of the many ways in

which spirits had to be driven away or placated, the ancient custom has be
come a

social event that attracts young and old alike.

I
I
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Chesslete, Klausiagen, Schnabelgeissen,

Solothurn Küssnacht a. R. SZ Ottenbach ZH



ialues 
Designs:

Designer:

Engraver:

Printing:

Paper.:
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25 Ap. 'Onessiete', 6o1otnurn - brown
45 Rp. 'Klausjagen', Küssnacht am Rigi - dark blue
60 Rp. 'Schnabelgeissen', Ottenbach (ZH) - grey-brown

Solange Moser, Bern

Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (Cossonay)

Rotary line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern

White, with luminous substance - in 4 sheets of 50 stamps

The special cover has a vignette of two dancers, and there will be a
simple First Day cancellation. Collection sheets and folders will be available.

2. Special stamp for FIRE PROTECTION. Value 50 Rp.

Every year many fires occur in Switzerland because people do not realise
the sources of danger that can cause a blaze to start. They are responsible for
millions of francs worth of damage and frequently a great deal of suffering for
the victims. The incalculable consequences bring home dramatically the prime
importance of extensive fire prevention measures. That is
why the Fire Prevention Advisory Centre in Bern acts as an

am • ,information body with the aim of combating the causes of _ -t , g•iz

fire - very often negligence or carelessness.
The stamp is intended to give effective support

to the Advisory Centre's work, and the design illustrates ,vg

how easily a big fire can start, causing great damage T•L ' '
from small beginnings.

Value & Design: 50 Rp. Large fire caused by a little one

Designer: Edi Hauri, Basle

Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds

Paper , : White, with luminous substance - in 2 sheets of 50 stamps.

Size: 36 x 26 mm.

A special cover, collection sheet and folder will be available and the
same First Day cancel as for the definitives.

---
PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME FOR 1985

19 Feb. 1985 Special Stamps - Series I 4
EIL. SFr.

Cent. of Railways Staff Assoc n 35
2000 Tears of 'Reformation' 50
Cent. of Internat. Save Lake Geneva Soc. 70
Internat. Congress on Large Dams 80 2.35

Definitives - Signs of the Zodiac 2
Libra - the Scales 250
Scorpio - the Scorpion .1(22 5.50

7 May ft EUROPA - Cept , - European Music Year 2
Ernest Ansermet 50
Frank Martin 80 1.30

28 May 9 PRO PATRIA - Treasures of Swiss Museums 5
Swiss Folk Music Instruments

Music Box, Muse Baud, L'Auberson 25 + 10_
Rattle, Rhaetian Museum, Chum 35 + 15
Zither, Historical Museum, Bern 50 + 20
Drum, Historical Museum, Basle 70 + 30
Swiss Accordian, Kornhaus, Burgdorf 80 + 40 3.75

10 Sept. " Special Stamps - Series II 3
Cent. Master Bakers' & Confectioners' Assoc. 50
50 Years of Swiss Radio International 70
IPTT World Congress 80 2.00

Picture Postcard - 'GABRA II' Postal
Stationery Exhibition 1 25 + 30 55

Official Stamp - Additional value WIPO 1 _50 50

26 Nov. " Pro Juventute - Scenes from Fairy Tales 4
Hansel & Gretel 35 + 15
Snow White 50 + 20
Little Red Riding Hood 70 + 30
Cinderella 80+40 _3,40

22 SFr. 19.35
TOTAL - excluding postcard & service stamp 20 SFr. 18.30



1985 

Sat. 12 Jan.

" 2 Feb.
" 2 Mar.

" 23 Mar.

THE LAST THIRTY YEARS -
Disc. Ldr. Mrs. V. Davis
COMPETITION
PUBLICITY CANCELLATIONS -
Disc. Ldr. Mr. D. Hope
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Chairman-Elect:
Hon. Treasurer:
" Secretary,

Y.P.A. Delegate:
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REVIEWS 

1. ZUMSTEIN Spezialkatalog & Handbuch 'DIE GANZSACEEN DER SCHWEIZ 

The long awaited new issue of the popular 'POSTAL STATIONERY' Catalogue, VII Ed.
was duly published to coincide with 'NAHA ZURI'. The previous edition having been
in 1976 there are many additions which will be of great interest.

The printing of both text and illustrations is very clear. All sections of
postal stationery are covered: official, semi-official and privately printed, also
Field Post, Internment covers and cards 1870-1916, Railway cards and many other
items. The collector of postal stationery will find this 232 page volume
invaluable. It is published by Zumstein & Cie and costs SFr.25.-.

2. ERSTTAG & SPEZIALKATALOG, Schweiz - Liechtenstein - UNO Genf

An extremely useful catalogue which will be welcomed by the ever increasing
number of collectors of First Day covers. This, the 3rd Edition, has been
completely revised, with up-to-date pricing, clear listing and profusely illustrate
Although mainly in German the introduction and main headings are given in English.
All issues of stamps are covered, commemoratives from 1900 and definitives from
1936. Cancellations according to the earlier PEN catalogue are shown.

Many new sections have been added to this new edition, such as the various
categories of 'Bundesfeier' postcards, 'Pro Juventute' cards (and 'Briefli' - the
'little letters') cards for 'Youth Day', 'Day of the Stamp' cards, collection
sheets and folders, Automatic machine cancels etc. Liechtenstein and UN Geneva
are also listed.

The format is 8 x 5", with 214 pages and is available from H. R. Schwarzenbach,
Limmatquai 72, 8001 Zürich at SFr.22.- + postage.

3. DOKUMENTE AUS DEN ALTEN ZURICH 1790-1873 

The third of the very interesting booklets published by 'Postgeschichte Verlag'
(Hans R. Schwarzenbach) was most appropriately issued to coincide with the 'NAHA
ZURI' exhibition. It illustrates a collection of 22 historic documents (mainly
in Gothic print) covering negotiations between Canton Zurich and the French
occupation troops during and after the Helvetic Republic, including letters from
Hans von Reinhard, Landammann der Schweiz in 1807 & 1813, together with his
portrait, and concluding with notices of the postal arrangements between Ct.ZUrich
and Chur in 1823 and in Zürich in 1830.

The booklet of 26 pages, 8 x 5", is well produced and will be of considerable
interest to postal historians. It is obtainable from Hans R. Schwarzenbach,
Limmatquai 72, 8001 Zürich, at SFr.9.60 + postage.

PROGRAMMES FOR 1984 - 1989 

N. GROUP, Hon. Sec. MR. R.A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd, Halifax.

1984 

Sat. 16 Sept. 10 SHEETS - All Members
" 8 Oct. CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY
" 3 Nov. THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS -

Mr. D. Wilson
" 1 Dec. OUT AND ABOUT IN

SWITZERLAND

MR. J.A. EASTWOOD
MR. D. WILSON
MR. I. GILCHRIST
MR. J.A. EASTWOOD
Librarian & Press sec.
MR. R.A. HOYLE
MR. D. ARTHUR

Meetings held in Lawrence Oates Middle

School, Stainbeck Lane, Leeds at 2.30 pm

LMON GROUP, Hon.Sec. MR. G.W. HUBBARD
43, Webheath, Netherwood St. MW6 2ED

1984 

Wed. 10 Oct. FISCALS - Mr. E. Lienhard
et al

A.G.M. and AUCTION

POSTAL HISTORY - Guest
Speaker Mr. D. Wilson

(N. Group)

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES -
Mr. C.E. Redmill et al

THEMATICS - the President
MRS. A. LRFI

SOLDIER STAMPS -
Mr. D. Paschoud

" 10 Apr. ANNUAL COMPETITION

" 8 May ODDS & ENDS

Meetings held in the Allenby Room,
Victory (Services) Club, Seymour Street,

London W.2 2HF at 6.30 p.m.
Please be sure to sign the Members List

at the Porter's desk.

" 14 Nov.

" 12 Dec.

1985 

Wed. 9 Jan.

" 13 Feb.

" 13 Mar.
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OUR GREAT SUCCESS
at

was due entirely to the wonderful material we were

able to offer for sale - material even our Swiss
colleagues envied and mostly could not match.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE FINE, RARE AND UNUSUAL,

YOU WILL FIND MORE OF SUCH MATERIAL IN OUR STOCK

THAN IN THE STOCKS OF MANY OTHER DEALERS COMBINED.

TRY US FIRST - YOU WILL SAVE TIME AND IN MOST CASES

MONEY BECAUSE FOR THIS TYPE OF MATERIAL OUR

COMPETITIVENESS IS UNRIVALLED.

Apart from our financial success at NABA it was
most gratifying to welcome so many HELVETIA and
TELL Members at our stand and in some cases to have
the opportunity to examine their outstanding exhibits

( among which we recognised many items supplied by us!).

THE NEW SEASON IS STARTING - WE ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL

WITH APPROVALS.

Ass_ i MI H. KATCHERrir
PO BOX 242L. MGHGATE

N
vr 1 74

LONDON N6 4LW

ahtateux C,ollector ,Itd Telephone
? ' An s'C'- tr 01 -3480296

o0o - - - -
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THE FIRST SWISS BOOKLETS 

By M. Rutherfoord Part II

Before we go further into the question of interspace/tete-beche or not,

the method of printing etc must be considered.

The paper was made in sheets big enough for 4 x 100 stamps. When it was

still wet it was pressed onto the control mark mould, also 4 x 100 impressions of

KZ II, laid out exactly as the stamps. These were the last stamp sheets to be so

made. Afterwards the watermark WZ III was impressed by means of a dandy roll

across the full width of the paper over the full length of the roll, and was much

quicker and cheaper.

Each stamp was printed from a separate wooden block with a metal facing,

therefore per value there were 400 such blocks. Therefore it would have been

easy for the printer to arrange these blocks as needed.

After printing the
stamp sheets were cut thru
the gutters to give 4 sheets
of 100 stamps each. These
sheets were then harrow
perforated, several sheets
at a time. The dimensions
of the harrow were such that
exactly 100 stamps were
covered, with no holes in
any margins. (See Fig. 4)

Looking at Fig. 2 (in
July HNL) the first explan-
ation for the KZ in the
margin was that the sheet
had become displaced by
one row during printing.
But this cannot be correct
because the margin is
perforated thru, therefore
the margin must be from a
blank row of 'stamps' made
for this purpose. Cancell-
ation at summer only PO of
RIGI-FIRST on 8.VII.07,
3 years after booklet was
issued.

The second booklet issu(
of 1905 was printed as
above, but on the new water-
marked WZ III paper with
the large cross. As this
was all over the paper it
appears in all booklet

margins, whether perforated or not.

A 7 8 9 10

3)

is shown
g disputed,
have
or gone to

over the
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counter stamps from such odd sized sheets.

Fig. 4, taken from Hr Muller's book, shows the only sheets of the 3rd
booklet issue known to the PTT. Counter sheets were always half sheets of 50
each, so this probably ex plains why these are also half sheets, though never
intended to be sold over the counter. Happily they have been kept.

Only from the 4th issue onwards were sheets sold to collectors, so
providing the first ,tete-beche and interspace pairs, with defaced interspaces in
various ways.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pane A Pane B Pane A

Fig. 5. Herr Trassel's Theory

In Fig, 5 we have Hr Trassel's theory. He has assumed that the layout
would be as known for the third printing, with the 4th column left blank, as
'proved' by the finds of a control mark in the booklet binding margin. He has
suggested that the rows 8, 9 and 10 were turned round, to give the correct pane-
margin layout, and, by the way, the possibility of tete-beche pairs. Note there
would be twice as many panes 'A' unperforated and without a KZ in the margin, as
those with 'B' type.

Pane A Pane B Pane B

Fig. 6. Herr Bossert's theory

Hr Bossert's theory, as shown in his 1 NA3A' exhibit, has been recon-
structed in Fig. 6. Here the number of panes 'A' unperforated and without KZ,
will be only half that of those with type 'B'. As so few panes have been found
of type 'B' it seems that Hr Bossert's theory is less likely to be correct.

Why were no sheets of printings 1 and 2 kept by the PTT as samples? That
is the big question. Probably the printer was kept so tight in the number of
completed booklets ordered, and no waste, and no losses to others, that there was
just nothing left over at all. Hr Trüssel mentions printing quantities of
450,000 and 300,000 for the first printing of the 5c and 10c respectively. Perhaps
the printer did not want to reveal his trick of doing the job, at first.

(Cont. on P. 6 3. co1.1)
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THE FIRST SWISS STAMP BOOKLETS (Cont.) I rtin %int i if ILI PIW

Now if one can find more booklets
with perforated margins, with or without
KZ II, it would be a big step forward.
The chance of finding a tete-beche pair
somewhere, or even a miscut part seems
to be too remote to be possible to
prove the theory completely.

As all panes in a booklet are the
same it is only necessary to look at the
last pane carefully, after gently open-
ing the staple and removing the back
cover. Of course, booklets without any
stamps in them are just as interesting,
as it is the margin which tells the
story.

Summarising we have:

Pane Perf. KZ II WZ III
type margin in margin in maegin

A No No Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Please let me, or the Editor, know
what you have found. The results will
be sent (without any names) to Hr Trussel
and the final results will be published
as soon as possible.

M.R.

IMPORTANT 

FROM THE HON. EXCHANGE PI E SECRETARY

Members will be pleased to note that
Packets are making an early start and 15
are now on their rounds, but please make
adequate arrangements if you are likely
to be away during the next few weeks.

Also, owing to
please do not send
SEPTEMBER.

MORE HASTE LESS SPEED

Apologies for 2 errors in July
DYK column.

In paragraph 7 on the Romansch
dialect it should have read: 'Note that
2 words are pure LADIN' - not Latin.

And the 'GABRA II' exhibition,
mentioned on page 56, will be held in
September 1982, not this year.

E.J.R.

DID TOU UOWT (Cont. from Col. -2)

.... that Question No. 143 is that
recent survey of European stamps
Switzerland has the greatest ratio
men to women. What is the ratio?

M. RUTh..2FOORD

' VU

,... that the I NABA' block is on sale only
Lntil 31st October 1984, not like the
lsual commemorative stamps which remain on
;ale for a year (or even longer, unoffici-
Illy). So make sure you have some, in
:ase they sell out before the last day of

.... that Hans Schwarzenbach has now
Lssued his new 'First Day' catalogue for
he 'NAHA' in a completely new and revised
form, titled "Ersttag und Spezial-
catalog, Schweiz-Liechtenstein-UNO Genf",
a14 pages in German, for SFr.22.-. New
reatures are complete coverage of PP cards,
?.7. cards & covers, priced definitives back
to 1936, and for special stamps right back
to 1900.

that not all non-Swiss know that there
are Swiss terrorists (or freedom fighters,
ispending on one's standpoint) fighting
or an expansion of the new Canton Jura,
i.e. for those French-speaking villages in
.3 anton Bern which did not vote in favour
pf joining the new Jura. Two recent acts
are shown on Swiss stamps as it happens.
rhe PP of 1940 shows "Fritz" on the 30c
stamp (Z.N0.6), so named as a well-known
Fritz Kämpf stood as the model for this
famous monument for the 1914-18 war,
standing on the western border of Switzer-
land. On the last day of May, the terror-
ists pulled it over and broke off the head,
but it has now been repair and re-erected.

few days later the Unspunnen stone,
shown on the 1981 Europa 80c. (Z.655) was
stolen for the same political reasons, but
has not yet been recovered.

&14.1e4 dbett
oc:e44.ereiAAmst.

g nolkocatic.
.... that 50 years ago
the outcry started
against the 7 defini- ?MpriD,d0M-e.SE
tives issued on 2 July WiDereav.1.014.
1934, the new letter-
press Landscapes. 28
months later the recess-printed stamps
by Karl Bickel appeared. These 2 issues
also mark the changeover from WZ III to
paper without watermark, and started off
the PTT printing its own stamps.

that the answer to Question No.142
is that in the banner the diagonal
dividing the upper white from the lower
blue field is going the wrong way, but was
corrected on the special cover used for
the procession on 2 th June.

(Cont. in Col. 1)

a change of plans -
in booklets during

D.S.

.... that in September
no less than 25 new
machine slogans will
appear, a record I
think. Amongst them
are 3 in handwriting,
"Write a letter" in the
3 official languages.
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TO BE PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER 1984 NEXT MONTH

In the next
issue of the
'Helvetia News
Letter', there
will be the
commencement of
an article on
'POSTAGE RATES
FROM SWITZERLAND
TO FOREIGN LANDS
1852 - 1863',
which has been
very kindly con-
tributed by our
Canadian Member,
Mr. E. C. Walton,
following our
meeting at °NABA'.

As this
subject has been
raised by some
members recently,
we are very
pleased to have
Ireceived this.

Also we shall
be reporting on
some recent finds
made by our friend
Derek Beak.

Hon. Ed.
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JUBILEE CANCELS 

The following were missed from
earlier listing:

1. The town of Fleurier is celebrating
its 700th anniversary and a pictor-

ial cancel (without 'K' No.) is in use
from 16 June to 31st December, 1984.

2. The town of St. Imier celebrates
its 1100th anniversary and a

special cancellation featuring the clock
face from the special stamp marking
the same event, was in use on 16/17
June.

'K' CANCELS 

It will not be long before
our autumn activities will be starting
up again.

Have you decided on your
collecting plans for the new season?

There are many subjects which
you have not paid much attention to so
far, but which can provide much interest:

TETE-BECHE & SE-TENANT

FIRST FLIGHT & COMMEMORATIVE
AIRMAILS

SOLDIER STAMPS

TRAVELLING POST OFFICE

THEMATIC SUBJECTS

3513 BIGENTHAL ... 18 June K.943 all in addition to stamps of
every period

4244 RöSCHENZ K.944
Write for Approvals or send

2732 RECONVILIER ... 1 Sept. K.947 me your Wants Lists.

6018 BUTTISHOLZ I/ K.948

J.S.AR11/1STRONG
Any holiday anecdotes, with a

Swiss theme, of course, will be welcome
and help fill odd corners.

495, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lancs. LA4 6AP.

zumsbein
EUROPA CATALOGUE 1985 

in four volumes:

Iilli A., - ltor alis jog:
am - v t'

Ob*

labekl Zille 2ainnEirell
= • •.:" - 40. *..:. = . - tit 0 .,

.,,, • . ,•'-',•:. , 741,-.: - . , re,' - 1,---

,, ..,. ,,, . "...„, t.......,_ - 	. ... ..- t .......- •.,...
,.....

.
_ . .

COMPLETELY NEW

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in French/German.

Already published

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein+-cie Pro:Tietors Hertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

a •si on.

ztimsbert 
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POSTAGE RATES FROM SWITZERLAND TO FOREIGN LANDS 1852 - 1863 

By E. 0. Walton (Canada)

Introduction

Sooner or later the collector of the 'Sitting Helvetia' imperforate, the

'Strubel s issue, encounters covers franked with these stamps and, almost inevitably,-

the question of the proper postage rates comes up. A good deal of excellent work

has led to the explanation and publication of internal postal tariffs, so that the

franking of items 'posted between points in Switzerland can be more easily understood.

However, when dealing with covers to foreign destinations, the literature on postal

rates is less complete.

Planning of the 'Strubel' issue was already in progress by January 1, 1852,

when Swiss currencies were reformed and the Postal Regulations were revised accord-

ingly. The stamps were put on sale following much delay, on September 15, 1854

and remained on sale until July 1863 when they were finally replaced by the 'Sitting

Helvetia' perforate issue.

These dates mark the span of time covered by this study of foreign postage

rates.

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this study is to attempt to determine the postal rates

in use to various foreign destinations throughout the 'Strubel
l period, also to

discover, if possible, when changes were made, so that the amount of franking on

covers from Switzerland to foreign destionations could be accounted for.

METHOD

The method chosen is largely empirical, depending primarily on the examin-

ation of covers illustrated in auction catalogues. Each cover examined was fully

described on an index card, the cards were then sorted by country of destination

(according to modern boundaries) and put into chronological order.

This data bank was supplemented by information from various sources, such

as the Helvetia Philatelic Society News Letter and other publications, which are

listed at the end of this article.

Weight of an item of mail is an important consideration in any tarif

structure. In Switzerland the unit of weight used by the Postal Administration was

the 'Loth' even although most weighing was actually done in grams: 1 Loth =

15.6 g. or approximately 4 oz. The weight of a 'single' letter was set at 4 Loth,
and this applied to internal, as well as foreign mail. It is easily demonstrated

that a single folded letter is well within the weight allowance, while a single

sheet in an envelope comes close to 74 g. For all practical
equivalent to 7i g.

purposes Lmth was
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For each national destination the covers were tabulated in chrono-
logical order, in which the postal district of the place of origin is also included.
Observations based on these tabulations were used to draw inferences concerning
postal rates, supplemented or corroborated where possible by other information
from external sources*

RESULTS

A total of 205 covers to foreign destinations were examined and catalogued.
The tabulation below gives the numbers by year and country of destination.

Year France ftertaxan G.B. , Italy U.S.A. Misc.,

1852 4 1 2 2 1
53 1 1
54 3 1 3 5 1 2
55 12 3 3 3 10 2
56 16 4 4 4 12 2
57 6 2 3 5 2
58 5 1 1 2 4 1
59 7 2 1 2 1 2
60 5 4 2 6
61 5 4 3 4
62 8 5 3 2
63 4 5 1 4

Totals: 66 17 15 36

Among the miscellaneous t4e following are represented:

43 28

Algeria 1 Rolland 2
Argentine 2 Java 1
Austria 2 Singapore 2
Australia 2 Mexico 3
Brazil 2 Norway 1
Chile 1 Russia 4
China 2 Tunis 1
Guatemala 1 Turkey 1

Detailed tabulations of covers destined to France, Germany, Great Britain,
Italy and United States were made and are reproduced as appendices.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the following are presented observations and conclusions drawn from
the material examined, arranged by country of destination.

a) FRANCE. A postal treaty was concluded between Switzerland and France in 1849,
in which, among other things, certain postal districts were recog-

nised for France and where Switzerland was divided into two zones for the purpose
of postal rates. This treaty remained in effect until a new one replaced it in
1865:-

From an analysis of available covers, the first zone encompassed the
border cities of Basel, Le Lode, Le Brassus and Geneva. These cities all had
access to the postal transit and exchange stations which included St. Louis
(Htningen), Morteau, Pontarlier, Jougne, Les Roussee and Fernex. The second zone
consisted of the remaining regions of Switzerland. • These zones do not have any
apparent relationship to the somewhat later postal districts or Rayons.

It is deduced that the postal rate for a single letter from Zone I from
1852 to August 1859, was 15 Rp depending on destination, but including Paris, Lyon,
Marseille and Havre. From Zone II the corresponding rate was 40 Hp with higher
rates applicable to more distant places.

Certain exceptions existed, such as the rate to Besanson as demonstrated
by three covers, each franked Fr.1.00 for 4 times the single rate of 25 Rp, all
posted between 1855 and 1858.

For the border zone there was also a special rate, which is well
documented at 15 Rp to points within 30 km in a direct line?- This rate is demon-
strated on a cover from Geneva to Fernex (now Ferney) in August 1856. However, by
1862 this rate had increased to 20 Hp according to two covers to Thonon in December
1862, from Geneva.
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After August 1859 the rate for a single letter was a uniform 40 Rp
irrespective of origin or destination. This rate remained in effect until the new
treaty of 1865.

Throughout the 'Strubel' period the rates increased depending on weight
in 4- Loth (74- gr.) stages. Registered (Charge) letters were charged at double rate.

Rate markings on these covers are fairly simple, as far as can be
ascertained from illustrations. Single letters were not marked, but multiple
weight Letters sometimes had the weight in grams indicated, with the rate multiple
below, and in most cases the rate multiple was indicated.  Items in transit through
St. Louis were usually marked,  7 in which the initials stand for 'Affranchie
etranger a destination3 . .E.D Only one cover was noted with the IR.L.'
designation, this on a cover from Geneva to Chambery, some 75 km. distant; 'R.L.'
stands for ' Rayon. Limitrophe' or Border Zone.

The earliest 'Ambulant' cover noted was dated Geneva 7 Sept. 57 to Paris,
marked 'SUISSE AMB. GENEVE D.'. The cover also carried the statement .

 similar to Group 25/31 It arrived in Paris on 10 Sept(Tr
ouvd ' a la Boitel 1857 and was redirected to Lyon.

b) GERMANY. Only 17 covers were available at the time of this study and that is
really too few to draw serious conclusions.  However, a reference

to the P.H.S.G. „the-quarterly Newsletter of the Postal History Study Group,
American Helvetia Philatelic Society, No. 11, Sept. 1979, provided the necessary
information which is repeated here for the sake of completeness.

During the 'Strubel' period the Germany of today consisted of numerous
sovereign states, which were joined in a postal treaty with Switzerland that
remained effective, with minor changes, until 1868.  The treatz also inclu#ed
Austria.

Basically Switzerland was divided into two zones and Germany & Austria into
three. There was also a border zone defined as 5 miles* from the sending to the
receiving Post Office. Mailings in this zonr had to bear the mark 'RI' (Rayon
Limitrophe). Letters could be sent franked to destination (PD) or unfranked.
Printed matter and registered items had to be franked.

The rates for single letters up to 1 Loth (15 grm) were as follows:

From Switzerland 

Border Zone

Rate

10 Hp

To Germany & Austria

Border Zone

Zone I (0-10 miles) 10 Bp Zone 1 (0-10 miles)
20 Rp Zone 2 (10-20 miles)
30 Rp Zone 3 (over 20 miles)

Zone 2 (over 10 miles) 30 Hp Zone 1
40 Rp Zone 2
50 Hp Zone 3

Fee for registration was 20 Rp

Printed matter cost 10 Hp for each 15 grm except in the border zone, where
15 grm cost 5 Rp. In 1862 the treaty was revised to lower the printed matter rate
from 10 Hp to 7 Rp per 15 grm outside the border zone. (All distances in
Geographical miles: 1 mile n 74- km.).

All the covers listed in the Appendix conform to the rates given above.

(To be continued)

References: I . P.H.S.G. No. 13, 1 March 1980 'Rates to France' (Postal History
Study Group t , American Helvetia Philatelic Society 'News Letter'.

2. Spezialkatalog fiber die Briefmarken der Schweiz, AxiII Ed.
Zumstein & Cie, Bern, p.33

3. Postal Treaty between France & ZUrich, 1 April 1829, by
Hansuli Sieber, SBZ 5/1977.

4. Schweiz Abstemplungen 1843-1907, F.X. Andres & Hans Emmenegger

* Geographical Miles: 1 mi3e n 74- km., 5 miles 374- km.
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NEW DI5CovERI ES
By D. R. Beak

In a lot of postal stationery that I bought recently at auction are
three items mentioned in Zumstein's new 'Ganzsachen' catalogue, but for which no
values are given.

Two cards I like very much are shown on page 106 and are the 1891
Jubilee cards with imprint as listed as Nos. la and 2a, but against which no
prices are given. As we have some postal stationery experts amongst our members
I wonder if anyone can give a clue as to the relative scarcity of la and 2a
compared with 1 and 2. These are shown below.

-
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117.9i. — 13,834-03oe.
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The other item is of particular interest to me as it is a 'Bundesfeier'
card of 1920, with the address side overprinted to form an entry ticket for the
festivities in that year in Munich and of the Swiss colony in Leipzig, which is

now shown as ' a footnote under No. 28. I have looked through specialised Swiss

auction catalogues since 1978 and it never appears to have been offered.  Has

anyone one of these or has ever seen it before? Illustrated overleaf.

Carte postale. — Cartolina postale;--„

A --,144 
flir die Adresse. icalt

r

Cl<4°'
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NEW DISCOVERIES (Cont.)
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ax=k2 -0-7,v-Q=41-4 Eintrittskarte
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ti tUNDESFEIER..1920--
am Sonntag den 1. August, abends 6 Uhr 

im Tonhallesaal, Ttirkenstrabe 5.!

CAgeoc ,y.s1.5sw.. -1.4..eie,ge.-!,9s4i25s,. ..e,,,a(sehs-olgt5.

Postscript. I have also written to the auction firm of R811i-Schar about these
and their comments, just received, are very refreshing. They say:

"Thank you for your inquiry of 3rd August.  We can give you the
following replies:

1. We do not know if the 1891 cards in our February auction were Nos. 1
and 2 or la and 2a. So far we have never sold the ones as per your
photocopies and we could foresee a starting price of SFr.150.-.

2. The 'Bundesfeier' card No. 28 overprint would get a starting price of
SFr.100.- in our auction; we have never seen it so far.

"We feel that the final prices in all cases would be considerably
higher. We hope that our information suits your puspose "

_ This seems to show that rare items can still turn up in unexpected
places. If anyone can add further comments please let me know via the Editor.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon. Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle, 8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd.,
Halifax, Yorks. HX3 OPB

Saturday, 8 Oct.

3 Nov.
CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS - Mr. G. D. Wilson

LONDON GROUP: Hon. Sec. Mr. G.W. Hubbard, 43, Webheath, Netherwood Street,
London NW6 2HD

Wednesday, 10 Oct. FISCALS - Mr. E. Lienhard & Other Members

14 Nov. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and AUCTION

SPECIAL OFFERS 

The Secretary, Mr. G.W. Hubbard, has been advised by VERA TRINDER LTD.,
38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU, Tel. 01-836-2365/6, that they have
surplus stocks of PRINTED LEAVES, HINGLESS, for Switzerland, which they are
offering at very reduced rates, i.e.

Normal sale price Normal trade price Special Offer

1843 - 1894 30.99 21.56 + VAT 20.00 incl. VAT

1945 - 1959 L 14.09 C 9.80 9.00 fl 11

1961 - 1982 L 32.08 L 22.32 20.50 "

Enquiries direct to Vera Trinder Ltd.
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THE PARODI ARGHIVE DID YOU KNOW?

Our American member, Col. LaBlonde
requests help from postal historians on
behalf of Col .. Stephen Luster of Sterling,
Virginia, who is researching into what
he calls "The Parodi Archive".

This is a massive collection of
covers from an old family Banking Company
named Parodi in Genoa, whose correspond-
ence covered many parts of Europe. In
the late 1940s or early 1950s a prominent
East Coast coin dealer established con-

tact with associates of the Parodi
empire and as a result a vast quantity
of correspondence from this Bank was
purchased (for a reported $ 300) and sent
to the United States. It is not known if
this was the whole or only part of the
stock, but is said to have comprised some
50,000 covers. This was then split up;
a lot of about 20,000 'better' items
went to a major stamp dealer and sold
over a long period.

A second large lot also went to a
prominent stamp dealer, while a third
lot was sold in 1969, together with the
remainder of the first lot. Now, of
course, this correspondence has been
widely scattered and is no longer easy
to find.

The earliest known covers date from
1815 and are addressed to Giacomo Parodi.
Some time in the 1830s sent to Bartolomo,
son of Giacomo. It is believed that the
Bank existed into the 1930s but so far
1891 is about the latest example known.

The greater part of the covers are
from large cities in Italy, France and
the Austrian Empire (but including one or
two from London) and Col. Luster is find-
ing it very difficult to find further
material to extend his researches into
this remarkable family enterprise.

To date he has compiled a comprehen-
sive account of the subject and has pub-
lished a long, well illustrated article
which appeared in the 'American Philatel-

ist' in June 1984,

The assistance of Helvetia members
is sought for evidence of Parodi covers
to or from Switzerland, some already be-
ing known from Geneva, Lugano and Zürich.
Col. Luster hopes his research will lead
to light on postal routes, dates and
markings in use at the time, with all the
historical background of that troublous

era.

It would be appreciated if members
would check their covers to see if they
have any Parodi items and forward details
- with photostats if possible - either
direct to Col. S. Luster at 303, Hanford
Ct., Sterling, VA 22170, or to Col. C.J..

LaBlonde, P.O. Box 264, Chelmsford,
14A 01824, U.S.A.

.... that the new (small) Zumstein
catalogue has come out with a number of
new and useful features, completely new
layout, colour descriptions left out as
stamps are in colour, price of cover for
each stamp given, colour key code on
right-hand edge of all pages for each
group or section. Essential for all
collectors and it helps you to learn
German and French.

.... that Philatelica, the Swiss
monthly, is carrying out a publicity
campaign to increase subscribers; will
still be SFr.19.50 for 1985.

.... that for the 'NABA' a book appeared
which I have only now seen: 'Die kleine
Vitrine' (The Small Showcase) by
P. Albiez of Basel, in German, 80 pages,
many illustrations, some in colour. A
delightful collection of odd stories
about philately. One I liked was that
in 1845 when the first trainline was
built from Strasburg to Basel it had
to penetrate the old medieval town wall.
So Melchior Berri, who had just design-
ed the "Dove" stamp, designed the iron
gate which was used to close up the
hole in the wall during the night, until
1859 when the wall was broken down. How
many other towns in Europe, or else-
where, have had this mixture of old
and new?

.... that for only 14 days a combination,
of the old 'Rayon' and the new tStrubelit
stamps were allowed on letters. Such
'Misch-Frankaturen' from the second half
of Sept. 1854 are rare, but 2 of the
estimated 30 are on Auction by the well-
known Luzern firm of Rölli on 20-22
September.

.... that the Liechtenstein firm of
Alfons Marxer has brought out a new. .

edition of their Handbook, which gives
a lot of information on stamps and coins
of Liechtenstein.

.... that I have found a booklet, A4.
32 pages in German on "Louis Favre",

, published by the Technorama in Winterthur
on the 1983 occasion of their special
exhibition on the man behind the building
of the Gotthard tunnel 100 years ago-.
SFr.6.- a copy.

.... that the answer to Question No. 143
is that during the first 3 decades after
the war there were 3.2 men shown for
every woman, and that during the last
decade this has changed to 4 to 1.

Interestingly Liechtenstein has improved
from 1.26 to 1 to 1.17 to 1 during the
same periods, and is the best in Europe.

.... that Question No. 144 is: When did
Switzerland last issue a 45c stamp?

M. IrSTIMRPOORD



ARTICLES 

The bank of
articles for the
'News Letter' is
beginning to run
down again, and
so it would be
appreciated if a
few more contrib-
utions could be
received, and so
spare your Editor
too many headaches
trying to keep
our pages filled
and interesting.

There is
always something
new to be found
which can be
shared with your
fellow collectors.

Long or short
all will be very
welcome.

E.J. RAWNSLEY

Look out some
auction lots for
November, but not
too many for the
first round to
give everyone a

chance.
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NEW 'K' CANCELS 

8424 EMBRACH 10 Sept.K.949

4349 WIL b. ETZGEN - Rebbaudorf
im Fricktal 11 Sept.K.950

4853 MURGENTHAL 11 Sept.K.951

3402 BURGDORF 2 - Tor
zum Emmental 1 Oct. K.163c

6099 PILATUS KULM - Pilatus
Luzern Schweiz 8 Oct. K.952

6243 EGOLZWIL - Naturnah
Wohnen 8 Oct. K.953

OLMA 1984 - St. Gallen

An attractive cancel depicting a
spray of gentian flowers is being used
for the 'Olma Schweizer Nesse' from
11 - 21st October.

We hope to see a good attendance
at our opening meeting of the new
season on 10th October and to welcome
some of our newer members.

- And also to meet old friends at
the BRE Exhibition , 16th - 21st October.

J.S.ARIVISTRONG
Autumn is approaching and

stamp collecting activities will
soon be in full swing again.

You may be preparing displays
or competition entries.

If so you will be looking for
material to fill blanks in your
collection, or to improve the
quality.

Send for material on Approval
or let me have your Wants Lists
for:

STAMPS, mint or used, all issues

AIRMAIL stamps and covers

PRE-STAMP COVERS
POSTAL STATIONERY

etc. etc.

485, Marine Road ....

MORECAMBE ... LA4 6AF.

TO BE PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER 1984

zumsbein
EUROPA CATALOGUE 1985 

in four volumes:

. : 41 re 11, 1_

e0 .iir7 ilill a -Fit 18, ,4......„...r...
zumsbein mmsbein--.......„„.
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COMPLETELY NEW
•

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in French/German.

n•n••n •nnnn•••n••nn

Already published

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONER! CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein+cie Proprietors Hertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 BERN
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Pro Juventute 1984
The thematic cycle "The Child and its World', which started last year

will be continued in 1984 with stam
ps featurint 'Characters from Children's

Books'. The designs are by Georg Rimensberger, a graphic artist from Wil

(Canton St.Gallen), who has succeeded admirably in his lively portrayels of -

four world-famous characters depicted in typical attitudes. The stamps will be

sold with a surcharge, 90 per cent of which goes to the Fro Juventute Foundation

while 10 per cent will be earmarked for contribution to other organisations

working for young people's welfare nationwide.

Heidi Pinocchio Pippi Longstocking Max & Moritz

35 + 15c. Heidi. The Zürich children's writer Johanna Spyri (1827-1901)

wrote her best-known book in 1881. It has been

translated into many languages and to-day is still a favourite with huge

numbers of children all over the world.

50 + 20c. Pinocchio. With his 'Pinocchio' Carlo Collodi (pen name of Carlo

Lorenzini, (1826-1890), wrote one of the best-known

children's books in the whole of Italian literature. The gullible, workshy

but good-natured and lovable puppet with the long nose quickly captures the

reader's heart. And, of course, there are lessons to be learned from

Pinocchio's adventures.

JO + 30c. Pippi Longetocking. Pippi Longstocking, the redheaded freckle-
faced girl with the twin pigtails, created by

Astrid Lindgren (born 1907), is a child whose carefree ways break through the

seriousness and domination of the grown-ups.  In Pippi, with her visid

imagination, children all over the world see themselves as they would like to be.

80 + 40c. Max and Moritz. 'Max and Moritz' is a work that only the combined
talents of the German poet, illustrator and

humourist Wilhelm Busch could have created. The scene depicted on the stamp

shows the two scamps angling one of poor Widow Bolte's roast chickens up the

chimney with rod and line. The terrible pai$ have pulled off yet another of

(Continued on page 20)
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POSTAGE RATES FROM SWITZERLAND TO FOREIGN LANDS 1852 - 1863,

By E. C. Walton (Canada) Part II

In this section we will take a look at mail to and from other countries.
countries.

GREAT BRITAIN. While rates to England are believed to have depended on
routing, all 15 covers examined had been routed via France.

The weight for a single letter was Loth (Ti grams) and heavier letters were
rated at simple multiples-

During 1854, the first tearof the - 'Strubel' stamps, the single
letter rate from Geneva was 60 Hp. However, in 1855 the rates were reduced,
in a two zone system. Zone 1 included Geneva and Lausanne .(Within 10 miles
or 75 km. from an EXchange Office?). Zone 2 included ZUrich, Zizers nr. Chur
(points over 10 miles?).

By 1858 it seems that the rates were again raised to 55 Hp and 60 Hp
for Zones 1 and 2 respectively.'

The foregoingis very speculative and needs further verification.

As previously noted, letters Were routed through French Exchange
Offices, among them Per:ley, Pontarlier and St. Louis.  Arrival stamps indicate
a travel time of usually 3 days.
ITALY ! 	The 36 coveie to Variousparte of Italy show a great diversity of

Postal rates. "Between 1854 and 1862 the system can best be under-
stood in terms of a border zone, two zones for Switzerland and two or three in
Italy. Matters were further complicated. mail was routed via France, as
was the case frequently formail_to Naples. _

From 36 covers one finds evidence that a change of rates took effect
by the end of 1856, including- elSO the border zone rates. Prior to 1857 there
existed a 15 Hp rate which applied to places within a fairly narrow zone on
each side of the border. In 1847 this arrangement was changed to 10 Hp. for
each 71- gl changed to 10 g in 1862 - the 20 Hp double rate does not seem
unusual 7 between any two Paints within 45 km. of designated border stations,
measured in a straight line: Since Milan is within 45 km. of Como, one of the
designated stations, a good portion of the population centres in the south of
Switzerland qualified for the 10 Hp.. rate.

On the basis of rather sparse evidence the rate structure that
existed during the years 1854-56 may have been as follows:

From Switzerland Rate_. To Italy

Zone 1 (Locarno, Geneva) 15 Hp. Zone 1 (Turin, Milan)
40 RP : Zone 2
55 Hp. Zone 3 (Rope)

- ? Zone 4
Zone 2 (ZUrich, Basel,

Glarus, etc.)
40 RP.
50 Hp.

Zone
Zone

1
2

rifilan)
Vicenza)

60 Hp. Zone 3 (Pisa)
TO Hp. Zone 4 (Naples)

In early 1857 the zone division was apparently changed, so that all
Switzerland, except for those places Within the designated border zone, as
explained above, was included in One postal -zone. On the Italian side one
zone included the cities Of Milan, - Ttrin, Genoa etc--., -for-which the rate was40 Hp. exclusive of the ID -Order Offices. Another zone it -eluded Naples and
Bari for which the corresponding rate was 75 Hp. This arrangement came tö-an
end on July 1 1862 when new rates went into effect, and remained substantially
unchanged until the founding of the UPU.

The rate for Ordinary letters was 30 Hp per 10 grams if franked 40 Hp.or not. The rate for printed matter was 3 Hp. per 40 g. and had to be paid inadvance.

The charge for Registration was set at 30 Hp. and franking was
mandatory. Before this, registered items were charged double the normal rate.

A number of different markings were encountered on the covers that
- - - - - - - - —

Reference 5. 'Rates to Italy', P.H.S.G. No. 12, 1 December 1979.
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POSTAGE RATES FROM SWITZERLAND etc. (Continued)

were examined. Rate markings were usual, indicating the weight in grams and
the rate multiple below, others gave only the rate multiple..

Route markings were quite interesting. Items passing through
St. Louis bore the 'Affranchie stranger s'a Destination' mark; VIA DI DOMODOSSOLA
appeared on covers sent to Santa Maria Maggiore .

The initials 'RL' (Rayon Limitrophe) appeared on several covers,
including two from Geneva, suggesting that this was considered to be a border
zone? The 'Reggio Limitrofo r designation Was also found on covers originating
in Locarno, Brissago, _Lugano and Bellinzona.,

The circular date stamp rVERBANO 1 was encountered on three covers
and it was not until reading the artiàle by Laurence Moore: 'The R.L. Marks
of Switzerland' (H.P.S. ' News Letter', July 1982 et sea.) that its origin was
clarified. This circular date Stamp Was applied to mail carried by the
steamship 'Verbano' between ports in Switzerland and Italy on Lake Maggiore,
and was seen on the following covers:

GLARUS 15 Oct. 1852 VERBANO le Oct. 1852 NEAPEL
Zill/TCR 16 Oct. 1851 VERBANO 18 Oct. 1851 TORINO
LOCARNO 1855 Set. 9M URBAN() 5 Set. 1855 TORINO

Many variations and exceptions to the rate structure have been
reported, making it likely that this analysis is an over-simplification.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. A total Of 43 covers, addressed to all parts of the
United States were examined and analysed. The

postal rates to the DS during the 'Strubel l period falls into two main portions,
with September 1857 marking the division.

The - first period, which includes the start of the 
1Strubel l issue,

had a two rate system depending On point of origin: If it is assumed that
there were two zones, the rate for Zone I was Fr.1.30, and the rate for Zone 2
was Fr.1.35. The rates are for a single letter weighing Loth (7i grams).
Covers franked for the Zone 1 rates originated at post offices that varied in
distance from the French Exchange Office, from 5 km. - 65 km. This would
suggest a rate structure similar to that for other foreign destinations, where
Zone 1 extended from 0 - 10 miles (Geographical: 1 mile = Ti km.) while
Zone 2 was for over 10 miles or 75 km.

It may be noted here that all but 3 covers indicated routing through
France and most indicated Liverpool as the port of departure, with 2 via Havre
and 1 Calais.

During this period there are frankings that do not fit the pattern.
Two covers without any other distinguishing features or markings were franked
60 Rp. and one 50 Rp. This may have been al- Loth rate or a routing other

than that indicated. More research may uncover the reason. The cover routed

via Calais originated in Basel in April 1857, franked 65 Rp.

By September 1857 the single letter rate had changed to a uniform
Fr.1.15 and the two zone system was discontinued. Examples are:

a) BERN, 4 Marz 1858 to LOUISVILLE KY, marked 8/2 franked Fr.2.30
SUISSE 3 ST.LOUIS. Steamer via Liverpool. Arrival BOSTON

Mar. 28 PAID 30

b) GENEVE, 10 Dec. 61 to SAN FRANCISCO. Marleed 19/3 franked Fr.3.45
SUISSE 3 BELLEGARDE Br Service. Arrival NEW YORK
PAID DEC 60

- In 1862, probably July 1, the
- rate to the - U.S.A. was changed again to

Fr.1.10 per Ti grams (1- Loth) as shown on the last cover in the study, from
AARAU 16 Sept. 62 tO NEW YORK; - franked Fr.2.20, Marked 2; SUISSE 3 ST.LOUIS.

Arrival New 'fork Oct. 2; the cover above was franked for the double rate.

The 1.10 rate continued into the 70
rs for routings through France,

but cheaper rates were available by routing through Germany and Direkte
Auswechslung (Direct Exchange).

Reference 6: 'Altschweiz - was nicht im Katalog steht' by Josua BUhler,
, Zurich .1568

TO FOLLOW: Schedule-with details of the covers examined.
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DIRECTORS H. L. KATCHER. Managing. B. E. KATCHER SwHary. Y. J. KATCHER

The Swiss Specialists

Mombus

P. O. BOX 242,
LONDON, N2 -OYZ

September nth, 1984.

01" gpecial Offer
We have recently acquired a fabulous stock of mint i mostly scarce l items. Joined
to our own stock there is now a considerable imbalance of quantities which, for
economic reasons, we must level out.

PLEASE CAREFULLY LOOK AT THE LIST BELOW: WE ARE OFFERING THIS MATERIAL AT
STUNNINGLY LOW BARGAIN PRICES BUT THESE WILL APPLY ONLY UNTIL WE HAVE ACHIEVED
OUR STOCK BALANCE.

Some items will, of course, sell out quickly. Others may be available for a few
months. If you are unable to take advantage of this offer now you may still be
lucky in two to three months time but please give alternatives as undoubtedly we
would have to disappoint you on some counts because as soon as the stock balance
is achieved, we will revert to our normal Catalogue prices.

Alas, as is usual with such exceptional offers, there is a snag! At these low
prices our usual credit terms cannot be applied. It is a case of full payment at
time of order (immediate refund for non available items, of course); however, you
may use your credit cards. Regrettably Inland clients must add 15% V.A.T.

PLEASE NOTE: These price reductions are not at the expense of quality, all items
being of our usual high standard.

1984/5 Cat.Price MINT

POSTAGE: 113 (3.50) 2.25
122 (10.00) 5.00
12511 (15.00) 10.00
129 (925.00) 625.00
130a (50.00) 32.50
131 (110.00) 70.00
142 (90.00) 60.00
142b (120.00) 85.00
163/6 Set (105.00) 55.00
176 (12.50) 6.50
178 (T30.00) 75.00
216V/218V Set (53.00) 37.50

TETE-BECHE: K1 (14.00) 9.00
K711 (72.50) 50.00
K9 (55.00) 35.00

AIRMAILS:1 (110.00) 90.00
13 (75.00) 45.00

PRO JUVENTUTES: 1915 Set (92.75) 62.50
1916 Set (57.00) 35.00
3c. only (4.50) 2.00
10c. only (42.50) 25.00
1917 Set (32.00) 22.50
5c. only (7.50) 3.50

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF

POSTAL CODE NUMBER AS ABOVE.
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1985
FREE OF CHARGE TO USERS OF OUR 1984 CATALOGUE

Although this years price changes, both up and down, are significant and in many
instances very important they are not sufficiently numerous to warrant the high
cost of producing a full Catalogue. There are over 1600 price changes in the
Supplement and users of our 1984 Catalogue will receive it free of charge against
postage and packing costs in mint current stamps.
THE SUPPLEMENT CANNOT BE MADE AVAILABLE TO USERS OF EARLIER EDITIONS OF OUR CATALOGUE
but clients still using these very out-of-date editions can order the 1984 Catalogue,
together with the 1985 Supplement, for.E4.95 , post free ($7.00 by Sea Mail or $10.00
by Air Mail). Be informed - be up to date - know the value of your collection!

HOW HAS THE MARKET MOVED? THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MAY BE USEFUL: 

CANTONALS & TRANSITIONALS: firm, mostly pluses. •

RAYONS: unchanged.

STRUBELS: firm, some pluses. .

SITTING, STANDING HELVETIAS, NUMERALS & UPU 1900: very firm, many pluses.

POSTAGE 1908/36: few changes, some pluses in used, minuses in mint.

POSTAGE 1936 to 1973: many minuses in mint, some pluses in used.

POSTAGE 1974 onwards: firm, with pluses in both mint and used.

TETE BECHE, SE-TENANTS & GUTTERS: very strong, many pluses, very few minuses
(except for 1974 onwards).

AIRS: Pioneers very strong, only pluses. Later issues mixed, few changes.

PRO JUVENTUTES: majority unchanged. Some minuses in mint, pluses in used.

PRO PATRIAS: Minuses in mint, pluses in used.

MINIATURE SHEETS: strong. Mostly pluses, minuses only from 1963.

OFFICIALS: mostly pluses.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES: many heavy minuses, very few pluses.

POSTAGE DUES, FRANCHISE, TELEGRAPHS, ETC.: few changes, all pluses.

FIRST DAY COVERS: extremely strong. Heavy pluses almost everywhere.

ORDER FORM FOR THE 1985 SUPPLEMENT

Please send me the 1985 Supplement for which I 'enclose 20p in mint current stamps
for Inland or U.S.70c. Overseas by Air. To prove that I am a user of your 1984
Catalogue I also enclose cut-out of the last paragraph ("Quantities of stamps
Issued") from page 152 of the Catalogue. (Please note that without this proof we
cannot send you the 1985 Supplement)

NAME .................................................. BLOCK

ADDRESS ............................................... LETTERS

...................................................... PLEASE

DIRECTORS H. 1.. KATCHER. Managing. b. E. KATCHER Secretary. Y. J. KATCHER Members P.T.S., A.P.S.. S.P.A.

The Swiss Specialists P. 0. BOX 242,
LONDON, N2, OYZ

SWITZERLAND
CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT
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LONDON MEETING HELD ON 10TH OCTOBER 1984

A fine attendance for the first meeting of the season started with an
unexpected display by Mrs. Rawnsley with covers, cards and photographs
relating to 'NABA ZURI 84' for those not lucky enough to have been there.

The 'REVENUE' (Fiscal) display started with a superb show given by
Mr. Pickard, who admitted that at times he often did not know what he was buy-
ing. However, after purchasing he tried to understand make up a story. ?re-
stamp items, wet & dry embossing, Helvetic, Cantonal and Federal issues were
all shown. Mr. Tillen followed with some very nice early examples of tax
stamps and other material. Types of paper, shades and varieties were all
shown. Mrs. Rawnsley gave a short display based on her favourite theme,
heraldry.

Finally Mr. Lienhard had everyone enthralled with his knowledge of the
subject spanning many years. Receipts were shown in abundance, together with
Promisary notes, Death & Marriage Certificates, Summons for Debt, Police
Stamps, Bills of Exchange, Hawkers' Permits, Motor-cycle Tax stamps, and a
permit for a person not to be a volunteer fireman: Colour trials, se-tenant,
tete-beche and generally anything that can be found in postal items can also
be found in Revenues. It was pointed out that Switzerland had such stamps
before some countries had postage stamps.

G.W.H.

INVITATIONS FOR SOCIETY VISITS 

Members are invited to display to the Woking P.S. on 20 November 1984
at 7.30 p.m. Venue is Christchurch Hall in town centre, to right of Library.

Shoeburyness & District P.S. would also like a visit on May 30, 1985.
Advice will be given later on requests from Sutton & Cheam and Chelmsford.

Offers to show will be gratefully received by the Hon. Sec. Mr. Hubbard.

ON SPECIAL OFFER

Our member, Mr. D. R. Beak, has some particularly fine items which he
would like to offer to fellow members. These are:

Z. 27D - used - 3 good margins but a bit close top right X 40.00
Z. 41 - mint - very lightly mounted E 60.00
Z. 142 - mint - very lightly mounted E 50.00
Z. 142 - mint - heavier hinge and 2 fox marks .. E 15.00
Z. 168y - mint - complete sheet of 25 (Plate No. 2) E 7.50
Z. 179 - mint'-- 3 times mounted and a little gum

disturbance .. E 35.00
Air 1 - mint - extremely light mount E 50.00
Air 12 - mint - corner block of 4 (2 mounted) .. E 70.00

If interested please contact Mr. Beak at 19, Salts Avenue, Loose, Maidstone,
Kent ME15 OAZ. Tel. Maidstone 43715, who will let prospective customers know
if the item is still available.

FORTHCOMING MRETINGS 

Mr. Hoyle, Secretary of the Northern Group, informs us that two changes
have had to be made to their published programme. Will members please note
that:

January 12th 1985 will be ' PUBLICITY CANCELLATIONS' - Mr. D. Hope
March 2nd " 'THE LAST 30 YEARS' - Mrs. V. Davis

Meanwhile the next two meetings will be:
Saturday, November 3rd - 'THE FIRST 20 YEARS' - Mr. D. Wilson

December 1st 7- 'OUT & ABOUT IN SWITZERLAND'

LONDON GROUP: November 14th - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and AUCTION
December 12th - POSTAL HISTORY - Guest Speaker Mr. D. WILSON

(N. Group)

Auction lots - not too many for the first round - to be brought on the night or
sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Hubbard, all accompanied by a list in duplicate.

	o0o - - -
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mr. A.A. Hoyle
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd, Halifax.

At the first meetin g of the new
season in Leeds on Sept. 15, 11 members
gave short displays and as usual on
these occasions, combined to produce a
varied and interesting afternoon with
many unusual items.

Mr.Whitworth A fine selection of
Imperfs.

Mr. Cairms 'Over the Alps' - Swiss
internal flights

Mr. Tillen Labels, station cancels
and photographs of the
Bloney,Chamby Railway.

Mrs. Davis Early postMarks of Basel
& INABA' maximum cards.

Miss Solly P.J. stamps depicting
stained glass windows
with maximum cards.

Mr.Eastwood Selection of covers,
booklet stamps &
ture.sheetc,

Mr. Proctor P.J., air and railway
covers

Mr. Moore Zürich 4 & 6, Helvetic
Republic & Campione
covers.

Mr. Hope Swiss Railways, with
cards and covers.

Mr. Arthur • Selection from collection
on Swiss Railways.

Mr. Hoyle Items from a recent holi-
day at Zermatt, with
books, photographs and
postcards.

DID YOU KNOW? (Continued)

coding system from 16.7.84—
(See Fig. 1).

. that the first
use of the French
canceller of new MPO
6 was in the delight-
ful village of Le
Landeron at the top
of the lake of Biel,
which has just had

6)

-

the 11th 'Flea-market'
largest open-air affair
land. I even found more
cancellations than expec
Fig. 2).

... that the ans -

wer to question No.144
is that in 1923, 1st al_ELMDEt
March, an airmail Alb 

e 29/30se

stamp for 45c. was 0.
•a `Yr,

issued (Z.No.8).
BROC,

.... that Question No.
145 is: which Swiss
stamps show an
emperor?

M. RUTHERFOORD a

DID YOU KNOW ?

.... that the Zumstein catalogue has
many new iZ.eas and items in it. The
useful colouring of the page edge is
taken from the 'NABA' catalogue, the
descriptions of the various grades of
paper has been sorted out at last,
every tyre is given a number, 1-16,
but no doubt due to pressure of time
the PP stamps still have the old syster

.... - that I aam assured that the prices
of specific stamps on cover does not
mean thatthere must be only one stamp
per cover, but the total must result
in a correct postal rate for the cover
shown, and that the stamps must be
from the same set, i.e. the new 45c.

stamp Milat be coMbined with the 5c.

Folklore of
.
1977, to make up the

present 50c, rate.

.... that the PP stamps of 1982 did
not do as well as in 1981, and have
fallen even further benind the PS
stamps in sales.

....that the SMV (Thematic Club) has
brought out a companion volume to thei/
Swiss 'Motivhandbuch' for all Liechten-
stein stamps, which are all illustrate::
The former was sold out almost immed-
iately, like that the latter will go
the same. The descriptions are even
longer than was generally the case for
the Swiss stamps.

.... that one of the IMisch-frankatur'
mentioned last month was sold in the
Rani auction for SFr.25,000.- but
several collectors'have worked out
that it was in effect over-franked by
the addition of the Rayon.

.... that the big new PO in Geneva is
now at the station, so that, since
June, cancellations now read 1200
Geneve 2, instead of 1. All letters

WI IIIIHI H HI H

N e
Briehmki:
aulMMIUM , g _ , rd
L-,:-..-,-IL BM CM .y7 (. ‘...
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6

here, now the posted in the city are now in orange

/

in Switzer- fluorescent bar-coding and automatic-
covers and ally sorted. The earliest example I

Aed. (See have is dated 14 June 1984. The new
Basle 2 MLO also started to use this
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TO BE PUBLISHED- IN SEPTEMBER 1984

EUROPA CATALOGUE 1985 

in four volumes:

Due to short-

age of space it

has not been

possible to in-

clude details

of recent 'X'

zumsbein

It is likely

that space will

also be restric-

ed next month, due

to the report on

the Annual General

Meeting.
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PRO JUVENTUTE - Cont. from front page
their pranks - and few readers will Over many years I have been
fail to smile at their escapades.

assisting members of 'Helvetia' toFurther details:
build up their collections.

Values: 35+15c. Heidi -
50+20c. PinOcchio
70+30c. Pippi Longstocking Whatever your preference,
80+40c. Max & Moritz

be it for mint and/or used stamps of
Designer: Georg Rimensberger, Wil SG all periods, or are interested in
Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier covers from pre-stamp to modern FDC,

B.A.,. La Chaux,-de-Fonds

Size: 33.4 x 28 mm. I have items which would interest you.

Paper: White w. luminous substance
I can supply material from

The special cover for the set has ,
special fields of study, such asa decorative First Day cancel and

vignette of Pippi from the 70+30c stamp. Route Marks, Air Flights, TPOs etc.

Folders (at SFr.4.-) and
collection sheets (at ' SFr.3.70) will Let me know your requirements
be available as usual.

or ask for items on Approval.
A stamp booklet with gold-coloured

cover showing Pinocchio will be issued
at the same time and will contain J.S.ARMSTRONG
four 35+15c. and twelve 50+20c. stamps.
It will cost SPr.11.- including 60c. 495, Marine Road,
production costs.

TN fl A NT 'D

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR TEE 'NEWS LETTER' ???
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cancels or special

cancellations.

These will

be given as soon

as possible.

.....n nnnnnnn

COMPLETELY NEW

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in French/German.

•n••••n •••••1101•M

Already published

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein+cie Proprietors Hertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

----o0o----
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No. 11 NOVEMBER 1984 38TH YEAR 

REVENUEPHILATEL 1ST go
mpiled by

GENE KELLY of the

American Helvetia P.S.

TOWN OF ARBON (Ct. Thuraau) 1908

More information required

on this issue:

a. Is this complete issue?

b. Has any member examples

with date cancels?
Details required.

c. Who was the printer?

Red on Blue on Brown on Dk blue on

green paper pink ppt yell.ppr blue paper

Black on Black on Black on Black on Black on

brn paper blue ppr pink ppr yell ppr lt green
paper

In use as of June 1984

First issue date?

Ticket type roll of 500

First issue frame around
serial number

Current issue no frame

Editor's note: Our American member, Mr. G. Kelly (California) obtained much new

information on Swiss Revenues during his 5 week
' visit to

Switzerland earlier this year, which he is willing to share with 
us. We shall

be publishing sections from time to time and trust they will be of i
nterest.
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Telephone: 7TH NOVEMBER, 1984. LONDON, N2 OYZ
ol -348 0296 ENGLAND

2nd. NM, Special off.
Our September Special offer was so well received (in fact some of the items were'
sold out within two weeks) that we are continuing this successful "exercise",
this time including some used items and covers. We are sure that you will again
be pleased with this very special offer. For your convenience let us repeat the
general information given in the first offer.

Some items will, of course, sell out quickly. Others may be available for a few

months. If you are unable to take advantage of this offer now you may still be
lucky in two to three months time but please give alternatives as undoubtedly we

would have to disappoint you on some counts because as soon as the stock balance
is achieved we will revert to our normal Catalogue prices.

Alas, as is usual with such exceptional offers, there is a snag! At these low

prices our usual credit terms cannot be applied. It is a case of full payment at
time of order (immediate refund for non available items, of course). However, you
may use credit cards. Regrettably Inland clients must add 15% V.A.T.

PLEASE NOTE: These price reductions are not at the expense of quality, all items
being of our usual high standard.

OUR 1984/5 CAT. PRICE MINT

POSTAGE: 59Ba (14.00) 7.50
77A (18.00) 13.50
77B (16.00) 11.50
78A ( 8.00) 6.00
788 A 6.25) 4.50
115 ( 5.25) 3.00
128b (15.00) 8.50
1 40 ( 8.00) 5.00
1 41 ( 8.00) 5.00
177 (50.00) 37.50
194/200 Set ( 35.00) 22.50

AIRS: 1 2 (22.50) 12.50

GUTTER PAIRS: S49Az (15.00) 11.00

RAILWAY STAMPS: 28 & 31 (11.50) 6.00
74 to 85 ( 7.30) 4.00
74 to 85 Blocks of 4 (30.00) 16.00

USED

7.50
40.00

POSTAGE: 59Ba (14.00)

228/239 Set of 21 (60.00)
vals.with both papers

AIRS: 15
34
27-34 Set
43/44

SE-TENANTS: Z42/45a (4 covers) ( 8.00)

- Z50/53a (4 covers) (11.00)

Z54/65 (6 covers) ( 40.00)

Z66/77 (5 covers) (17.50)

* Prices for Sea Mail Delivery

( 45.00)

( 4.00)
( 4.75)
( 6.00)

30.00
2.75
3.25.

4.00

FIRST DAY COVERS* 

5.75
7.50

25.00
11.75
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Minutes of the Meeting held on 14th November 1984

1. Apologies for absence: Received from the President, Mrs. A. Lee and her
husband, Mr. R.A.G. Lee.

2. Minutes of the AGM held on 9th November 1983. These were read and agreed.
Adoption of the Minutes was

proposed by Mrs. M. Elliott and seconded by Mr. C. Elliott.

3. Matters arising from the.Minutes. Regarding the proposal thpt the' Sboiety
, should join the Middlesex Federation, it

was sugges ed that the Secretary should write to the Federation to explain

that since auch a small proportion of the members lived in that area, the

Society would not be seeking membership.

4. Chairman's Address. Mr. R. F. Bulstrode stated that he was pleased by the
results achieved by members, both at 

i Stampex' and BPE.

It was hoped that more members would participate in future. An open vote of

thanks was offered to all Officers and Members of the Committee for all their

hard work during the year. Finally Mr. Bulstrode stressed the urgent need to

encourage more younger members to join the Society.

5. Hon. Secretary's Report. Mr. G. W. Hubbard reported that attendances at
meetings were again up on the previous year,

averaging 23 members per meeting.  However, total membership was down by 4

to 344 - all due to the usual reasons: resignations, deaths, and deletions
for non-payment. Surprisindynew membership was up by 4 to 16. The Northern
Group was reported to be still going strong, but fewer members were attending.

Mr. R. A. Hoyle, their Secretary, also urged the need for more younger

members. Finally, Mr. Hubbard reported that the Sussex Group was still

active with some very fine displays given and also pending.

6. Ron. Editor's Report. Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley stated that she just about
managed to get through the season - but more material

iz urgently required. The current item by our Canadian member, Mr. E. C.

Walton was an absolute godsend. There is also a promise of some material on

Fiscals: however, the cry for help of as much varied material as possible is

always first and foremost.

7. Treasurer's Report & Statement of Accounts. Mr. L. E. Stiles reported on
another Satisfactory year, With

a surplus of income over expenditure of £200.00, which has been the case for

the last 3 years, mainly because the Exchange Packet has done exceedingly
well. Concerning the support for the Northern Group, as a result of talks

with their Secretary it was agreed to subsidise them to the extent of £45.00

per annum for the next 3 years, & re-megotiated at the end of this period.

The London rent continues to go up, but so far the new rate has not been

advised. Mr. Stiles continued by saying that although the Stationery bill

was up, this was due to the re-ordering of membership cards, and the Society

now had sufficient stock for the next 7 years. The last Budget reduced the

amount of Corporation Tax. However, the Chancellor has stated that next

April there will be changes in the deposit rates paid to Investors. Mr. Stiles

will check to find out if this applies to individuals and if there is a nett

return then Corporation Tax will be already paid. Finally, all outstanding

monies have now been paid, although one subscription remains unpaid due to

the fact that the member has been out of the country for 18 months.

Mr. Pickard asked if the £45.00 for the Northern Group was sufficient and

was assured that it was. Similiarly it was stated that the national

subscripn rates would remain the same for the coming year.

Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr. C. Mistely and seconded by

Mr. B. Hoddinott.

8. Hon. Exchange Packet Secretary's Report, Mr. D. M. Slate confirmed that it
had been a very good year, with

413 booklets having been circulated, valued at £19,321.23. 50 Packets were

circulated and 13 'second rounds' went to 10 members. Total sales amounted
to £10,241.82 and although the Insurance cover was £464.71, it Was well worth
it with some contributors gaining 99

g. sales. The more unusual and interesting

material proved to be the best of all. In conclusion Mr. Slate said that
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members were still addressing letters to the Society and once again it must be
stressed that this habit must cease. In a final reference to his position as
Exchange Packet Secretary he said that in this, his third year, he had thought of
tendering his resignation - but he had now had second thoughts, due perhaps to the
fact that everything is now going like clockwork!

Adoption of the report was proposed by Mr. C. Mistely and seconded by
Mr. F. Pickard.

9. Election of Officers & Members of the Committee for 1984/5.  No new nomim
ations having

been received it was proposed by Mr. E. M. Huber and seconded by Mr. C. E.
Redmill that the present members be re-elected 'en bloc'. This was carried.
The full list, therefore, is as follows:

President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:

MRS.
MR.
MR.

A. LEE
R.F. BULSTRODE
C.P. MISTELY

Hon. Editor ) MRS. E.J.RAWNSLEYHon. Librarian)

Hon. Secretary: MR. G.W. HUBBARD Committee:
Hon. Treasurer:
Hon. Pkt.Secretary:

MR.
MR.

L.E. STILES
D.M. SLATE

MIL J.A. EASTWOOD
MR. R.A. HOYLE

)
) N.GROUP

MRS. M. ELLIOTT London

10. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS:

1. A proposal was put forward by Mr. L.E. Stiles to amend the Society's
Rule No. 3. The new format would be:

"The annual subscription for any one year shall be decided
at the AGM held in November of the preceding year, and shall be
payable on 1st January of each year.

"The annual rates for the year 19.. were fixed at Z.... for
members resident in the U.K. and rest of Europe, and Z.... for
members residing outside Europe, including airmail postage."

This was seconded by Mr. C.P. Mistely and carried.

2. A resolution was put forward to re-introduce an on-going Mail Auction
in order to allow all members to participate. After a lengthy
discussion it was agreed that a notice be put into the 'News Letter'
to see if a member can be found willing to organise such an operation.

Any Other Business: Nil.

This being the case the Annual General Meeting closed at 7.38 P.m.

To complete the evening programme an Auction was held which was
moderately successful , realising £97.55.

G.W.H.

THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS. At the November meeting in Leeds members were entertain-
ed by Mr. D. Wilson who looked back over his collecting

interests during 20 years as a Helvetia member. He began by recalling his early
days as a new recruit in 1964 and his first serious interest, station cancellations,
when he had looked through masses of Swiss stamps in the hope of finding examples.
He then began collecting MPOs, showing numerous examples including those in Romansch,
TPOs and lake steamer marks with examples from Lake Lucerne, Lake Como & the Bodensee.

Then came a series of short thematic displays including Zillis Church (which he
visited in 1967 and 1973), passes and summit post offices illustrated with covers
and postcards from the Simplon, Gotthard, Maloja, Gemini, Furka and Rhone Glacier,
and a study of Pestalozzi which was based on a visit to Trogen, most beautifully
arranged with stamps, cancellations, covers and postcards. This was followed by
'Provisional Issues' which were his first serious study and included stamps and a
large selection of covers, postal stationery and newspaper wrappers showing their
usage.

The second half was devoted to Mr. Wilson's now extensive collection of postal
history with a wide range of markings, a study of the Tachnahme' system, with
covers and postal statiorary &a remarkable collection of Ticino ovals.

The whole display was of exceptional quality with much writing up which illus-

trated clearly the amount of time and depth of research he always devotes to his
subject.

R.A.H.

11.
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RECENT 'K' CANCELS 

6053 ALPNACHSTAD - Am Pilatus + See ... 26 Oct. 84 K.955
6055 AIPNACH DORF - tt It

...
ft K.956

8152 OPFIKON ... ... ... 1 Nov. 84 K.957
3711 SCHARNACHTAL - Im Herzen der Bergwelt ... 5 It K.958
3173 REICHENBACH IK KANDERTAL - Im Herzen der

Bergwelt ... 5 8 K.959
5632 BUTNIL - am sorrigen Lindenberg ... 5 It K.960
8834 SCHINDRLIRGI - Tor zum Innerschweiz ... 19 " K.961
8835 FEUISBERG - Ausflugsziel ... 19 " K.962
3426 AEFLIGEN - Wandergebiet an der Emme ... 26 " K.963
6501 UNTERHORSTETTEN - Klingerberg ... 26 " K.964
7304 MAIENFELD - Heidi's Heimat ... 26 " K.965

NUMIEBS ISSUED IN 1982.

The PTT have released details of the numbers of stamps issued in 1982
as follows:

Publicity I. Cent. of Swiss Hoteliers Assoc. 20c. 15,155,000
150 Yrs of Federal Gymnastics Soc. 40c. 25,180,000
50 Yrs of International Gas Union 70c. 9,140,000

150 Yrs of National History Museum 80c. 8,585,000
Cent. of Swiss Soc. of Chemical Industries 110c. 6,585,000

Centenary of Gotthard Railway 40c. 45,391,000

Europa (Cept) 1982 40c. 36,352,000
80c. 9,527,000

National Fate 20+10c. 4,864,000
40+20c. 9,178,000
70+30c. 2,931,000
80+40c. 3,024,000

Publicity II. Cent. of Zürich trams 20c. 14,120,000
Salvation Army 40c. 33,620,000

World Dressage Championships 70c. 9.215,000
Internat. Assoc. for Water Distribution 80c. 8,085,000

Pro Juventute 10+10c. 5,526,000
20+10c. 11,995,000
40+20c. 20,770,000
70+30c. 3,813,000
80+40c. 4,160,000

Including stamps from 438,417 booklets 4,160,000

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 1985. Members are reminded that renewal subscriptions become due
on 1st January 1985. If due a renewal slip is enclosed.

Prompt payment will be much appreciated as, in the long run, it keeps to a minimum
the amount of work required of your Officers. Please return the slip duly
completed with your remittance for 1985.
FEES: U.K. & Europe 4.00

Rest of World (Airmail) 5.00 + £1.00 if payment is by cheque in dollars

L.E. STILES (Hon. Treasurer) or 50p if payment is by dollae bills.

NEW PTT SLOGAN 

As from 1 December 1984 the PTT will use a new type of advertising slogan,
initially in 3000 Bern 1, 5200 Brugg AG 1, 8023 Zürich 23: 1000 Lausanne 1,
1530 Payerne & 6830 Chiasso 1.

• PT7
Ihr Partner Tag farTag

P
votre Partenaire en

Tout Temps 

1 Prlr I
Partner Tradizionale di

I Tutti i giomi I

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 

N. GROUP: Saturday Dec. 1 OUT & ABOUT IN SWITZERLAND,
" Jan. 12 PUBLICITY CANCELLATIONS - Disc, Ldr. Mr. D. Hope

LONDON GROUP: Wednesday, Dec. 12 POSTAL HISTORY - Guest Speaker Mr D—WILSON
Jan. 9 INTERNATIONAL OFFICES - C.E. _
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We have been lucky in buying a large collection of Swiss Postmarks, and we are happy to make
this fine material available to HELVETIA members by the volume or in smaller lots:

Si. Collection of over 400 selected postmarks, all on small pieces on low value definitives
from 5c Tell-boy green to 5,10,20c 1938/42. Cities'to tiny villages' c.d.s. represented

L17.50
S2. Similar collection to S1 with about 300 pieces, starting with 5c Numeral (1890s) to

20c 1940s, with many types of circular date-stamps ("c.d.s."),incl.small villages £12

S3. A collection of about 240 postmarks on piece on 10c 1949 issue, written-up £8-
54. Lovely collection of over 300 small double-circle pmks. without time-slugs, as used

only in smaller villages and sub-P.O.s, all on piece with 1949 definitives. Scarce! £40

S5. Collection of ca.250 c.d.s. postmarks on pieces, mostly with 1949 40c and 1960 Sc
stamps, but containing higher values,too. Well written up and attractive lot. Lll--

S6. Partly written-up accumulation of postmarks, some on piece, some 1862/80 issues, but
mostly commems and some 20th Cent, definitives incl. high values to 10 Fr.Many 100s. £24

S7. Accumulation in 2 vilumes of postmarks and fine used stamps, some on piece, from 1910s
to 1960s. Definitives, commems, charities - must contain between 1000 and 2000 stamps.L25

S8. A "mixed bag" album including well written-up sections on "changing face of 19th Cen-
tury postmarks" (2 pages, 3covers); "Unusual postmarks" (4 pages, mostly 1949 issue);
6 pages of c.d.s., some without stamps, all nicely written-up. £10

S9. Collection of neat postmarks on small pieces (about 100) on Sc - 30c 1949 and 50c
1960 issues, including ca. 20 "United Nations" and "Palais Wilson" £10-

S10. Date-collection of mostly 10c 1949 issue on pieces, all with full c.d.s., collected
by date: 1.1. - 2.1. - 3.1. etc. through to 31.12. About 95% complete. £12.50

"T"-DUES. A . fine collection on 9 pages with both types of "T" cancels well re-
presented on definitives up to 3 francs (1938), including a couple of covers.The
stamps are catalogued at £176 in "Amat.Collector"- our price (under 30%): £48-

S13t. Neat 4-page cqllection of 27 rectangular TEMPORARY EMERGENCY CANCELS, all on
piece, from the 1910s to the early 1960s , £10-

S14. RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS. A superb 3-volume collection of stamps, 95% on
piece(plus few entires) in order to obtain complete strikes, mostly dated from
1930s to 1950s, but other periods included, showing usually complete strikes of
Station Postmarks of all types, from Federal as ell as private railways. The
collection is very well written up and is the finest accumulation we have seen
of such postmarks. It would form an excellent base for a publication on the subject £240

S15. SWISS RAILWAY STAMPS. Collection of about 160 used stamps, plus 18 on pieces of
Freight Bills with fine full station pmks. Very good starter-lot! £32-

S16. TOURIST PROPAGANDA C.D.S. Lovely 2-volume collection of.these attractive illustra-
ted c.d.s., all with stamps on piece,giving complete strikes. Volume one contains
ca.220 pmks, without post-code, volume two ca. 85 with post-codes. All are nicely
written up like the majority of this whole collection £30-

S17. Large accumulation on ca. 1500 cds postmarks on 1949 5c and 10c (many blocks/pairs
included), all nicely mounted in "FG Burleigh" album and partly written up. £12.50

S18. Similar accumulation of ca 2000 c.d.s. on 1949 20c and 1960 5 to 20c, all
neatly mounted in "FG Warwick" album (full to bursting!) £18-

S19. Large accumulation of postmarks, mostly loose stamps (i.e. not on piece) from 2c
1880 to 2 fr. 1941, containing several thousand fine used stamps, partly written up,
and with T.P.O.s, over 500 numberen Franchise stamps etc. - an enormeous lot! £70-

S20. Extensively written-up study of UNDATED STRAIGHT-LINE CANCELS on 5 pages, stamps
from 1882-1950, some on piece, 1 card; also 2 pp. unusual or blue cds up to 5 Fr. £18

S21. MILITARY / FIELDPOST. A nice written up study of Fieldpost pmks on pieces or cover
(1), including 5 covers with soldier-stamps £15

S22. 5-page study of unframed, undated PARCEL POST RECEIVING HOUSE postmarks, contai-
ning 12 pieces or stamps, as usual well written-up. £7

-

S23. Canton VALAIS/WALLIS. Lot of 150 pmks. on pieces with 1949 stamps, incl. map £12.50 

S24. Canton BERNE. Lot of ca. 240 pinks. on piece with 1949 stamps, incl.typed list £18-

325. Canton AARGAU. Lot of ca. 120 pmks. on piece with 1949 stamps, incl. typed list --

S26. Canton TICINO. Samll lot of about 45 pinks. on piece with 1949 issue stamps £4

S27. Canton VAUD. Small lot of about 54 pmks, on piece with 1949 issue stamps £4

Available from: LEO BARESCH LIMITED, London International Stamp Centre, 27 King Street,
Covent Garden, LONDON WC2E 8JD.



DID YOU KNOW ?
(.... that it was a great pleasure to meet
so many old and new friends during my
recent visit to England, at the meeting on
.10 Oct., and at B.P.E. Congratulations
on the awards of 4 Silver and I Bronze,
on by HPS members, surely a record.

... that Fig. 1 shows the new postcard
issued in secrecy by the PTT. They had
only some sheets of old uncut 40c post-
cards (Z.No.177) which they overprinted
with the standard 100 value tablet, to
bring them up to the new 50c rate. Too
few they said to tell even their own Phila
telic Bureaus! In June these got issued
as normal supplies to POs. Only in early
October did I hear about it, and a friend
found one such booklet of 4 at the standar

HELVETIA
111-111,

C n 0 0 1 0 cp)

Maw
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NEWS FROM AMERICA

Word has just reached me that
Col. C.J. LaBlonde has been appointed
President of the American Helvetia P.S.
for 1985 and 1986, and we send him our
congratulations.

As we well know from our acquaint-
ance with Col. LaBlonde during his three
year stay in this country, his enthusiasm
for Swiss philately in general and deep
interest in Postal History will ensure
the AS of an able successor to the
retiring President, Mr, D. Eggen, whom I
had the pleasure of meeting at 'NBA ZURI'

The full list of Officers & Coftimitte
members has been issued, which includes
Mr. S.P. Turchik (California) as the new
Editor of 'TELL', with Dr. F. Ganz
(Illinois) as Assistant Editor. Mr. R.T.
Hall (Maryland) continues as Secretary.

E.J.R.

SPECIAL CANCELS 

1. DAY OF THE STAMP 1984.
This will be held in

Vevey on 30 November,
coinciding with an
exhibition 'VEVEYPHILEX
34'. The special cancel
is shown.

SFr.2.- price. Recently more have appear-
ed so it seems that some Head POs have
sent in their old stock, now overprinted,
but sold loose. An item to look for,
especially used.

1.... that a new type of cancel was intro-
duced by the PTT, following the German
example, to help firms hoodwink receivers

letterof junk mail into thinking that the. _

2. Annual comnaemorationlA 7---4.-- - - - -
of the 'ESCALADE Z.

..1 Va?-1191644,11i
1602-1984 will be held ,, 4it

in Geneva on 8/9 Dec. j\iiiIVA
3. An attractive auto- ili

mobile cancel ,41(
be used for the
'KLAUSJAGEN

1
 in

Kussnacht am Rigi 1 lt ''' 4,...., ,
on 5th_Detember. n :::: ""H

-
\\\,....,...1. ialk i

i: 
4,

,
 1

<10,plEz.84,,e-
:

s
'

aj
AGtikv '',

i

DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 2)

slogan, any text is allowed. But
what do you call them?

.11111 

is something more important. As shown
above a stamp is cancelled in black by a
private business franking machine which
has a special 24mm diam. town die, with a
permit No. The Roman fig, is the postal
region (I to XI) followed by a number per
district, starting at 11, from where the
mail is posted. The post town shown is
where the returned letter will be sent,
Zurich 1 in this case, dated 22.10.84. I
believe the very first was on 17 Oct.

.... that this will become a new cancel to
collect, as perhaps it will be dropped in a
year or so. It seems that the PTT expect
only about 3o-40 mail .order and charities
will be interested. Instead of a neutral

(Cont. in Col. 1)

(--1: 7::tl
-----:-I

4L._-:--•::......;. . i

---

.... that Liechtenstein has been [
in the news when a set of their
"never issued" Olympic stamps was
sold in a Hamburg auction for
DM 27,000.-. Some journalist was dis-
honest. Zumstein is asking that names of
(?) non-returners should be published to
satisfy the honest ones.

.... that the answer to Question No. 145
is that in 1921 the PJ 40c (No.20) shows
Emperor Rudolf of Habsburg, and the PP of
1972 shows on the 30c (No.156) the Roman
Emperor Marcus Aurelius.

.... that Question No. 146 is: that fish
have been shown on Swiss stamps more
often than I thought ... which ones?

M. RUTHERFOORD



A word in the right quarter

might well bring you some much wanted

item as a Christmas gift.

There are many such treats

among my stock, whether it be

PRE-STAMP COVERS

ROUTE MARKS

STRUBELS - stamps or covers

MIDDLE ISSUES - Tell Boy, Tell
etc

AIRMAILS - stamps, covers,
special flights etc.

MODERN FDCs & Commemorative covers

Write now to

J.S.ARIP1STRONG
485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE LA4 6AP

TO BE PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER 1984

zumsbein
EUROPA CATALOGUE 1989 

in four volumes:

nnnnnn•••••n••••

COMPLETELY NEW

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in French/German.

7177Fitik
-,..,'„,---mr-- •

zunnetell
zt. jrnsbein

, • •

Already published

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein+cie Proprietors Hertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 BERN
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N. GROUP: Hon.Sec. MR. R.A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd, HALIFAX

The October meeting was designated
"Chairman's Display", the Chairman being
Mr. J.A. Eastwood, a Group Founder Membex

The display was of PRO JUVENTUTE
issues,, preceded by a short but inform-
ative talk outlining the origins of the
P.J. Foundation (based on earlier 'Health
stamps issued in Scandinavia, with a
premium for research into T.B.) - its
aims, objectives and ways in which the
sale of the P.J. stamps and related
material has been organised over 20 years.

First shown were mint copies of the
1912.  semi-official issues in the three
languages alongside one of the postcards
(postally used) sold at the time. The
proceeds from this first issue netted a
modest SFr.1279593. Then a full range of
official' issues from 1913 to date,

except 1914 when no issue was made. Many
sets were both mint & used, with a number
of first day covers. The 1943 set
included the Sc. 'blind' portrait of
Emanuel v. Fellenberg. Of particular
interest was some of the F.J. publicity
material of earlier years issued by the
PTT, with a copy (German text) of a

(Cont. Col. 2)

leaflet handed
out by school-
children when
selling the
stamps in their
own locality.

R.A0H.

EXCHANGE PKT.

Booklets are
quired and
Lould be sent

hristmas to be
ure of being
ncluded in a
ull circuit
which takes
bout 4 months!)

D.M.S.

If you have
read the report
on page 84 you
will know that
the London meet-
ing on Dec. 12
is not to be
missed if at all
possible.

We look
forward to a
record attend-
ance.
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SWITZERLAND'S POSTAGE DUES 

(
. v-...r.

1 

Switzerland issued its first adhesive stamp on 1 March 1843

but this and subsequent issued were for Cantonal use only. The

coming of the 'Strubel' in 1854 was recognised all over the country

as well as in other neighbouring countries.

Quite frankly the postal system was a flop, by 1877 they

vvvvv were losing so much money that an investigating committee was set up

to find other methods of obtaining revenue. However, as early as

1865 a sub-committee was already toying with the idea of suggesting

a Postage DUB system and only held back their findings to see how well such a

system worked in Bavaria, which issued Dues for the first time in 1862.

France was the first country to use the Postage Due system

in 1859 and in due course Switzerland became the 11th country in the world to adopt

the idea on 1 July 1878, following a decree passed by the ruling bodies in April

1878.
The design was by the Bernese painter Walsh and engraved

by Jean Durussell, also of Bern. His brief was to produce something functional

rather than pretty. Prominence was to be given to the figure of value and the

word 'Helvetia' could be left out.

The finished design that was accepted shows a figure of

value, surrounded by a central star and 80 rays pointing to an outer circle which

consisted of 22 stars - the number of Cantons in the Confederation at that time.

It was engraved slightly off centre, hence the normal and inverted frames.

Printing was performed by StImpfli & Co. of Bern who used

the Typography method. They continued until 1906 when the Federal Mint cancelled

all private printing contracts and the Mint then took over the job themselves.

The gumming was done after printing by Albert Escher - who

later founded the Federal Mint. The firm of Escher, therefore, only gummed the

first 7 printings, the rest being done by the Mint from 1881.  The gumming machine

was purchased from Germany.

The cutting and perforating of the sheets was also carried

out by Albert Escher, until he formed the Federal Mint and took the business with

him. Perforation was intended to be 11! x 11 but the exact reading is 11.69 
x

11,67. Most of the first printing was very much off-centre, but as time went by

things became progressively better.

The printing details: the first 8 issues were printed by

two separate but immediately following processes:-



1.

2.

3.
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1. The frames.

2. The value figures.
3. As 250 cliches were ordered and delivered, the printers were able

to produce 2 sheets of 100 stamps at a time.  50 clichees were to
be spares.

4. No actual plates were ever made.

50 100 c1ich4es were assembled singly and held in place by an iron box
surround. Therefore, the printing of 200 stamps required 2 boxed
surrounds.

6. After each print run, these had to be dismantled to remove the
clogged ink and then re-assembled before the next printing could
kontinue.

After the end of the first print run, Stlimpfli asked the Postal
Authorities if they could grind out the rays surrounding the figure of value as this
was causing unnecessary work due to the clogging of the ink. Permission was
granted and the 250 clichees were treated thus. (Or was it only 249?).

-
At the end of the third print run, in August 1878, the 200 cliches were

found to be badly worn, no doubt caused by the grinding out of the rays immediately
following the first printing. The cuts had to he deepened, this in turn damaged
the outer frame and from the fourth printing we see for the first tts the exist-
ence of a 'new frame', Type II. It is interesting to note that Zumstein in his
'Manual of Swiss Stamps', published in 1924, does not mention the existence of two
frames. A 46 year gap seems to be a long time for this to go unmentioneci.perhaps
it was not considered important - but the existence of a normal and an inverted
frame is recorded.

In due course some of the frames became totally useless and spares from
the 50 unused cliches (which had only been ground out once, for the removal of
the rays), were put into use. It, therefore, becomes evident that we can find
frame Type I alongside frame Type II. It also follows naturally that with the
dismantling of the boxes after each printing, normal and inverted frames appear
side by side.

The paper for these issues was supplied by. the Paper Manufacturing Co. on
the Sihl - white paper for the first 8 issues and granite paper thereafter.  The
granite paper supplied was of a.larger format (492 x 558 mm.). amd s7s the 400
stamps could be produced in (almost) one operation.  First of all a sheet was
printed, then the paper was turned 180 degrees and the remainder of the sheet was
printed. The finished product showed the stamps t gte-bache and had a 30 mm.
strip down the cengre, but since the sheets were cut into 4, there is no possible
way of finding a pair tate-b gche. •

During the 27th printing in 1902, the dark olive-green
shade (Gb) - one half of the die block broke; however, printing  .
continued in a somewhat unique method: - difficult for gumming as -
be cut first:

The top upper left f of the large sheet was printed.
The sheet was turned 180 degrees and the lower left
hand.börner .was printed.
The whole sheet was then taken out and completely turned over, then
the top upper left corner was printed.

4. The sheet was turned 180 degrees and the lower left corner printed.

Since the paper was delivered by the printers with the impressed control
mark, we can find from 1902 some stamps with the control mark on the face. Earlier
examples do exist, but these were by accident rather than design.

The printing was always done by request; however, the ink was first mixed
and then left for the next print-run. As the sediment fell to the bottom of the
containeor, the ink became thicker and so much darker. The 1 ct. blue can be found
in 7 different shades according to the delivery dates: Blue, Clear Blue, Dull Blue,
Ultramarine Blue, Dark Ultramarine Blue, Dark Blue, Dull Ultramarine, Dark Ultra-
marine.

Since less ink was required for the numerals, the shades to be found here
are in reverse: they start dark and end light: Dark blue, Blue, Light Blue. ALL
THREE NUMBERAL SHADES CAN BE FOUND ON AIL S VEIT 771A-n =ADES.

(To be continued):
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REVENUEPHILATELIST 
qompiled by

GENE KELLY of the
American Helvetia P.S.

TOWN OF RINWIL No. 2

Canton ZUrich

Issue of 1951? Still in use in June 1984. Printed by Sieber in
sheets of 5 x 5 with selvage all round.

Uses: Work permits and other permits as well as letters to and from
the town government. The more work (as exxample typing) that had to be done
by the town employee the greater the charge:

Gemeinde

The example shown

Schriften-Empfangsschein

Die unterzeichnete Amtsstelle bescheinigt, dais the
umstehend bezeichnete Person slch In Iiinwit ange-
meldet hat. guy Ausweispapiere (siehe Rücksette)
sind NO der Einwohnerkontrolle deponiert.

suoHmwiLmm
1 9. Mai 1983

Gemeinderatskanziel
li n NW ILI

r4

Die Einwohnerkontrolle

7/1

Mai 1983 .4
It Fr. 10.—

,
1.

Diem Empfangsbescheinigung
berechtigt clte untstehead
Iiihrten Personen zum Aut•ntludt
In der Gemelnds !gown aid die
Dauer. bzw. bis awn Riickzug der
Ausweleschritten.

is a 12 line typed work

permit dated 14 May 1983.

Charge: Fr.10.-

Colour of stamp: Bluish

violet.

Below are featured

the tax stamps being used

to-day. All are on

white paper.

Grey- Bright Chrome Chocolate Magenta New blue Dull blue-

freen scarlet yellow brown green

Can anyone give the exact date of issue of this set?  I would also like

any information on earlier issues of this town.

600.Jahre

—3.-1. 8 5- -8

JUBILEE CANCELS 
AWE%

900JAHRE a) The town of ROTHENBURG will be celebrating

-7. 4 W5-8
its

 600th anniversary on 3rd January 1985
- -
r
—

Am!, off b) The commune of WALTENSCHWIL will be
a IN; a " .

a celebrating its 900th anniversary on
• 7th January 1985.
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* THIS BOOKLET CONTAINS 44
OFFERS OF EXCEPTIONAL

CHRISTMAS & MOSTLY RARE MATERIAL

rhe Directors and Staff of The Amateur
Collector Ltd. would like to take this
opportunity of wishing clients a Happy
r
estive Season and a P

rosperous New Year.

SWISS STAMPS — ( Th( "Aristocrats - of Philately)
for the — Discriminating Collector

111111 Our Great Strength Is no..
1CAld The A bility To Supply 9EXPRESS

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Our Approval Se r
vice.the finest available

for Swiss Stamps makes it easy for you
to own such items and many others.

34> (Inland clients kindly add 15% VAT to all prices.)

74
OUR USUAL

ahlateu.r Collector t;ttd
CREDIT TERMS

0.1 KATCHER)
[ APPLY P. 0, BOX 242 L

ONDON. N20Y2
ENGLAND

°I -41-eliNtIVO' Iv - Published by
THE AMATEUR COLLECTO

R LTD

P.O. BOX 242

Telephone: LONDON, N20YZ
\s‘ 01 -348 0296 ENGLAND

NOS, 86/87/88 1984

sqeSCit911° ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
CONTAINS ARTICLES 8, NEWS ON PROOFS & ESSAYS, REVENUE STAMPS, RAILWAYS, WHO'S WHO

ON SWISS STAMPS, GUM, U.P.U.1900, MAIL ON LAKE ZURICH & SPECIAL OFFERS.

IF YOU ARE NOT A SUBSCRIBER, SEND 90 p , FOR YOUR POST FREE COPY.
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POSTAGE RATES FROM SWITZERLAND TO FOREIGN LANDS 1852-186, 

,

,

_

1. FRANCE By E. C. Walton (Canada)

Date ,Origin Area Code Route Postage Destination 

Jan. 52 BASEL V St.Louis 0.35 Marseilles

Jul. 52 PORRENTRUT IV 0.40 Bonneville

Dec. 52 GLARUS IX St.Louis 0.50 Marseilles

? 52 ONNEN,
Aug. 53 LOCLE..:

II

IV

Pontarlier 0.45
0.35

La Rochelle

Paris

Jan. 54 GENEVE I Fernex 0.35 Lyon

Oct. 54 BASEL V St.Louis 1.40 Havre

Nov. 54 BERN III St.Louis 0.40 Goubenans

Mar. 55 CHAUX DE
FONDS

IV Morteau 1.00 Besanpn

Jun. 55 LUTRI II 0.40 Lyon

Jul. 55 GENEVE I 0.40 Chambery

Jul. 55 BIENNE IV 0.45 Chonen

Aug. 55 VEVEY II Pontarlier 0.40 Paris

Sep. 55 HORGEN VIII St.Louis 0.40 Lyon

Sep. 55 HORGEN VIII St.Louis 0.40 Lyon

Sep. 55 GENEVE I Fernex 0.35 Paris

Oct. 55 HORdEN VIII St.Louis 0.40 Lyon

Nov. 55 - STECKBORN IV St.Louis ? 0.40 Huningue

Dec. 55 CHAUX DE
FONDS IV Morteau 0.30 Paris

Dec. 55 GENEVE Fernex 1.75 Lyon

Feb, 56 ST.GALLEN IX St.Louis 0.80 Feldkirch

Mar. 56 TB VET 0.80 Chambery

Apr. 56 . NEUCHATEL IV Pontarlier 1.00 Besanpn

Jun. 56 GENEVE 0.70 Tournue

Aug. 56 GENEVE Fernex 0.15 Fernex

Aug. 56 HOSPENTHAL VII St.Louis 0.40 Rouen

Jan. 57 FRIBOURG 11 Pontarlier 0.80 Senlis

May . 57 GENEVE Fernex 0.35 Paris

May 57 GENEVE II Fernex 0.35 Paris

Sep. 57 GENEVE SUISSE AMB. 0.35 Paris
GENEVE

Nov. 57 ZURICH VIII St.Louis 1.60 Paris

Nov. 57 GENEVE 0.20 Caninges

Apr. 58 HAUSEN VIII St .Louis 0.40 Nancy

Aug. 58 BASEL V St.Louis 0.70 . Paris

Dec. 58 ST.MAURICE II Pontarlier 0.40 Paris

Dec. 58 NEUCHATEL IV Morteau 1.00 Besanion

Dec. 58 LE BRASSUS II Les Rousses 0.35 Paris

Mar, 59 LE BRASSUS II Les Rousses 0.70 Paris

Apr. 59 LE BRASSUS II Les Rousses 0.70 Paris

Aug. 59 BASEL V 0.35 Val leraugue

Sep. 59 GENEVE R.L. 0.40 Chambery



Mt.CENIS

II SUISSE AMB
Mr. CENIS

II

II SUISSE AMB
Mt. CENIS

SUISSE AMB

SUISSE Ala

Thonon

SUISSE AMB
Mt.CENIS

Bellegarde

St.Louis

SUISSE AMB

II

II

VIII

VIII

0.80 Nice

2.40 Havre 16g/3 CHARGE

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0020

0.20

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.80 8/2

Chambery

Bologne

Lyon

Nice

Thonon

Thonon

Nice

Paris

Mulhouse

Lyon

64:1)

St.Louls

St.Louis

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

Hanover

Leipzig

Lindau

Frankfurt/M

Thorn, Prussia

Strasbourg
A E D

Kornthal

Kierspe Charge

Schlestadt

Kierspe Recoirmande

Leipzig

Frankfurt

Carlsruhe

(To be continued)

1.00

0.60

0.30

1.20

0.50

0.40

0.40

1.00

0.40

0.70

0.50

0.40

0.50
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2.2.12. Origin Area Code Route fostage Destination Marks
Nov. 59 GENEVE I SUISSE AMB. 0.40 Paris
Nov. 59 VILLENEUVE II Pontarlier 0.80 Paris 12/2
Dec. 59 GENEVE I 0.40 Paris
Feb. 60 BASEL V St.Louis 0.40 Lyon

Apr. 60 BASEL V St.Louis 0.80 Paris 8/2
May 60 RkSEL V 1.20 Albi 

A E D 3
Jun. 60 GENEVE I SUISSE AMB 0.40 Lyon

GENEVE
Aug. 60 UNTERSEEN III St.Louis 0.40 Paris
Sep. 61 GENEVE I Lyon 3.20 Lyon 52/8
Oct. 61 AARAU VI Lyon 1.20 Lyon 3
Nov. 61 BELLELAY IV St.Louis 0.40 Cartaras 

A E D
Dec. 61 GENEVE I SUISSE AMB 0.40 Grenoble

Jan. 62 VEVET

Jan. 62 ORBE

Feb. 62 FAOUG

Jun. 62 GENEVE

Sep. 62 NTON

Sep. 62 TVERDON

Dec. 62 GENEVE

Dec. 62 GENEVE

May 63 VEVEY

May 63 GENEVE

Jun. 63 ZURICH

Sep. 63 ZURICH

2. GERMANY

Aug. 52 RAGAZ

Dec. 54 BERN

Jan. 55 LUZERN

Feb. 55 BASEL

? 55 WORB

Jan. 56 FRIBOURG

Aug. 56 NEUCHATEL

Nov. 56 SCHAFFHAUSEN

Dec. 56 ZURICH

Jun. 58 LUZERN

Apr. 59 CHAUX DE FONDS

Aug. ? THALWIL

Jan. 63 NEUCHATEL'



MAIL TO THE SOCIETY DID YOU KNOW ?

f 5. 270-8 '0 IV 26.1184--8
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....that the Philatelisten-Club (not to be
confused with the Philatelisten-Verein) in
Winterthur has just celebrated its 100th
birthday with an exhibition and public-
ation of an excellent book 'Die Post-.
geschichte von Winterthur bis 1900' in
German, for SFr.16.80, 80 pages, many
coloured illustrations, hard back. The
exhibition, part in the Lindengut, part
in the Town Library, runs till end March.

.... that before coils were made from
endless' printed strips for vending

machines, counter sheets were cut up and
joined by hand. This short piece of over-
lap is now greatly sought after as proof
that a particular stamp was used for this
purpose (as PTT records are so poor from
a philatelic viewpoint). As these
sheets were of 10 rows of 10 only, one
bright lad in the PTT had the idea of
printing bigger sheets, namely 10 x 30,

, so that only half the number of joins
need be made. This has been proved by
the discovery of 3 strips of 20 stamps of
the 'Tell Boy' being found over the years

' in dofferent places, the significance
being only recently realised. There is
always-something new under the sun.

.... that the PTT, under pressure from
. their staff, are allowing more and more
counters to be 'non-smokers' only. Now
there is talk of making that a general
rule all over, but a drop in sales is
expected, especially in country POs.

Please note darefully. L.E.S.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 

Jan. 12th - PUBLICITY
CANCELLATIONS Mr. D. Hope

Feb. 4th - MEMBERS'
COMPETITION

N. SROUP:

Saturday,
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We have on several recent occasions
requested that mail addressed to members
of the Society SHOULD NOT INCLUDE THE 
NAEE OF THE SOCIETY IN THE ADDRESS.

Quite apart from wishing to avoid
publicity in these days, an even more
complicated case occurred when a registe]
ed letter from abroad was sent simply to
'Helvetia Philatelic Society' and address

The Post Office could not deliver
it since there was no name given for the
required signature of receipt, necess-
itating a visit to the Sorting Office
with proof of identity and right to the
letter.

that a byproduct of the new PJ 35c
stamp showing Heidi with friend is that
the worst, or only'erroi on i K pictorial
cds has been eliminated. The old cancel
K.517 shows a girl with 2 long plaits,
presumably blond (see illustration), but
'-the new one K.517a shows a girl answering
to Johanna Spyri (PJ Z.138 Sc 1951) whose
.book shows short black curly hair. FD
coinciding eith FD of stamps, 26.11.84.

1.4•Al

LONDON GROUP:
Wednesday: Jan. 9th - INTERNATIONAL

OFFICES - Mr. C.E.Redmill
et al

Feb. 13th - THEMATICS -
Mrs. A. Lee, F.R.P.S.L.

EXCHANGE PACKET 

If you haven't already sent in
your booklets for the final circuits of
the season, be very quick or the lists
will be closed.

NEWS LETTER 

Yet another plea for more
material - long or short articles or
other items of interest - are urgently
required to keep us goinglin the New
Year. E.J.R.

DID YOU KNOW? - Cont. from Col. 2

Nos. 320, 270, 280, the series No. 250
and the postcards of 1976.

.... that the answer to Question No. 146
is that fish have been shown on the
following Swiss stamps: 20c. of 1959
Z.No. 345, 1.10 of 82 Z.678, 20c. of 83
Z.689, PJ 5c. of 1921 Z22, PP 20c. of 61
Z.105, 10c. of 65 Z.124 and 30c. Z.1269
50c. of 68 Z.141 & 40c. of 73 Z.160.

.... that Question No. 147 is that the
present series of 4 PJ stamps just
issued show a large proportion of
foreigners. Which series showed even
more?

M. RUTHERFOORD

.... that the newest 'accident' with
Frama labels is that in Seen PO (8405
Winterthur) the paper roll was put in
inside out so that the impression came
onto the gummed side of the paper. At
least, for a price, one can now exhibit
stamp and gum quite conveniently.

.... that at the beginning of 1984 the
Philatelic Bureau in Vaduz announced that
they would follow the Swiss rate changes
on 1 March '84, and that the following
stamps would be withdrawn from sale at
the end of 1984:

(Cont. in Col. 1)



TEE COMPLIMENTS OF

THE SEASON

TO ALL

HELVETIA

MEMBERS

I look forward to continuing

to supply material to suit your----

requirements.

This includes all issues of

Swiss stamps, commemorative and

FDCs.

J.S.ARMSTRONG

t'S!rogTO BE PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER 19e4

EUROPA CATALOGUE 1985 

in, four volumes:

•
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GREF.TINGS

FOR THE

FESTIVE

SEASON

TO ALL

MEMBERS
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REVIEW

THE SWISS PHILATELIST 

A feast of interesting reading will
be found in the latest issue of "The Swiss
Philatelist", Nos. 86/88, now available.

Starting with a brief review of 'NABA
ZURI' and the Company's spectacular
triumph, there are a number of excellent
articles. Regrettably the death is
announced of I. Irving Silverman, who under
the pseudonym of M. N. Thaler has contrib-
uted many enlightening articles on Swiss
Revenue stamps, and his last two are given
in this issue.

There are also two by W.Cdr. R.F.
Bulstrode on "Proofs (§1: Essays 1843-1882"
and a short one on "An Essay Backdated:"

Also "The Mail on the Lake of Zdrich"
by Franz Oeler; another on "Flaws & Retouch-
es on the 5c. No. 77a, Type 10" by Prof.
W.R. Morrison; another instalment of "Who's
Who" on Swiss Stamps, together with Special
Offers and other odd snippets of news.

If you have not already received your
copy, send for one now at 90p (2.00 by air)
from The Amateur Collector Ltd., PO Box
242, London N2 OTZ. (Note new Code No.)

E.J.R.

485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE - Lanes LA4 6AP

zumsbein

• -,-------

COMPLETELY NEW

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in PrenciVGerman.

Already published

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein+cie Proprietors Bertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

I ---
I

AND A VERY •

MERRY

. CHRISTMAS

AND A HAPPY

NEW

YEAR


